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Letter from the Editor

1

Dear AppNotes Readers:

Welcome to the October 2002 issue of Novell AppNotes! As the temperature turns cooler and the leaves are 
glowing in reds and oranges here in the mountains of Utah, it causes us to stop and reflect on the many 
miracles around us. This also gives us a break from the steady thoughts of technologies and how they 
work. Pleasant thoughts abound in such an environment. However, it also makes us aware of the 
importance of the new technologies and what they mean to us in making our businesses more efficient so 
we can enjoy such simple pleasures as the weather and nature.

Our spotlight this month is on MySQL. Many of you have been asking about it and been quite interested in 
the prospect of an open-source database running on NetWare. If you’re interested in this, read on. 

Also, many of you have been asking us about the ability to consolidate servers and make your network 
easier to manage. Well, first up this month we have an interesting article dealing with that very subject: 
“Getting the Most Out of the NetWare Server Consolidation Utility” by Bruce Cutler, Trace Eddington, 
and Glen Davis. Next we have an article from Neil Cashell and Shane Johns, “Troubleshooting Novell 
iChain 2.1 Authorization Issues.” We also have information on a useful ZEN feature in “How to Configure 
NIC Teaming Drivers Using INETCFG” by Hemanth Yamijala. Finishing up the AppNotes this month is 
“How to Configure and Customize the Discovery System in ZENworks for Servers 3” by Prem Mohan 
Mendhikar.

For our Developer Notes section this month, we have the aforementioned article on MySQL by Rob Lyon, 
“An Introduction to MySQL for NetWare.” We also have another DirXML article from Israel Forst, 
Hicham Mourad, and Garth Williamson entitled “Effectively Reading a DirXML Trace File.”

Of course, we have our ever-popular sections for your perusal. I want to thank all of you that take the time 
to send us your e-mail comments on these sections. The AppNotes team really looks forward to your 
thoughts and ideas, as well as your submissions.

This month I would like to welcome Jeff Fischer as the newest member of the AppNotes/DeveloperNet 
University team. Jeff is a skilled programmer and is anxious to start contributing AppNotes material. If you 
haven’t visited our Web sites lately, I encourage you to do so. Visit the AppNotes at http://www.novell.
com/appnotes and DeveloperNet University at http://developer.novell.com/education. 

As always, I look forward to your feedback on the AppNotes, Developer Notes, Sections, and our two Web 
sites. Please keep your e-mails and letters coming! Contact me at gherbon@novell.com.

Until next time,

Gamal B. Herbon
Editor-in-Chief

October 2002

http://www.novell.com/appnotes
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http://developer.novell.com/education
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Feature Article
NOVELL APPNOTES

Getting the Most Out of the 
NetWare Server Consolidation 
Utility

Bruce R. Cutler Trace Eddington Glen Davis
Senior Software Engineer Technical Writer Software Test Engineer
Novell, Inc. Novell, Inc. Novell, Inc.
bcutler@novell.com teddington@novell.com gldavis@novell.com

This AppNote provides a brief overview of the NetWare Server Consolidation 
Utility (SCU). This utility allows you to copy file system directories from one 
location in an eDirectory tree to any other location in the same tree, as well as 
move NDPS Printer Agents from one Print Service Manager to another.

Contents:

• Introduction
• Overview of the Server Consolidation Utility
• Basic SCU Operations
• Things to Watch Out For
• Conclusion

Topics NetWare utilities, server consolidation, network 
management

Products NetWare Server Consolidation Utility 1.0

Audience network administrators, installers

Level beginning

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with the NetWare file system

Operating System NetWare 4.x through 6.x

Tools none

Sample Code no
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Introduction

For years NetWare administrators have wished for a quick and easy way to copy 
files from one location to another in the same eDirectory tree and preserve all of 
the existing NetWare attributes, trustees and file ownerships, and directory space 
restrictions. Until now administrators had to settle for using either a third-party 
backup or copy tool to accomplish this task. And even then, they weren’t assured 
that all of their data, including directory space restrictions and file ownerships, 
would be transferred. With the release of the Novell NetWare Server 
Consolidation Utility (SCU), their wish has come true. 

There has also been a need to move NDPS Printer Agents (PAs) from one Print 
Service Manager (PSM) to another without having to delete the old one and create 
a new one. This process is now possible with the SCU as well.

Much of the feedback that Novell has received about the SCU has praised its ease 
of use.  In fact, it’s so easy to use that, initially, writing an AppNote for it seemed 
to be unnecessary. However, we have identified some information that will assist 
you in getting the full benefit out of the SCU. This AppNote gives a brief 
overview of the utility, including basic usage and hardware/software 
requirements, and discusses several things to watch out for as you work 
with the utility.

Overview of the Server Consolidation Utility

The NetWare SCU allows you to copy file system directories (“folders” in 
Microsoft Windows terminology) from one location in an eDirectory (NDS) tree 
to anywhere else in the same eDirectory tree. It uses the SMS Backup APIs, which 
all of our backup vendors use, to back up and restore these files. It copies the data 
from server to server without going through the client (workstation).  The client 
serves only to provide a simple drag-and-drop user interface.

The client sends commands to the destination server to tell it where to get the 
files, and thereafter it only monitors the data transfer. An agent NLM 
(NUWAGENT.NLM) on the destination server actually does all of the work. The 
files are copied, not moved. You are even allowed to decide what to do when a file 
with the same name is encountered on the destination server: do nothing, copy the 
file if the date and time of the source file is newer, or always copy the source file.

You can also move NDPS Printer Agents from one NDPS Print Service Manager 
to another PSM in the same eDirectory tree. In this case, the PAs are actually 
moved. If you make a mistake and need to move the PAs back to the way they 
were, all you need to do is drag-and-drop them back to the original PSM.
O c t o b e r  2 0 0 2
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In order to perform this operation, SCU ships with several new NDPS libraries. 
Novell has tested these libraries with the SCU, but not with any other NDPS 
utilities. To prevent them from being used by any other NDPS utilities, these 
libraries are stored in the same location as the SCU executable. After they’re 
tested with other NDPS utilities, these libraries will be released in the next 
Support Pack from Novell.

Hardware and Software Requirements

Client Workstation Setup.  To run the SCU, your workstation must have the 
following characteristics:

• Windows NT, 2000, or XP Professional

• The latest Novell Client (version 4.83 as of this writing)

• 50 MB of free disk space

• Administrator rights to the source and destination servers so that NLMs can 
be copied and loaded

Server Setup.  The supported configurations for source and destination NetWare 
servers are as follows:

• You can copy from any version of NetWare beginning with version 4.2.

• You can copy to any version of NetWare beginning with version 5.1. 

• If you want to copy data from a NetWare 4.2 server or from a server that has 
only IPX bound to it, you will need to have IPX on the destination server as 
well. This is required because the two servers communicate with each other to 
copy the file data, and they must have a common protocol to do so.

• You must have the latest version of the TSA and SMDR NLMs, which are 
available in NW6SP2 and NW51SP5 as of this writing. The SCU itself ships 
with the minimum required modules. If the SCU tells you to do so, you may 
have to go to the server console to unload and reload these NLMs. This is 
because the SCU copies newer NLMs to the servers, if needed, but doesn’t 
automatically load them.

• NetWare 4.x and 5.0 servers are not supported as destination servers. You are 
not stopped from copying data to these servers, but Novell has not tested this 
configuration. If you want to copy data to a NetWare 4.2 or 5.0 server, you do 
so at your own risk. You must load CLIBAUX.NLM on any destination 
NetWare 4.2 servers.

• It is recommended that you install the latest support packs on all servers. This 
is the preferred method because Novell tested the SCU using only the latest 
support packs as of the release date of the SCU. NetWare support packs can 
be downloaded from Novell’s support site at http://support.novell.com.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Availability
The Novell NetWare Server Consolidation Utility is available free of charge from 
http://download.novell.com. Search in the NetWare section. It will also ship with 
the next release of NetWare (code-named Nakoma). At this point, the utility is 
only available in English.

Basic SCU Operations

In the SCU, you first model the consolidation project you want to undertake, and 
then commit once you have it set the way you want it. The information for the 
consolidation is stored in a Microsoft Access database file. When you begin the 
SCU, you are asked whether you want to create a new project, open an existing 
project, or open the last project you worked on (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1: The NetWare Server Consolidation utility startup screen.

If you select “Open an existing project” and click OK, you will then be asked to 
browse to the appropriate project’s database file, as shown in Figure 2.
O c t o b e r  2 0 0 2
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Figure 2: Browsing to an existing project’s database file.

You could actually create the database using the SCU and then manually enter the 
data into it using Microsoft Access, but we think the drag-and-drop method is 
much easier.

Once the modeling phase has been completed, you commit your changes by 
selecting either the “Verify and Copy” button from the button bar, or the “Menu” 
option from the Project menu.  The wizard displays a textual representation in 
tabular format of all of your selections, as shown in Figure 3.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Figure 3: The wizard’s display of your selections in tabular format.

You then decide how you want the utility to process duplicate files: copy always, 
copy only if the source is newer, or never copy over existing files.

The SCU goes through a verification process to make sure that you have all of the 
required permissions, the correct versions of the NLMs, and that the source and 
destination servers can talk to each other. If all of the prerequisites of the 
verification are met, you can proceed with the copy/move phase. If not, you are 
given a review screen listing all of the errors and warnings that were found during 
the verification phase (see Figure 4).
O c t o b e r  2 0 0 2
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Figure 4: The wizard’s review of errors and warning found during verification.

The copy phase loads NUWAGENT.NLM on each destination server. This NLM 
acts as the agent for copying the file data. Since the SMS APIs require a user 
name and password, you are asked for a password before starting the copy.

Things to Watch Out For

This section discusses some of the things you should watch out for when working 
with the SCU. The topics are divided into three areas:

• File System

• Verification Phase

• Printing
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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File System
This section provides information about aspects of the SCU relating to the 
NetWare file system.

Consolidating to or from a NetWare 5.1 Cluster.  (This information does not 
apply to NetWare 6 clusters.) When a NetWare 5.1 volume is cluster-enabled, an 
object is created in eDirectory with the name of the cluster, followed by an 
underscore, followed by the volume name. For example, if the server is called 
MyServer, the cluster is called MyCluster, and the volume being clustered is 
MyVolume, then a Volume object called MyCluster_MyVolume is created in 
eDirectory.  SCU can’t use this object.

For the SCU to function properly with a NetWare 5.1 cluster-enabled volume, a 
physical (not cluster) Volume object must be used instead.  In order to create such 
an object, a Volume object must be created manually. The physical volume’s 
name should be formatted as follows: server name, followed by an underscore, 
followed by the volume name. For example: MyServer_MyVolume.

To create a physical Volume object, complete the following steps.

1. Start ConsoleOne and browse to the context where the NCP Server object 
resides (MIGDEV-600, in this example).

2. Right-click on the right pane, then select New | Volume. In the first field (see 
Figure 5), enter the name of the new object. This should be the server name, 
followed by an underscore, followed by the volume name  (MIGDEV-600_ 
VOL1, in this example).

Figure 5: Creating a physical Volume object for a cluster-enabled volume.

3. In the second field, browse and select the appropriate server 
(MIGDEV-600.novell in this example).
O c t o b e r  2 0 0 2
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4. In the third field, click the drop-down menu and select the volume (VOL1 in 
this example), and then click OK.

5. In the SCU project window, you need to refresh the container to make the 
new object appear. Do this by closing and opening the container where the 
volume object is located. Press the “-” key to close the container, then press 
the “+” key to reopen it.

When dragging and dropping in the project window, be sure to use the newly- 
created Volume object. After the consolidation is complete, you can delete this 
Volume object.

If you try to drag-and-drop the volume or subdirectories of the MyCluster_ 
MyVolume object, an error will appear in the verification step to tell you that you 
must create the special Volume object before proceeding.

Copying Over Existing Directories and Files.  Be aware that trustees, 
ownerships, and directory restrictions don’t transfer to existing directories or files.  
If the destination directories already exist, the trustees, ownerships, and 
restrictions won’t be overwritten.  If the source file overwrites the destination file, 
the source file’s information will take precedence.

Resolving SMDR Errors During Verification
During the Server Consolidation project verification, the source and destination 
servers will attempt to connect to each other using the Novell SMS libraries. The 
NetWare servers on which the SMDRs reside must be able to communicate with 
each other.  If the servers cannot connect to each other, a critical error will appear 
in the project window, stopping the copy process. The exact error message will 
vary, but the heading will always show “Error opening connection to SMDR.”

There are various ways of resolving these critical SMDR errors, depending on 
how your network is set up. These connections can be made in several different 
ways. First, the SMDRs can establish a connection between the two servers 
through eDirectory. Second, it can establish a connection through the Service 
Location Protocol (SLP), which is used by the IP protocol stack, or through the 
Service Advertising protocol (SAP), which is used by the IPX protocol stack. The 
third way that the servers can connect is by using the HOSTS file located in each 
server’s SYS:\ETC directory. The SMDR will try to establish a connection in the 
following order: SLP, eDirectory, SAP, Hosts. If one method fails, the SMDR 
will try the next until it either succeeds or has tried every method.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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eDirectory Resolution.  The first way the connection error can be resolved is 
though eDirectory. By default, two SMDR objects are created in eDirectory in the 
context in which the server resides. The two object names are “SMS SMDR 
Group” and “<ServerName> SMS RPC” (where <ServerName> is the name of the 
NetWare server). If the two eDirectory server objects are located in the same 
eDirectory context, the SMDRs should be able to connect to each other.

If the Server objects are located in different contexts, you can configure SMS so 
that both servers are in the same SMDR Group and both have their SMS RPC 
objects created in the same context. To accomplish this, do the following on the 
destination server:

1. Unload all of the TSA NLMs (TSAPROXY.NLM, TSA600.NLM, 
TSA500.NLM, and so on).

2. Unload SMDR.NLM.

3. At the console prompt, type “SMDR NEW”.

4. When asked “Do you want to disable NDS?” enter N.

5. At the next prompt, “Press enter for using default context/enter the new 
container context SMDR Group Context:” (sic), enter the context where the 
source server resides.

6. At the “Enter the user name (full context) that has managing rights” prompt, 
enter the full name, preceding dot included, of the administrator object, or an 
Admin-equivalent object.

7. At the next prompt, enter the password for this user.

8. At the “Do you want to disable SLP?” prompt, enter Y.

9. At the “Do you want to disable SAP?” prompt, enter Y.

SLP Resolution.  Another way to get the SMDRs to connect when using IP is by 
using SLP. SMS uses the SMDR.novell SLP service to make its connections. 

To accomplish this, complete these steps on the destination server:

1. Unload all of the TSA NLMs (TSAPROXY.NLM, TSA600.NLM, 
TSA500.NLM, and so on).

2. Unload SMDR.NLM on the destination server. 

3. At the console prompt, type “SMDR NEW”.

4. When asked “Do you want to disable NDS?” enter Y. 
O c t o b e r  2 0 0 2
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5. At the “Do you want to disable SLP?” prompt, enter N.

6. At the “Do you want to disable SAP?” prompt, enter Y.

7. At the “Do you want to disable name resolution through SYS:\ETC\HOSTS 
file?” prompt, enter Y.

To find out if your servers are discovering each other through SLP, type the 
following command at the source and destination server consoles:

Display SLP Services SMDR.novell

If the source server displays the destination server in its list, and the destination 
server displays the source server in its list, then the SMDRs should be able to 
communicate. If the source list doesn't include the destination server or vice versa, 
then SLP needs to be set up, troubleshot, or possibly reconfigured.

SAP Resolution.  If you are using IPX on both the source and destination servers, 
SMS can use SAP for server discovery.

To configure this, follow these steps:

1. Unload all of the TSA NLMs (TSAPROXY.NLM, TSA600.NLM, 
TSA500.NLM, and so on).

2. Unload SMDR.NLM on the destination server. 

3. At the console prompt, type “SMDR NEW”.

4. When asked “Do you want to disable NDS?” enter Y. 

5. At the “Do you want to disable SLP?” prompt, enter N.

6. At the “Do you want to disable SAP?” prompt, enter Y.

7. At the “Do you want to disable name resolution through SYS:\ETC\HOSTS 
file?” prompt, enter Y.

The DISPLAY SERVERS command on the console will display a list of all 
discovered servers. The source server should display the destination server in its 
list, and the destination server should display the source server in its list.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Hosts File Resolution.  With the latest Novell Support Packs (SP 5 for NetWare 
5.1 and SP 2 for NetWare 6), the SMDRs can resolve server connections through 
the SYS:\ETC\Hosts file. 

Configure SMDR with the SMDR NEW command as follows:

1. Unload all of the TSA NLMs (TSAPROXY.NLM, TSA600.NLM, 
TSA500.NLM, and so on).

2. Unload SMDR.NLM on the destination server. 

3. At the console prompt, type “SMDR NEW”.

4. When asked “Do you want to disable NDS?” enter Y. 

5. At the “Do you want to disable SLP?” prompt, enter N.

6. At the “Do you want to disable SAP?” prompt, enter Y.

7. At the “Do you want to disable name resolution through SYS:\ETC\HOSTS 
file?” prompt, enter Y.

8. Add the IP address and server name of the source server into the destination 
server’s SYS:\ETC\hosts file (for example: 137.65.1.1  ServerName).

Printing
This section presents some things to be aware of when moving NDPS Printer 
Agents with the SCU.

Back Up the NDPS Database Prior to Moving PAs.  It is recommended, but not 
required, that prior to moving Printer Agents, you should do a backup of the 
NDPS database of the server on which the PSM resides. Here is the procedure to 
back up the NDPS database:

1. At the NDPS Manager Console on the source server, press <Esc> to exit 
from the Printer Agent List, or go to the Manager Console screen.

2. Select “NDPS Manager Status and Control” and press <Enter>.

3. Select “Database Options: (see list)” and press <Enter>.

4. Back up the NDPS database by selecting “Backup Database Files” and 
pressing <Enter>.

5. Resynchronize the NDPS database by selecting “Resynchronize Database 
Files” and pressing <Enter>.
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If, for some reason, the moving of the NDPS Printer Agents fails and you need to 
get back to where you were prior to the move, follow this procedure (assuming 
you backed up the NDPS database before doing the move):

1. At the NDPS Manager Console, select NDPS Manager Status and Control 
and press <Enter>.

2. Select “Database Options: (see list)” and press <Enter>.

3. Select “Restore Database” and press <Enter>.

4. Resynchronize the NDPS database by selecting “Resynchronize Database 
Files” and pressing <Enter>.

Queue-based Printing.  The SCU doesn’t handle queue-based printers.  If the 
printer agent is servicing queues, it can’t be moved.  One option is to remove the 
associated queues and re-associate them after moving the PA.

Printers with Jobs in the Queue.  If the PA you are attempting to move has 
active jobs in the queue, they will need to finish printing, or be deleted, before you 
can move the PA.

NDPS Brokers Not Changed.  In order to assure that the print drivers are 
available, when a PA is moved it keeps the same Broker. Moving it to another 
broker that doesn’t have the same set of print drivers could disable the PA.

Public Access Printers Not Moved.  Only private access printers can be moved. 
Public access printers can’t be moved with the SCU.

Conclusion

This AppNote has provided an overview of the basic operation of the NetWare 
Server Consolidation Utility. It has also discussed some things to watch out for 
when working with this utility. This information should help you get the most out 
of the utility in your server consolidation efforts.

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.
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Introduction

In a previous AppNote (see “Troubleshooting Novell iChain 2.1 Authentication 
Issues” in the September 2002 issue of Novell AppNotes, available online at 
http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2002/septembe/01/a020901.htm), 
we explained how troubleshooting a system with many interacting components, 
such as Novell’s iChain 2.1, can be challenging without the proper know-how and 
tools. That AppNote discussed the interfaces and flow control of iChain’s 
authentication components and gave tips for resolving the most common 
authentication-related issues.

This AppNote picks up where the previous one left off, covering the interfaces 
and flow control of iChain’s authorization components. It lists the tools that are 
available for troubleshooting authorization-related issues, and then provides 
numerous tips for resolving the most common iChain support issues.

Most people configuring iChain for the first time will encounter the infamous 
“403 Forbidden” alert on the browser when trying to access resources they should 
have access to. For the most part, especially when the 403 alert is qualified by the 
“Organizational policies prohibit access to this page” message, this is the result of 
the access control (ACLCHECK) module denying access to the URL for that user. 
This AppNote contains information on the way ACLCHECK interfaces into the 
Proxy, as well as the ACLCHECK rule processing algorithm. Once you are 
familiar with these concepts, troubleshooting authorization issues will hopefully 
become straightforward.

Authorization (ACLCHECK) Interfaces

This section provides detailed information about the interfaces between 
ACLCHECK and other iChain components.

PROXY.NLM
PROXY.NLM checks all incoming requests to see whether the protected resource 
a user is trying to access is Secured. In cases where it is Secured, control is passed 
to ACLCHECK to determine whether the user has access rights to the resource. If 
the protected resource is defined as Public or Restricted, no access control is 
performed on the request by ACLCHECK. Proxy then waits for a Deny or Allow 
response from ACLCHECK.

• If a Deny response is sent back to the Proxy, the Proxy returns a “403 
Forbidden” message to the browser, claiming that organizational policies 
have prohibited access to the page. 

• If an Allow response is sent from ACLCHECK, the Proxy continues with the 
processing of the request (that is, it forwards the request to the origin server or 
pulls the response from cache).
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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PROXYCFG.NLM
ACLCHECK uses LDAP requests to pull the relevant authorization information 
out of eDirectory. This LDAP information (bind username and password, IP 
address, and TCP port LDAP server listens on) is stored as part of the 
ACLCHECK authentication profile. The PROXYCFG.NLM module stores all 
configured authentication profiles, including this ACLCHECK one. LDAP 
configuration and communication errors may also be registered (and displayed) 
by PROXYCFG.

LDAPSDK.NLM
This NLM is used to generate the LDAP bind and search requests used by 
ACLCHECK, and to process the responses.

When ACLCHECK loads, it automatically creates ten LDAP connections (by 
default) by issuing ten LDAP Bind requests to the LDAP server. This is for 
performance reasons, so that the LDAP search requests can be piggy-backed on 
the existing connections.

When trying to verify whether or not a user has rights to access a protected 
resource, LDAP search requests are performed to determine whether the user, the 
user’s container, or groups the user belongs to have access to the resource. 

ACLCHECK.NLM
When Proxy determines that access control is required, it passes the username and 
the destination URL to ACLCHECK.NLM. ACLCHECK goes through its list of 
rules to verify whether the user has rights to access that URL.

• If no matching rule is found, the user is denied access and the Deny return 
code is sent back to the proxy. 

• If a matching rule is found, grant the user access to the resource by sending an 
Allow response back to the proxy.

Authorization Flow Control

When ACLCHECK is passed a username and destination URL from the Proxy 
server, it first checks its hash tables to see whether or not a hashed entry already 
allows access to the URL for that user. ACLCHECK maintains two hash tables 
that link:

• eDirectory objects (User, Group, and Organizational Unit) and the configured 
ACL Rules

• The authenticated Users and the Groups they belong to

If a hashed entry exists that grants access to this user, ACLCHECK returns the 
Allow response to the Proxy. If no match is found in the hash tables, ACLCHECK 
must process the ACLCHECK rules in the eDirectory to locate a match. This is 
done in the following manner:
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1. Using an LDAP search request, verify whether the authenticated users 
container has a brdsrvsRuleObject attribute associated with it. This attribute 
contains the name of the Rule object.

Note that during the configuration of a rule object in ConsoleOne, adding an 
NDS user, container, or group to the Rule object’s “apply to” list 
automatically adds the BrdsrvsRuleObject attribute to that user, container, 
or group.

2. Using an LDAP search request, read the rules from the Rule object. The 
returned rules define what paths within the protected resource that container 
can access.

3. Check whether a matching rule exists that grants the user’s container access 
to the URL.

4. If no match exists, return to step 1 above and try to locate a Rule object for 
each of the user’s groups. If no match is found granting access at this level, 
check to see whether a Rule object exists that specifically grants access for 
that user to the protected resource.

Note that if ACLCHECK is loaded with the “/M” option for Community 
support, the rules are processed in the following order:

• Rules on User’s OUs (container)
• Rules on User’s OUs’ Communities
• Rules on User’s Groups
• Rules on User’s Groups’ Communties
• Rules on the User
• Rules on the User’s Communities

ACLCHECK can also be loaded with the “/Q” option to check query-based 
ACLs first, before checking the standard rules.

5. Once a Rule object is located that will allow access to the URL for that user, 
ACLCHECK returns an Allow response to the Proxy and exits. No other 
rules are checked after a match is found.

6. If all rules are checked and no match found, then access for this user is 
denied. The Deny response is returned to the Proxy, which in turn generates a 
“403 Forbidden” error to the browser.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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7. If query-based (dynamic) ACL rules are enabled, query these rules using the 
following algorithm:

• Compare the incoming URL with URLs from all query-based ACLs to 
make sure that it is a URL for which a match is needed.

If there is a match, check the URL exception list to see if it is okay to 
proceed with this destination URL.

• Check if this user has any query-based rules in the cache.

If so, check if that query was satisfied (CHECK_MATCH).

• Match the username from the hash table with an NDS user.
• Check to see if the cache entry is still valid (is the Time To Live, or 

TTL, greater than 0?).
• If a match exists, return CHECK_MATCH; otherwise return 

CHECK_NOT_MATCH.

• If there are no rules in the cache, send an LDAP query.

Cache the LDAP response (cache matched, not matched, no attribute, and 
no object errors too!) The cache links the user and a rule, and the TTL 
verifies whether the entry is active or stale.

Any change in the user’s query-based attributes will not register until the TTL 
has expired, or unless an ACLCHECK REFRESH command is executed to 
clear the cache entries immediately. For example, suppose you have a dynamic 
query ACL that allows access to some application as long as the user’s 
manager attribute is set to “true”. A user whose manager attribute is set to 
“false” tries to get to the application and receives a “403 Forbidden” error. The 
user calls the Help Desk and the technician changes the user’s manager 
attribute to “true”. However, if the TTL is set to 15 minutes on the ACL, the 
user won’t have access for 15 minutes unless a refresh is done of the 
ACLCHECK cache.

Tools for Troubleshooting Authorization Issues

Most of the tools that are used in the analysis of iChain authorization problems 
were discussed in the previous AppNote referenced above. In addition to general 
tools such as ConsoleOne, the ICE utility, DSTRACE, LDAP browsers, 
LSEARCH.NLM, the iChain Proxy Server GUI utility, and others, there are a few 
other useful tools that are specifically for troubleshooting ACLCHECK issues.
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Debug Build of ACLCHECK
A debug build of ACLCHECK.NLM is available from Novell Technical Support 
that will give more information than the standard shipping version when the “/D4” 
option is enabled. This debug build logs information regarding cache access, hash 
table lookups, alias creations, thread information, and LDAP handle processing. 
This information can be useful in cases where no LDAP requests seem to be going 
out on the wire.

An example of some more advanced debug information is shown here:

ACL: 0: GetLDAPConnection: Enter
ACL: 0: GetLDAPConnection: Error Free Exit
ACL: 9: Attempting to connect to server: 147.2.16.114,uname=cn=admin;

o=ctx,pwd=admin
ACL: 0: GetLDAPConnection: Enter
ACL: 0: GetLDAPConnection: Error Free Exit
ACL: 0: Exiting OpenLDAPHandlePool
ACL: 0: Entering GetAndProcessISOObject
ACL: 0: Entering readMultiValueStringAttr_NDAP for DN= ICS_SERVER.ics,

with attribute = ichainServiceHost
ACL: 0: GetNDSConnection: Doing LoginAsServer
ACL: 0: Exiting readMultiValueStringAttr_NDAP
ACL: 0: Entering readMultiValueAttr for DN= CN=ISO21,O=ctx,

with attribute=ichainProtectedResource
ACL: 0: Entering GetLDAPHandleFromPool
ACL: 0: Exiting GetLDAPHandleFromPool: Handle: 0
ACL: 0: Entering ReleaseLDAPHandle to free location 0 with error 0
ACL: 0: Exiting ReleaseLDAPHandle
ACL: 0: Exiting readMultiValueAttr: rcode=0
ACL: 0: Entering into parseProtectedResourceStringAttr
ACL: 0: Protected Resource = paddy, URL Prefix = http://ichain2.paddy.com/
ACL: 0: Protected Resource = nps2, URL Prefix = http://nps2.linny.com/
ACL: 0: Exiting from parseProtectedResourceStringAttr
ACL: 0: Clearing Memory For String Attribute
ACL: 0: Entering readQueryBasedACLRuleList
ACL: 0: Entering readMultiValueAttr for DN= CN=ISO21,O=ctx,

with attribute=iChainDynamicACLRules
ACL: 0: Entering GetLDAPHandleFromPool
ACL: 0: Exiting GetLDAPHandleFromPool: Handle: 0
ACL: 0: Entering ReleaseLDAPHandle to free location 0 with error 0
ACL: 0: Exiting ReleaseLDAPHandle
ACL: 0: Error in 'ldap_get_values()': 84
ACL: 0: Exiting readMultiValueAttr: rcode=84
ACL: 0: Exiting GetAndProcessISOObject
ACL: 0: Mutex is Unlocked...
ACL: 0: Exiting from userGroupEventProcedure…

ACLCHECK Logs
When a matching rule is found in the Rule object, ACLCHECK will log 
information in text file. The information is logged in the following format:

<Date>,<time>,<source ip>,<dest ip>,<protocol>,<source port>,<dest port>,
<tcp flag>,<access: 0 is allow; discard is 1>, <ip header>,<ip payload>

ACLCHECK logging can be enabled or disabled from the Rule object flags 
attribute in iChain. There are authorized and unauthorized access logging flags.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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• When the authorized access logging flag is set, all the “allow” accesses will 
be logged along with the rule identification number.

• When the unauthorized access logging flag is set, all the “deny” access 
attempts will also be logged. However, when a rule does not exist, the rule id 
will be logged as “ - ”.

• If neither of these flags is set, no logging will occur for iChain.

You can acces ACLCHECK logging from the iChain GUI utility and via FTP. 
Using the GUI, select Monitoring > Cache Logs > Extended > Reverse: 
ACLCHECK and select the logs based on dates. Selecting the individual log files 
will bring them up in the browser and allow you to save them as local files. 
Alternatively, the ACLCHECK log files are stored on the LOG volume in the 
/etc/proxy/data/logs/reverse/extended/aclcheck/ directory. You could manually 
copy them to sys:\etc\proxy\ appliance\config\user and FTP them down from 
there using a standard FTP client.

ConsoleOne LDAP Query Tester for Dynamic ACL Rules
When defining dynamic rules for ACLCHECK, always verify that the LDAP 
request receives a response for the query generated. The easiest way to do this is 
by using the ConsoleOne LDAP browsing tool. 

To enable this check, select the dynamic rules option within the ACLCHECK 
Rule object and go to the “Search Filter” option (see Figure 1). Here you can 
specify the LDAP search criteria and click on the Test button to generate the 
LDAP request.

Figure 1: Setting the Search Filter in the Advanced Query Setup window in ConsoleOne.
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Authorization Troubleshooting Steps

The process of troubleshooting authorization or access control problems in iChain 
can be divided into three main areas:

• Initialization problems
• Problems when processing rules
• Problems with LDAP communication

Proper configuration and operation of iChain needs to be verified in each of these 
areas separately. The following sections reference the tools listed in the previous 
section, as well as general iChain troubleshooting tools described in the previous 
AppNote referenced above.

Troubleshooting ACLCHECK Initialization Problems
Verify that the ACLCHECK module loads successfully at load time. If any errors 
are encountered during the load stage (either at the server console or in the 
PROXYCFG screen), verify the following:

1. The ACLCHECK profile should exist on the iChain Proxy Server. This 
profile contains information about the LDAP server as well as the iChain 
ISO objects. If these attributes do not exist or contain invalid information, the 
“ACL: ACLCHECK Failed to Get ISO Object From Proxy Server” message 
will be displayed at the server console. If so, do the following:

• From the iChain Proxy Server console, type “get authentication” and 
make sure that ACLCHECK is the first profile returned.

• From the iChain Proxy Server console, type “get authentication aclcheck” 
and make sure you receive valid attributes as a response.

2. A connection path should exist between the iChain Proxy server and the 
LDAP server. To check this, do the following:

• From the iChain Proxy Server console, verify that a ping to the LDAP 
server (“ping <ldap_server_IP_address>:389”) succeeds at the ICMP and 
TCP level.

If the ping fails at the ICMP layer, refer to http://support.novell.com/
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/2908890.htm for information about 
troubleshooting IP connectivity problems.

• Verify that a connection to TCP port 389 (LDAP) exists on the remote 
LDAP server. To do this, go to the iChain Proxy Server GUI and select 
System > Actions > Insert tab.

If this fails, verify that the LDAP application on the LDAP server is loaded 
and posting a listen on TCP port 389.

• To do this on the NetWare platform, use TCPCON and select Protocol 
> TCP > TCP Listeners to verify that TCP port 389 is in the 
“listening” state.
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• In a Windows or UNIX environment, use the “netstat -a” command to 
check if a TCP listener exists on TCP port 389.

3. The LDAP Server should be set up correctly and configured to accept clear 
text passwords. The username and password being passed in the BIND 
request should be valid credentials with read, compare, and browse rights to 
the LDAP directory.

• Using ConsoleOne, select the LDAP Group object and confirm that the 
“Allow clear text passwords” option is enabled.

• To enable debugging on the LDAP server:

• On a NetWare platform, use the DSTRACE=+LDAP and +TIME 
commands to verify the incoming requests and responses. In erroneous 
cases, an LDAP error code will be returned which gives useful 
information about the source of the problem. A list of eDirectory 
LDAP error codes (server and client) is available at http://developer.
novell.com/ndk/doc/ldapover/index.html?ldap_enu/data/a3xfssy.html.

• In a Windows or UNIX environment, check the LDAP application 
documentation to see how the LDAP Server can be set up to run in 
debug mode. Also refer to the LDAP server documentation for details 
involving error codes. (For Windows servers, a list of LDAP error 
codes is available at http://support.microsoft.com/support/kb/
articles/q218/1/85.asp.)

• Alternatively, do a LAN trace using a LAN analysis tool such as Sniffer 
and check the return codes (responses) to the requests that the iChain 
Proxy Server is running.

To verify that the LDAP requests are specific to the ACLCHECK code and 
not another module that is loaded when the iChain Proxy server is loaded, 
you can modify the APPSTART.NCF file to use “load -d aclcheck” instead 
of “load aclcheck”. This tells ACLCHECK to cause the Proxy Server to 
enter the debugger as it is initializing. Once the tracing session is started, 
simply press the <g> and <CR> keys in the debugger and ACLCHECK 
will continue to load.

• Using the LSEARCH.NLM module that ships with the Novell LDAP 
NDK, verify that an LDAP bind request succeeds from the iChain server 
to the LDAP server using the same user credentials as those defined in the 
ACLCHEC authentication profile.

• Make sure that at least 10 LDAP bind requests are made at this stage, as 
ACLCHECK is setting up a pool of LDAP handles for performance 
reasons. If only a single LDAP request is seen at this stage, make sure that 
in the APPSTART.NCF file, ACLCHECK is not being loaded with the 
“/c1” option! The “/cn” option defines the number of LDAP handles to be 
created at startup. The default of 10 is enough for most environments, but 
it may need to be increased under heavy loads.
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4. An LDAP search request should be sent from the iChain Proxy server to the 
LDAP server for all protected resource attributes of the ISO object(s) pulled 
out of NDS when ACLCHECK loaded in the previous step. 

By default, ACLCHECK makes a request for the following list of attributes 
for the ISO object (iChainProtectedResource object class) specified in the 
ACLCHECK authentication profile:

• iChain protected resource access mode
• iChain protected resource URL link
• OLAC parameters associated with that protected resource

If this request fails, check for the following:

• Memory allocation errors at the server console that indicate the iChain 
Proxy server is running out of memory

• LDAP return codes from the LDAP server that would possibly indicate 
problems with the remote directory attributes not existing

• Large interpacket delays in LAN traces between LDAP client requests 
and responses. The timeout between LDAP requests is hard-coded at 10 
seconds. While this is enough for almost all environments, slow WAN 
links or heavy LDAP server processing may require some network or 
LDAP server tuning.

If the LDAP server is overloaded, it may help to increase the number of 
threads at the LDAP server. Use the LDAP DISPLAY CONFIG command at 
the LDAP server console to display the current configuration, and then use 
the “LDAP MAXIMUM THREADS=” command to change the default 
number of threads.

5. The “ACL: ACLCHECK Initialized! Ready to Receive Requests” message 
should be displayed at the server console. You can verify this with a simple 
look at the CONSOLE.LOG file in the SYS:\ETC directory.

Troubleshooting ACLCHECK Rule Processing Problems
After ACLCHECK has successfully initialized, most of the problems occur either 
as a result of misconfiguring the Public access at the ISO object level, LDAP 
communication errors, or errors resulting from refreshing the ACLCHECK cache.

Public Access Configuration Errors.  If a user tries to access a secured protected 
resource and is incorrectly granted access, it is likely that: 

• The user has been granted access through a Rule 0bject that the administrator 
is not aware of; for example, the user is a member of a group that has been 
granted access. Using ConsoleOne, select the user that has been incorrectly 
granted access and go to the iChain tab. This tab gives a list of all rules 
applying to that user. Look at each one closely and verify whether or not it is 
appropriate.
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• The cache is not stale. If a user had access to a resource and this access was 
revoked, the cache may still have a stale entry granting that user access until 
such time as the cache is refreshed. By default the ACLCHECK cache is 
refreshed every three hours, but this can be reduced (or increased) by loading 
“aclcheck /F <cache_refresh_interval_in_minutes>”. Alternatively, you can 
trigger a refresh from the Access Control tab in the iChain GUI Config screen.

• The ISO mode for that protected resource is set to Public in the Directory and 
no access control (or authentication!) is done. When this happens, use 
ConsoleOne to check whether the ISO’s protected resource configuration is 
set to Public mode. If it is, no authentication or authorization will be done 
when users access that resource. If this is the case, make sure that the 
protected resource is defined as Secured so that authorization is performed.

• The authenticated user is trying to access either of the following URLs:

• /servlet/DocumentServlet/
• /RegNewUser/

For backward compatibility with iChain 1.5, the iChain 2.x Proxy server 
checks the incoming requests to see if the destination URL postfix is one of the 
above. If it is, control is not passed to ACLCHECK and the request is 
forwarded to the protected resource immediately. This is purely for 
performance reasons.

• Check interpacket delay times between LDAP request/responses via a LAN 
trace. It could be that the LDAP Server is slow to respond to queries because 
it is overloaded. If this is the case, the LDAP client requests may be timing 
out. One possible solution is to increase the number of threads initialized by 
the LDAP server. 

• If the LDAP server is running on NetWare, use the LDAP DISPLAY 
CONFIG console command to view details of the LDAP server setup. 
You can increase the number of threads using the LDAP MAXIMUM 
THREADS=  console command.

• If the LDAP server is running on a UNIX platform, check the man pages 
for the equivalent command.

Controlled Access Configuration Errors.  If a user tries to access a restricted site 
and is not granted access (browser will display a “403 Forbidden” message 
claiming that “Organizational policies prohibit access to the page”) to a site that 
should be accessible after authenticating successfully, do the following: 

• Verify that the protected resource defined in the ISO object has a “/*” at the 
end of the URL host prefix (for example, http://www.novell.com/*).

• Verify that a Rule object in the eDirectory tree exists which grants the user 
access to the protected resources. By default, everything is blocked unless a 
specific rule says otherwise.
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• Verify that the Rule objects that are being accessed have the right case. Using 
ConsoleOne, select the user having problems and go to the iChain tab. This 
tab page gives a list of all rules applying to that user. Look at each one closely 
and verify whether it is appropriate or not.

• Check the ACLCHECK logs for the username/URL combination that has 
been denied access and confirm that both the username and URL are defined 
as part of a Rule object’s “apply to” list.

To provide this information, enable the ACLCHECK authorized and 
unauthorized logging flags via the iChain Proxy Server GUI in the Configure 
> Access Control tab. 

• In APPSTART.NCF, load the debug build of ACLCHECK with the “/D4” 
option to return information about whether or not the user is allowed and 
details as to why.

If a user is allowed, the following information will be displayed at the server 
console, listing the Rule object that is allowing it through:

ACL:18175: --- MATCH FOUND ---
URL: http://ichain.paddy.com/iChain/index.html,
User: cn=admin,o=novell, RO: dn=Admin_rule,ou=ireland,o=novell
(cn=admin,o=novell)

If a user is not allowed access because no rule allowing access has been found, 
the following message will appear:

ACL:30269: ----DENIED----
URL: http://ichain.paddy.com/iChain/index.html,
User: cn=guest,o=novell

If a rule exists that would allow the user through, but the rule doesn’t seem to 
have been found, check that:

• The Rule object in eDirectory is configured correctly (use ConsoleOne to 
view the attributes of the Rule).

• The LDAP communication is working correctly. (See the 
“Troubleshooting LDAP Connectivity Problems” section below for 
additional troubleshooting information.)

• If query-based rules are applied, verify that the LDAP query is a valid query.

When defining the rules in ConsoleOne, use the Test tab to confirm that the 
LDAP rule applies to a list of users in the eDirectory tree.

• Check if the authentication type for that accelerator is Radius. By default, 
Radius servers do not return a fully distinguished name and hence the 
ACLCHECK algorithm will not find a match. The specific error returned on 
the browser will be “Status: 403 Forbidden.  Description: User Name 
Mismatch.”
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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• If the radius server is not a Novell NMAS Radius server, you need to 
enter the following two commands at the server console:
set authentication aclcheck ldap bindanonymous=no

add authentication aclcheck ldap searchbase= o=novell

(or appropriate container in your tree)

• If the Radius server is a Novell NMAS Radius server, make sure that it is 
setup to return a FDN. (See the iChain Radius documentation for more 
information.)

• Verify that the cache is not corrupt or invalid.

Check whether the user access is only temporarily restricted. If the access 
problem is permanent, try to manually refresh the ACLCHEC cache by using 
the iChain GUI and selecting Configure > Access Control tab.

• Verify that no exception rule exists that will block the users access to the 
protected resource.

Cache Refresh Problems.  If problems occur after a certain time period (for 
example, after three hours), they could be the result of the cache refresh 
operations. If you suspect that this may be the issue, get the debug build of 
ACLCHECK that will display additional information about the refresh 
procedures.

• Check for memory errors on the server console. If any of the calls to free 
memory fail, messages will be reported at the server console.

• Check that the LDAP connectivity still exists to the server, as ACLCHECK 
will now free the current LDAP handles and re-request a new pool of LDAP 
handles from the LDAP server. In the TCPCON utility, selecting Protocol 
Information > TCP > TCP Connections should display 10 TCP connections to 
the LDAP server in the “established” state.

Troubleshooting LDAP Connectivity Problems
To make sure that LDAP is running without any problems, you should be aware 
of the following information:

• The BIND user defined in the ACLCHECK authentication profile for LDAP 
queries must have rights to read (not just browse) all objects in the eDirectory 
tree.

• The LDAP server must be enabled to accept clear text passwords.
• The ACLCHECK LDAP client initializes a pool of 10 LDAP handles that 

will be reused on a continuous basis. Use TCPCON and select Protocol 
Information > TCP > TCP Connections to verity that there are 10 TCP 
connections to the LDAP server in the “established” state.

After the handles have been initialized, the majority of the LDAP calls made are 
either to get a handle from the initialized pool, or to make an LDAP search 
request.
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To Get a Handle from the Initialized Pool of Handles.  Only 10 LDAP handles 
are preallocated at startup. If problems exist processing information due to slow 
access to the LDAP server or slow performance from the LDAP server, it is 
possible that ACLCHECK has run out of handles. If this is the case, the following 
messages are likely to be displayed at the server console (resulting from calls to 
LDAPSDK failing):

ACL; ldap_init failed!
ACL; ldap_set_option failed for LDAP_OPT_PROTOCOL_VERSION!
ACL; ldap_set_option failed for LDAP_OPT_RECONNECT!
ACL; ldap_set_option failed for LDAP_OPT_TIMELIMIT!
ACL; ldap_simple_bind_s failed!

If this occurs due a problem at the ACLCHECK end, increase the number of 
LDAP handles allocated by ACLCHECK by reloading ACLCHECK with the 
“/c50” option. This will cause ACLCHECK to allocate 50 LDAP handles at 
startup to handle the high volume of LDAP requests.

If any of the above messages continues to occur, obtain a packet trace or use 
debug options at the LDAP Server to provide an error code that will give you 
more information about why the request failed.

If no LDAP request is seen in a packet trace or DSTRACE output, chances are 
there are no free LDAP handles. To confirm that this is an ACLCHECK problem, 
use the LSEARCH utility (available from the Novell LDAP NDK at 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk) to generate an LDAP Bind request to the LDAP 
server. If this works, the issue is not with the LDAP server, but with 
ACLCHECK. Load the debug build of ACLCHECK with the “/D4” option 
enabled to see what is happening internally to the LDAP handles.

To Make an LDAP Search Request.  The other common use for an LDAP handle 
is to make the LDAP search request for information ACLCHECK needs 
(eDirectory Rule, User/Group/OU and Community specific objects, and 
corresponding attributes). If these calls fail, perform the following checks.

• Check that eDirectory Rule objects and corresponding valid attributes exist 
for that user’s container.

If no specific rule exists allowing that user access to the protected resources, a 
check should be made to get a list of:

• All groups for that User object
• The User object itself
• Security-equivalent objects (ldap_Security_Equals) for the user

At each stage of this process, any LDAP error extracting this information will 
result in the following message appearing at the server console:

ACL: ********** ccode***********: Errno

where Errno is the error number being returned by the LDAP Server. A full list 
of errors may be obtained from the Novell LDAP NDK documentation.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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• Check that no memory corruption has occurred. Due to the heavy interaction 
with cache, a problem at this stage will likely result in the LDAP call not 
being made. Select the “Refresh ACLCHECK” option from within the iChain 
Proxy server GUI (Configure > Access Control tab), or try rebooting the 
iChain Proxy server.

• Check whether a packet filtering firewall exists between the iChain Proxy 
server and the LDAP server. If one does exist, verify whether or not stateful 
filtering is enabled on it.

When the iChain Proxy server sets up the LDAP connections to the LDAP 
server, some firewalls allows access through their stateful filters. However, 
because no keep-alive packets are exchanged between Proxy and LDAP 
Servers, stateful filtered enabled firewalls often kill the connection after a 
specified timeout (a default of 1 hour for many firewalls). If this happens, the 
iChain Proxy server still thinks the sessions are active, when in reality the 
firewall has disconnected the session.

Here’s a bit more detail as to what is happening in this scenario, which is often 
seen when users access a protected resource first thing in the morning. 
Everything works fine until sessions are idle for more than 1 hour. At this 
point, the stateful filtered enabled firewall kills all the LDAP sessions. When 
the proxy server tries to read the LDAP server for rules after this timeout has 
been exceeded, the connection fails. ACLCHECK has been modified to handle 
cases where firewalls timeout the idle sessions, so this is unlikely to be a 
problem.

Conclusion

Understanding the internal workings of any product will help administrators 
isolate and identify problems faster. This AppNote has taken a look at the 
authorization-related components of iChain, detailing their inner flow control and 
dependencies. It has described the most common support issues found, providing 
a list of available support tools and troubleshooting tips to help any administrator 
address issues discovered while working with these iChain components.

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.
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This AppNote discusses how to configure third-party NIC teaming drivers 
through the INETCFG utility on servers running NetWare 6 SP 1 and above. 
These drivers combine physical NICs to provide solutions such as load balancing 
and fault tolerance. The AppNote also provides information on how to transfer the 
ownership of the commands related to NIC teaming from the AUTOEXEC.NCF 
file to the INETCFG utility. It ends with an example configuration.
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Introduction

NIC teaming is a feature that allows you to logically group network interface 
cards (NICs) in a server together so that they appear to the operating system as 
one network interface. Most teaming solutions are vendor specific. Every vendor 
provides their own virtual driver which supports NIC teaming on specific NICs. 
This is unlike the load balancing and fault tolerance solution built into the 
NetWare TCP/IP stack, which is generic and works with all drivers. (For more 
information on this, see “Link Level Load Balancing and Fault Tolerance in 
NetWare 6” in the March 2002 issue of Novell AppNotes, available online at 
http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2002/march/03/a020303.htm.)

This AppNote discusses how to configure third-party NIC teaming drivers via the 
INETCFG utility on servers running NetWare 6 SP 1 and above. These drivers 
combine physical NICs to provide solutions such as load balancing and fault 
tolerance. The AppNote also provides information on how to transfer the 
ownership of the commands related to NIC teaming from the AUTOEXEC.NCF 
startup file to the INETCFG utility. It ends with an example configuration.

INETCFG Support for NIC Teaming Solutions

INETCFG is the utility on NetWare to enable and configure various protocol 
stacks and network interfaces, and to bind the protocols to the network interfaces. 
This utility also provides a framework that allows a NIC teaming configuration. 
The main advantage of using INETCFG is ease of further configuration. This 
enhancement of INETCFG is completely backward-compatible. Hence, 
configuration files need not be replaced.

There are two parts to the configuration of NIC teaming drivers:

• Configuration of the NIC teaming solution in INETCFG

• Transfer of commands related to NIC teaming from the AUTOEXEC.NCF 
file to the INETCFG utility

Configuration of the NIC Teaming Solution in INETCFG
This section discusses how to configure the NIC teaming solution through 
INETCFG.

Note: To understand this configuration better, it is suggested that you use the online 
help which is available by pressing the <F1> key within the INETCFG utility.

INETCFG identifies the following steps in the NIC teaming configuration:

1. Configure the drivers.

2. Sepcify the virtual driver as a protocol.

3. Bind the virtual driver to physical drivers.

4. Specify the post-bind commands.

5. Bind a Network-layer protocol to the virtual driver.
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Step 1: Configure the Drivers. First, ensure the presence of an .LDI file for the 
virtual driver in the SYS:\SYSTEM directory. To configure the board, go to 
“Boards” section and select the driver name. Similarly, configure all other 
physical drivers which are also part of the configuration.

Step 2: Specify the Virtual Driver as a Protocol. In most NIC teaming solutions, 
there are bind commands which bind the virtual driver to physical drivers. The 
NIC teaming driver acts as both a protocol and a driver.

• As a protocol, real NICs will be bound to this protocol.
• As a driver, they will be bound to the immediate uper layer (Network layer 

IP, IPX).
INETCFG accepts a binding such as “BIND A to B” only if A is a protocol and B 
is a driver. Since the virtual driver plays both roles (a protocol and a driver) in the 
bind command, it should be registered as a protocol, in addition to its 
configuration as a driver (Step 1). To do this,  go to Protocols > User-specified 
Protocol and add a protocol field.

Step 3: Bind the Virtual Driver to Physical Drivers. The syntax of any bind 
command is:

Bind <Protocol> [To] <Driver> [Parameters]

Go to the “Bindings” section of INETCFG to perform this step. Since in this case 
the first parameter (Protocol) is the virtual driver, select the protocol from the 
“User-specified Protocol” section. Then select a physical driver as the second 
parameter (Driver). Use the Parameters field to specify any additional parameters 
for this bind command.

Note: The name of the protocol must be same while configuring Step 2 in the "User- 
specified Protocol" section and configuring Step 3 in the "Bindings" section.

Step 4: Specify the Post-Bind Commands. Most NIC teaming solutions need the 
execution of some proprietary commands after Step 3 and before Step 5. We call 
these “post-bind” commands because you must execute these commands after 
executing all the bind commands of the user- specified protocol (virtual driver) to 
physical drivers (that is, after executing all the bindings of Step 3).

When configuring post-bind commands, always include the full command line. 
For example, do not skip the keyword “load” in a post-bind command such as 
“load VDriver commit”. Upon reinitializing, INETCFG executes only three types 
of commands: load, bind, and set.

Step 5: Bind a Network-Layer Protocol to the Virtual Driver. To configure this 
binding, select any Network-layer protocol and then select the NIC teaming 
virtual driver as the driver. Reinitialize the system to activate this configuration.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Transfering Commands Related to NIC Teaming to INETCFG
On its first load, INETCFG prompts the user to transfer commands from 
AUTOEXEC.NCF to configuration files maintained by INETCFG.  Accept this 
transfer if you want INETCFG to take ownership of the commands related to NIC 
teaming for ease of the further configuration. 

Note: In this section and in the remainder of this AppNote, “commands” means those 
commands that configure NIC teaming.

As far as INETCFG’s ownership is concerned, the AUTOEXEC.NCF startup file 
is supposed to contain only load, bind, and set commands. The load command is 
for loading protocols and drivers; the bind command is for binding a protocol to a 
driver. Hence, post-bind commands require a special syntax since they also start 
with the keyword “load” and therefore need to be distinguished from general load 
commands.

In order for INETCFG to accept post-bind commands, they need to be enclosed 
within two “#” lines (any line that starts with “#” is considered a comment in 
AUTOEXEC.NCF). The first “#” line in the AUTOEXEC.NCF file should have 
the following syntax:

#PostBindCommand <ProtocolName>

where <ProtocolName> is the name of the user-specified protocol.

Note: Either a space or hyphen (“-”) can be used as the delimiter between the keyword 
PostBindCommand and the protocol name.

After specifying all the post-bind commands, place a second “#” line before 
entering any other command in the next line.

Here is an example of the proper syntax for post-bind commands in the 
AUTOEXEC.NCF file:

#PostBindCommand <ProtocolName>
<Post Bind Command-1>
<Post Bind Command-2>
. . .
<Post Bind Command-n>
#
Proceed with other commands from this line onward

In this example, the first “#” line with the specified keyword, delimiter (space or 
“-”), and protocol name indicates the start of the post-bind commands, whereas 
the second “#” line indicates the end of the post-bind commands.

Use of Multiple Post-Bind Commands
The post-bind command section in INETCFG can accept up to 10 commands. 
You can input multiple relevant commands, depending on the current NIC 
teaming configuration.

Most NIC teaming solutions provide set parameters for fine-tuning the 
configuration. These parameters can also appear in the post-bind commands 
section. Be sure to remember the execution order of the post-bind commands and 
their order of execution in the NIC teaming configuration.
O c t o b e r  2 0 0 2
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Example Configuration in INETCFG

Several third-party drivers provide a NIC teaming solution on NetWare. For 
example, Compaq’s CPQANS.LAN and Intel’s iANS.LAN drivers can act as 
virtual drivers to provide this solution.

This section presents a generic NIC teaming example, where “VDriver” could be 
any virtual driver providing a NIC teaming solution. This is a very simple 
example. For more details on a particular implementation, refer to the 
documentation provided by the respective third-party vendors.

The commands for this configuration are:

(1) LOAD CE100B NAME=CE100B_1_EII FRAME=Ethernet_II SLOT=5
(2) LOAD CE100B NAME=CE100B_2_EII FRAME=Ethernet_II SLOT=6
(3) LOAD VDriver FRAME=Ethernet_II
(4) BIND VDriver CE100B_1_EII
(5) BIND VDriver CE100B_2_EII
(6) PostBindCommand-1
. . .
(7) PostBindCommand-n
(8) Additional commands that set NIC teaming parameters (optional)
(9) BIND IP VDriver ADDR=150.1.1.1 MASK=255.255.252.0

Following are the steps for setting up this configuration in INETCFG (these steps 
are the same as those presented earlier in this AppNote).

Step 1: Configuring the Drivers
Commands (1), (2), and (3) are configured in the “Boards” section of INETCFG, 
as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Configuring physical drivers and the virtual driver.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Step 2: Specifying the Virtual Driver as a Protocol
Register the virtual driver as a protocol, as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Registering the virtual driver as a protocol.

Remember, this name must be the same as the one that will be entered in the 
“Bindings” section later in Step 3. This is mandatory for correct configuration.

Figure 3 shows the virtual driver configured as a protocol.

Figure 3: Virtual driver configured as a protocol.
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Step 3: Binding the Virtual Driver to Physical Drivers
Commands (4) and (5) are configured in the “Bindings” section of INETCFG. 
Bind the virtual driver to all physical drivers that are part of this configuration, as 
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Binding the virtual driver to a physical driver.

Step 4: Specifying the Post-Bind Commands
Commands (6) through (8) must be entered in the Protocols > User-specified 
Protocol > PostBindCommands section of INETCFG, as shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5: Specifying the post-bind commands.

Most NIC teaming drivers provide the option of fine-tuning parameters. You can 
enter additional commands that set NIC teaming parameters in this section, in 
addition to the post-bind commands.
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Step 5: Binding a Network-Layer Protocol to the Virtual Driver
Command (9) must be configured in the “Bindings” section of INETCFG. In this 
step, you bind a Network-layer protocol to the virtual driver, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Viewing the list of all bindings.

Remember to reinitialize the system for the new configuration to become active.

Conclusion

The NIC teaming feature described in this AppNote provides solutions such as 
load balancing and fault tolerance. INETCFG provides the framework to support 
these solutions on server running NetWare 6 SP1 and above. Users can opt to 
transfer the ownership of commands related to NIC teaming to INETCFG, which 
eases the further configuration of NIC teaming. Novell recommends that you 
verify these NIC teaming solutions on a simulated test network before you deploy 
them directly in a production environment.
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This AppNote explains the basics of configuring and customizing the Discovery 
system of ZENworks for Servers (ZfS) 3 to tailor the discovery process to your 
particular needs. It also provides some troubleshooting information.

Contents:
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Introduction

The Discovery system is a feature of the ZENworks for Servers (ZfS) 3 
Management and Monitoring Services component. It is the logical starting point 
for managing devices and networks. Using this feature, you can automatically 
populate the database with the information about the discovered devices and 
networks.

The Discovery system runs as multiple processes on the ZfS site server. Some of 
these are NLMs, which constitute a system called “NetXplorer” or NXP, while 
others are Java-based processes referred to as “services.” The data discovered by 
these processes is populated in the database. Additional algorithms are applied on 
this data to create “maps” that graphically depict the layout of the devices and 
networks on the ZfS console.

This AppNote introduces you to the features of the Discovery system and explains 
the preparatory steps that you need to perform prior to using this feature. It also 
describes the advanced configuration options that will help you discover the 
devices and networks. Where necessary, usage scenarios are described to help you 
decide when to use these advanced features. Common troubleshooting tips are 
provided at the end to help you troubleshoot errors encountered while using the 
Discovery system.

You can configure most of the Discovery system using the Discovery Console 
Utility (NXPCON) that is shipped with ZfS. Some of the configuration options 
require you to edit configuration files directly. We recommend that you make a 
backup copy of the original configuration files before modifying them. If you 
modify these files while the system is running, you need to restart the system for 
the changes to be effective.

Preparing for Discovery

This section talks about the preparatory steps that you need to do before using 
Discovery. You first need to configure various options for Discovery to discover 
the devices and networks. You may also need to configure various devices so that 
they can get discovered. The options that you need to configure are listed below:

• Configuring SNMP community strings

• Configuring router discovery

• Configuring Discovery to use LANalyzer Agents

• Configuring Discovery of DNS names

• Configuring a Discovery scope

Prior to configuring the various options before you use Discovery, it is useful to 
understand the entities that are discovered by the different modules of the 
discovery system and the dependencies on external factors like routers and 
LANalyzer Agents.
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The following table describes the entities that are discovered by the different 
modules of the Discovery system and the dependencies they have on external 
factors.

Note that SNMP is used extensively to discover devices. The identification of 
various devices and their attributes is driven almost exclusively by using SNMP 
information.

For IP discovery (particularly host discovery), routers and LANalyzer Agents are 
two important classes of devices that can help in discovering information about 
the network. The router’s ARP tables contain information about the MAC and the 
IP addresses that the router knows. The LANalyzer Agent provides information 
about machines which generate traffic on the network. These two help in 
efficiently discovering several machines from a single source, instead of relying 
on more traffic-intensive discovery methods, such as Ping sweeps and so on. 

Configuring SNMP Community Strings
SNMP uses a character string called the “community string” or “community 
name” as a means of authenticating machines that can get SNMP data back from a 
device. The default value of the community string is “public”.

To discover devices using SNMP, the community names of the devices should be 
configured in Discovery. You can use the NXPCON utility to configure these 
community names.

Discovery Process Entities Discovered Dependencies

NXPIP Routers, networks connected to 
routers

SNMP community strings, access control 
list on routers

NXPIPX IPX devices SAP filtering, SNMP community strings

NXPLANZ Following attributes of hosts:
- IP/IPX address
- MAC address

LANalyzer Agents installed, SNMP 
community strings

IPGroper Following attributes of any IP 
device:
- IP/MAC addresses
- DNS names
- Services hosted on devices,
such as ZfS Management
Agents, HP printers, and so on

SNMP community strings, DNS server 
configuration, router discovery or 
LANalyzer Agent discovery, access 
control list on routers

SN3 discovery NetWare servers
NDS names of servers
Services hosted on devices

SNMP community strings

Bridge discovery Which machines are connected 
to which ports

SNMP community strings
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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To configure the SNMP community names using NXPCON, follow these steps:

1. Prepare a list of all the SNMP community names of your devices.

2. Launch NXPCON.

3. Select Configuration Options > SNMP > Edit Community Name List. Edit 
the community names in this list (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Configuring SNMP community strings.

The order in which you enter the community names in NXPCON can significantly 
affect the speed of discovery. The rule of thumb to follow is:  the greater the 
number of devices which are configured with a given community name, the 
higher up this name should appear in the community name list configured in 
discovery.

For example, suppose your network of 100 servers contains 20 switches or routers 
with the community name “acme”, 10 servers with the community name “public_ 
acme”, and the rest have the default “public” as the community name. The order 
you should specify these in the NXPCON utility is:

• public
• acme
• public_acme

Configuring Router Discovery
Discovery communicates with the routers using SNMP. Most routers have SNMP 
support. In order for your routers to respond to the SNMP requests, make sure you 
have turned on SNMP support and configured the community strings in the 
NXPCON in the correct order.
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In addition to community strings, some routers provide additional mechanisms to 
restrict access to their data through the use of an Access Control List (ACL). The 
list will contain the IP addresses of the devices that are allowed to receive SNMP 
responses from the routers. Because the ACL is more restrictive than a 
community string, it would not help to have the correct community string if the 
access control of the router restricts SNMP communication to a machine. Hence, 
you need to specify the IP address of the ZfS site server that runs Discovery in the 
access control list in order for Discovery to find the router.

You can configure two types of routers in the discovery system. A “seed router” 
is an IP address of a router from where Discovery will automatically start 
discovering other routers. An “additional router” is an IP address of a router 
which you want Discovery to query apart from the ones it can automatically 
discover.

By default, the NetWare server running Discovery is configured to work like a 
router even if it has only one interface. This is because NetWare servers act like 
routers by default. In this case, the discovery server itself acts like a seed router.

You can configure a different seed router for Discovery in the following 
scenarios:

• You do not want to configure the site server as a router.

• You would like discovery to discover routers starting from a different router 
elsewhere in your network.

You can configure additional IP routers for discovery in the following scenarios: 

• You do not want to configure the site server as a router.

• You might want to discover only networks which are not where the site server 
is running.

• You might have a different corporate networks connected across the public 
Internet, say using a VPN.

In such cases, you must specify a different seed router or add additional routers to 
be discovered using NXPCON. The routers you specify should be the ones that 
are connected to the networks you are interested in discovering.

To configure a seed router, follow these steps:

1. Launch NXPCON.

2. Select Configuration Options > IP Discovery > IP Router Discovery > IP 
Seed Router. 

3. Enter the IP address of the seed router.
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To configure an additional router:

1. Launch NXPCON.

2. Select Configuration Options > IP Discovery > IP Router Discovery > 
Additional IP Router. 

3. Insert the IP addresses of the additional routers (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Configuring router discovery.

Configuring Discovery to Use LANalyzer Agents
If you are unable to grant access rights to the ZfS site server at your routers, you 
can use LANalyzer Agents to discover information about your network. For 
example, if the configuration and maintenance of the routers of your corporate 
network is handled by a different group of administrators who may not be willing 
to give SNMP access to these critical devices to the ZfS site server, you can use 
LANalyzer Agents to discover the information about this network.

LANalyzer Agents are a Novell implementation of the RMON (Remote Network 
Monitoring) MIB. In addition to the standard RMON groups, these agents 
implement additional SNMP groups which collect information about the hosts on 
a segment. Each agent can passively sniff packets flowing on the segment and 
learn about MAC and IP address bindings. By querying this information using 
SNMP, Discovery can easily retrieve information about new hosts quickly.

To configure LANalyzer Agents, follow these steps:

1. First, identify the network segments that you want to discover and install a 
LANalyzer Agent on each network segment.

2. Launch NXPCON.

3. Select Configuration Options > NXPLANZ Discovery.
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4. Input the names and IP address of each of the agents you installed. Set the 
Agent Type to LANalyzer Agent (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Configuring Discovery to use LANalyzer agents.

If your network uses switches, you need not install a LANalyzer Agent on every 
port of the switch. You can install the agent on any one of the ports. Because of 
the general way in which hosts behave, the agents learn about hosts that are 
connected to various ports of a switch, not just the one to which the LANalyzer 
Agent is connected. From time to time, ARP requests are sent by hosts to discover 
information about other hosts. As these requests are broadcast to all the ports of 
the switch, the LANalyzer Agent also learns this information. Although this 
information will not have the accuracy of an agent in a shared media segment, it is 
effective in discovering hosts and therefore speeding up discovery.

Configuring Discovery of DNS Names
You need to configure DNS on the site server running Discovery for discovery of 
DNS names. If you have not configured DNS on your NetWare server at the time 
of installation, use INETCFG to configure DNS. Based on the frequency with 
which you change the DNS names on your network, you can adjust a 
configuration parameter in the Discovery system to control how often Discovery 
tries to refresh the information about DNS names of the machines it has 
discovered. 

To configure discovery of DNS names, follow these steps:

1. Edit the NXP.INI file in the install_folder\ZENWORKS\MMS\ 
MWSERVER\NMDISK directory. 

2. Locate the string “DNSRefreshRate” in the NXP.INI file. The value for this 
parameter is specified in seconds; the default is 3600.

3. Modify this value to specify your refresh time.
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Configuring a Discovery Scope
When you run Discovery, the information about all the devices on all the subnets 
is discovered by default. If you are interested in managing only a few subnets on 
your network, you can configure a discovery scope to discover only those specific 
subnets.

To set a discovery scope, you need to identify all the subnets you want to manage 
and then configure the discovery scope in NXPCON.

To configure a discovery scope, follow these steps:

1. Launch NXPCON.

2. Select Discovery Modules > Discovery Scope > IPX Discovery Scope or IP 
Discovery Scope (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Configuring a discovery scope.

The Discovery system does not work on non-contiguous scopes. If you want to 
discover non-local segments of the ZfS site server, you must configure the 
Discovery system with the additional routers and/or LANalyzer Agents present on 
the segment you want to manage, as described in earlier sections.

In such a case, you must set the scope to include the following entries:

IP Address / Subnet Address IP Mask or Subnet Mask

IP address of the site server 255.255.255.255

IP address of the routers/agents you added to the list 255.255.255.255

Address of the subnet you want to manage Subnet mask 
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The above configuration options enable you to run Discovery to manage the 
devices and networks on your management domain. However, there are additional 
configuration options that enable you to enhance the speed of Discovery and 
customize it further based on specific needs. The next section provides 
information on the additional configuration options.

Additional Configuration Options

To enhance the speed of Discovery and to customize it to your specific needs, the 
following additional configuration options are available:

• Increasing the speed of IP host discovery

• Discovering important devices quickly

• Customizing which discovery modules to run

• Customizing the stopping and starting of discovery

Increasing the Speed of IP Host Discovery
The presence of all IP devices of your network may not be apparent when you 
query routers or LANalyzer Agents. IP host discovery uses an ICMP ping to 
detect the presence of IP devices apart from the ones that are discovered using 
routers or LANalyzer Agents. The ICMP ping has a set timeout value to query the 
IP devices. By default, this value is set to 4 seconds. You can configure the default 
value before starting Discovery to improve the speed of the IP host discovery. In 
case you are on a network which does not span across WANs, or if you consider 4 
seconds to be a high duration to reach any device from the ZfS site server in your 
network, you can reduce this timeout value.

To configure the ICMP timeout value, follow these steps:

1. Edit the NXP.INI file in the install_folder\ZENWORKS\MMS\ 
MWSERVER\NMDISK directory.

2. Locate the string “ICMPTimeout”.

3. Reduce the value of this parameter. (The minimum value you can specify 
is 1 second.)

Discovering Certain Important Devices Quickly
File-based discovery is a new feature in ZfS 3 which enables you to discover only 
specific hosts instead of all the hosts of your network. For example, you may have 
a very large network comprised of several workstations and non-critical servers, 
and you may be interested in managing only part of this large network. In this 
case, you would not want to wait for the Discovery process to completely discover 
the entire network.

You can use file-based discovery to discover all information about any 
SNMP-enabled device. You need to specify the IP addresses of the devices or 
specify the range of IP addresses that you want to discover. These addresses are 
specified in the DISCNODES.TXT file.
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File-based discovery can also be very helpful in the following scenarios:

• You have very few devices (like only few NetWare servers) which you are 
interested in managing, and you feel that running the whole discovery system 
is an unnecessary overhead.

• The devices you have are not in the same segment as the ZfS site server, and 
you cannot give the ZfS site server access permissions to the routers 
connecting these segments.

• Some of your machines are not discovered. 

• You want to start by managing some selected servers out of a very large set of 
devices, which by default could take a long time to discover.

To use file-based discovery, identify the devices you want to discover and then 
follow these steps:

1. Create a DISCNODES.TXT file and place it in the install_folder\ZEN- 
WORKS\MMS\MWSERVER\NMDISK directory. This file can be created 
either before starting discovery or while discovery is running.

2. Specify the list of address in the following format:

<IP address of the device>, <subnet mask of the device>

You can also specify wildcards in the IP address string to indicate a set of 
addresses.

3. Start the Discovery process if it is not already running.

Note: The information discovered using file-based discovery is not automatically 
refreshed.

Customizing Which Discovery Modules to Run
The Discovery system is made of several modules that discover specific 
information. However, you can turn off modules that discover information you are 
not interested in. For example, if your network does not contain any switches or 
you are not interested in seeing a map that is organized according to switched 
topology, you can disable the switch discovery from running. By turning off 
unneeded modules, resources that these modules would have otherwise consumed 
can be reused by other modules, thereby increasing the efficiency of the system.

Configuring NLMs.  To customize which NetXplorer modules to run, follow these 
steps:

1. Launch NXPCON.

2. Select Configuration Options > Discovery Modules. You could alternatively 
select Configuration Options > IP Discovery > IP Host Discovery. (Use this 
option to configure the IP Host discovery or the IP Groper.)
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3. Configure modules you do not need to run with “No” (see Figture 5).

Figure 5: Configuring which discovery NLMs to run.

Configuring Java Processes.  Here is the procedure to configure the Java 
processes related to discovery.

The SLOADER.PROPERTIES file from the install_path\ZENWORKS\MMS\ 
MWSERVER\PROPERTIES folder contains sections that describe the Java 
processes that form a part of the ZfS site server. The Java processes related to 
discovery are described in the sections marked by these names:

• Topology Manager

• Bridge Discovery

• SN3 Discovery

The format of the Java process is as specified in this example:

[Topology Manager]
Name = Topology Manager
Load Option = auto
<Other options>

Follow these steps to configure the Java processes:

1. Change the value of the “Load Option” key from “Auto” to “Manual” to 
prevent the process from starting the next time the SLOADER command is 
typed on the server console.

Note: If you modify the Properties file after the site server has already started, you 
must restart the ZfS site server for the changes to take effect.

2. The “Load Sequence” and “Arguments” options in the Properties files are 
necessary for the site server to work correctly. Do not change these options.
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Customizing the Starting and Stopping of Discovery
You can choose to stop or start the discovery NLMs or the Java discovery 
processes without affecting the other services of the site server like the Alarm 
Manager Service.

Stopping and Starting Discovery NLMs.  To stop the discovery NLMs, type the 
following command at the server console:

UNXP

To start all the discovery NLMs, type the following command at the server 
console:

NETXPLOR 

This cannot be done while the Java discovery services are running. In case the 
Java discovery services are running, first stop them, as described below, and then 
type the NETXPLOR command.

Stopping and Starting the Java Discovery Services.  To stop the Java discovery 
services, type the following command at the server console:

STOPDIS

To start the Java discovery services while SLOADER is running, type the 
following command at the server console:

STARTDIS

You can customize the starting or stopping any of the Java discovery processes 
at any point in time. For example, you might have decided to not run Bridge 
discovery initially, but changed your mind later and decide to run it anyway. In 
such a scenario, you need not stop all the services and restart them. You can edit 
the STARTDIS.NCF file in the \ZENWORKS\MMS\MWSERVER\BIN 
directory, which has the following contents:

MWSETENV.NCF

java -Xbootclasspath/p:$mwxbpath -classpath $MMSCP;$CLASSPATH
com.novell.utility.servicemanager.ui.Start "Topology Manager"
"Bridge Discovery" "SN3 Discovery"
<ip address of site server> sloader

In this file, the names like “SN3 Discovery” match the names of the sections in 
the sloader.properties file described above. By changing just the names in the 
NCF files, you can create similar NCF files to selectively stop and start the Java 
discovery services.
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For example, in order to start just the Bridge discovery process, you can create a 
STARTBRI.NCF file with the following contents:

MWSETENV.NCF

java -Xbootclasspath/p:$mwxbpath -classpath $MMSCP;$CLASSPATH
com.novell.utility.servicemanager.ui.Start "Bridge Discovery"
<ip address of site server> sloader

Copy this NCF file into the \ZENWORKS\MMS\MWSERVER\BIN directory. 
You can then run the STARTBRI.NCF file to start the Java discovery bridge 
service that was not loaded initially.

You can follow the same procedure to stop Java discovery processes. For 
example, to stop the SN3 Agent process, create a STOPSN3.NCF file with the 
following contents:

MWSETENV.NCF

java -Xbootclasspath/p:$mwxbpath -classpath $MMSCP;$CLASSPATH
com.novell.utility.servicemanager.ui.Stop "SN3 Discovery"
<ip address of site server> sloader

Troubleshooting Discovery

Some of the common troubleshooting scenarios and solutions are described 
below. You can refer to the Management and Monitoring Services 
Troubleshooting Guide (http://www.novell.com/documentation) for 
specific information.

Problem Description Possible Causes Suggested Actions

Unable to discover 
routers

- Incorrect SNMP configuration 
- Unable to reach the router

- Check the SNMP configuration, as 
explained below. 
- Specify the Ip address of the router 
using NXPCON in the additional routers or 
seed routers table.

Unable to discover 
servers

- Incorrect SNMP configuration 
- Invalid scope

- Check the SNMP configuration, as 
explained below. 
- Try using file-based discovery.

Unable to discover the 
network segment, or 
the network segment is 
displayed in islands

- No routers or LANalyzer Agents 
on the segment are discovered 
- Segment is not in scope

- Install a LANalyzer Agent and specify 
the address in NXPCON .
- Check your scope settings.

Unable to discover a 
switch, or a switch is 
discovered as a 
machine called “Switch 
on x.x.x.x”

- Incorrect SNMP configuration 
for the switch

- Check the SNMP configuration, as 
explained below. 
- Try using file-based discovery by 
specifying the IP address of the switch.

Over-consolidation of 
network segments

Some machines on the segment 
have one MAC address bound 
to different IP addresses 
incorrectly

Correct the configuration of these 
machines.
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If you want to build the topology from beginning, you need to copy the empty 
database before restarting Discovery.

Note: Copying the empty database will result in loss of information, including alarms 
and other configuration information.

Checking the SNMP Configuration
This section provides you information on how to check the SNMP configuration 
to troubleshoot problems that you encounter during discovery.

To validate if there is any SNMP configuration issue or access control issue with a 
device, follow these steps:

1. From the ZfS console, launch the MIB browser.

2. Enter the IP address of the device.

3. Enter the SNMP READ/GET community string.

4. From the table below, select the node in the MIB tree according to the type of 
device.

Click the Tree Walk button. If you get any results at this stage, the 
configuration is correct. If not, ensure that SNMP configuration on the 
machine is correct.

Type of Device Node to Query

Router iso.org.dod.internet.mgmt.mib-2.system

Switch iso.org.dod.internet.mgmt.mib-2.dot1dBridge.dot1dTp. 
dot1dTpFdbTable 
and then
iso.org.dod.internet.mgmt.mib-2.dot1dBridge.dot1dstp

Any SNMP instru-
mented device

iso.org.dod.internet.mgmt.mib-2.system
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Conclusion

To conclude, let’s review the key points covered in this AppNote. First, the ZfS 
Discovery system comes with a default configuration that works well for most 
simple networks. The minimum configuration required for running the discovery 
system in ZfS includes the following configuration options in the NXPCON:

• Configuring community strings of the devices 

• Enabling routers for SNMP support

• Installing LANalyzer agents on the important segments

• Configuring the DNS on the site server

• Setting up a scope

You can further optimize the discovery system using NXPCON or by editing 
certain configuration files. Some of these configuration changes include 
modifying timeouts of protocols, editing the refresh rate parameters, using 
file-based discovery, and customizing the starting and stopping of discovery 
services.

Using these configuration options, you can effectively use the discovery system to 
obtain a good map of the network that you want to manage.

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.
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An Introduction to MySQL for 
NetWare

Rob Lyon
Senior Engineer
Novell, Inc.
rlyon@novell.com

This is the first in a series of articles that will explore using MySQL on NetWare. 
This article introduces MySQL for NetWare in a simple tutorial format. Future 
AppNotes will explore topics such as backup and recovery, logging, replication, 
management clients, MySQL in a Web application environment, and coding to 
MySQL with various programming languages (Java, PHP, C, and so on).

Contents:

• Introduction

• Installing MySQL on a NetWare Server

• Operating and Monitoring MySQL

• Creating a Database

• Creating a Table

• Populating a Table

• Querying a Table

• Creating User Accounts

• Conclusion

Topics MySQL, databases, network application development

Products MySQL for NetWare

Audience developers

Level beginning

Prerequisite Skills basic knowledge of SQL

Operating System n/a

Tools none

Sample Code no
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Introduction

MySQL is a relational database management system (RDBMS) that touts itself as 
being “the world’s most popular open source database.” It is designed for speed, 
power, and precision in mission-critical applications and under heavy load use.

Note: If you want to sound knowledgeable around the water cooler, the correct 
pronunciation of MySQL is “my ess cue ell,” not “my sequel.”

MySQL has been ported to the NetWare operating system. This is great news to 
developers looking for a low-cost persistent storage solution on NetWare. The 
current port of MySQL on NetWare is based on the development version 
“4.0.1-alpha” of the MySQL source code.

As the basis for a tutorial to introduce you to MySQL for NetWare, suppose you 
have been given a consulting job to create a database with MySQL for NetWare to 
help the local city zoo manage their animals. In this AppNote you will find the 
steps to create a very simple version of this database. Most of the steps are valid 
with MySQL on any operating system; NetWare-specific information will be so 
noted.

Note: Throughout this AppNote, “SERVER:” will be used to represent your server’s 
console prompt.

Installing MySQL on a NetWare Server

Your first step is to install MySQL for your NetWare server. MySQL is currently 
supported on NetWare 6 (SP1 or greater) with updated NetWare LibC libraries.  
This section is NetWare-specific.

Updating LibC

You need to complete the following steps to update your LibC libraries on your 
NetWare server.

Note: You can load “DOSFAT.NSS” on the server's command prompt to create a volume 
for the C drive.  This will simplify steps 2 and 3.

1. Download and install the LibC package onto your client machine. You can 
obtain the LibC package from the software “download” link at 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/libc.htm.

2. Copy all the “*.nlm” files from the LibC package to the “C:\NWSERVER” 
directory on your server.

3. Copy all the “*.msg” files from the LibC package to the 
“C:\NWSERVER\NLS\4” directory on your server.

4. Reboot your server.

http://developer.novell.com/ndk/libc.htm
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/libc.htm
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/libc.htm
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/libc.htm
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Installing MySQL for NetWare

1. Download the MySQL for NetWare distribution zip file. You can obtain the 
zip file from the “download” link next to “Leading Edge 167” on 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm. (Since the exact release date 
for this file was not known at the time this AppNote was written, keep 
checking this site to see when the file is available.)

Note: The next steps install MySQL onto the “SYS:\” volume. You can install MySQL on 
any other volume by replacing “SYS:\” with your volume name in steps 2 and 3.

2. Extract the zip file to the root of the “SYS:\” volume on your server.

3. Add “SYS:\MYSQL\BIN” to the server’s search path by typing the 
following command at the server console:

SERVER: SEARCH ADD SYS:\MYSQL\BIN

Note: This command should also be added to the AUTOEXEC.NCF file in the 
SYS:\SYSTEM directory.

4. Enter the following command at the server console to create the required 
initial database:

SERVER: mysql_install_db

You may be prompted to “press any key” after the process has finished.

MySQL is now properly installed on your server. You are ready to start the 
MySQL Server.

Operating and Monitoring MySQL

You can now operate the MySQL Server and the MySQL Monitor. The monitor is 
a simple client program that you can use to send SQL commands to the server. 

MySQL Server Operation

The preferred way to start the server is via the following command:

SERVER: mysqld_safe

Once the server is running, you can check its status with this command:

SERVER: mysqladmin status

Don’t perform this next command at this point in the tutorial, but for your 
information the preferred method to stop the server is this:

SERVER: mysqladmin shutdown

Note: Many MySQL commands create their own screens on NetWare and may need to be 
closed by pressing any key. This behavior is specific to NetWare.

http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm
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Monitor Operation

To start the MySQL monitor, enter this command:

SERVER: mysql

You should see the following displayed on the console screen:

Welcome to the MySQL monitor. Commands end with ; or \g.
Your MySQL connection id is 3 to server version: 4.0.1-alpha-debug

Type 'help;' or '\h' for help. Type '\c' to clear the buffer.

mysql>

You can now send commands and SQL statements to the MySQL Server from the 
monitor’s prompt. Note that the commands must end with a semicolon (;) or “\g”. 
For example, to get the status of the MySQL Server, type:

mysql> status;

To exit the monitor, use this command:

mysql> quit;

Don’t exit the MySQL monitor just yet, however. You need to be in the monitor to 
continue with the tutorial.

Creating a Database

At this point you can create the database for the zoo. Databases are easy to create 
in MySQL. You simply type a command like the following:

mysql> CREATE DATABASE zoo;

You can see a list of the databases currently hosted by your MySQL Server with 
this command:

mysql> SHOW DATABASES;

You will see three databases listed: mysql, test, and zoo. The “test” database is 
empty and is there for your convenience. The “mysql” database is where the 
MySQL Server stores its own information and settings. The “zoo” database is the 
database you just created.
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You can switch to your new database with the USE command:

mysql> USE zoo;

At any time, you can use the following SQL statement to determine which is the 
current database:

mysql> SELECT DATABASE();

Don’t perform this next command at this point in the tutorial, but for your 
information it is just as easy to get rid of a database as it was to create it. So after 
the funding runs out on your consulting job, you can delete (drop) the database 
as follows:

mysql> DROP DATABASE database;

Creating a Table

With your new database created, you can proceed to create your first table. 
Perhaps you’d like to create a table for animals in the zoo, which is accomplished 
as follows:

mysql> CREATE TABLE animal
-> (name VARCHAR(20),
-> species VARCHAR(20),
-> sex CHAR(1),
-> birth DATE);

Get all the attributes of your table by using this command:

mysql> DESCRIBE animal;

You can see all the tables in the current database with this command:

mysql> SHOW TABLES;

Don’t perform this next command at this point in the tutorial, but for your 
information this command will delete (drop) a table that you don’t need any more:

mysql> DROP TABLE table;
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Populating a Table

You have several options to populate a table with data. This section covers two 
basic options.

The first option is to simply use an SQL insert statement, as shown here:

mysql> INSERT INTO animal
-> VALUES (‘Fluffy’, ‘Elephant’,
-> ‘f’, ‘1997-02-14’);

The second method is to load a list of entries from a tab-delimited file, as 
shown here:

Pokey Cheetah m 1995-04-21
Stumpy Giraffe f 1999-07-04
Tiny Lowland Gorilla m 1989-10-31
Midnight Snow Leopard f 1985-12-01
Speedy Radiated Tortoise m 1972-01-17

This next command assumes that you have above data, tab delimited, in a file 
called “animal.dat” in the root directory of the “SYS:\” volume.

mysql> LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE
-> ‘sys:/animal.dat’ INTO TABLE animal;

Querying a Table

The next two commands show simple SQL statements that query the data you 
have in the animal table.

The first command will display all of the records in the animal table.

mysql> SELECT * FROM animal;

+----------+-------------------+------+------------+
| name | species | sex | birth |
+----------+-------------------+------+------------+
| Fluffy | African Elephant | f | 1997-02-14 |
| Pokey | Cheetah | m | 1995-04-21 |
| Stumpy | Giraffe | f | 1999-07-04 |
| Tiny | Lowland Gorilla | m | 1989-10-31 |
| Midnight | Snow Leopard | f | 1985-12-01 |
| Speedy | Radiated Tortoise | m | 1972-01-17 |
+----------+-------------------+------+------------+
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The next command will display the names of the animals who were born after 1 
January 1995.

mysql> SELECT name FROM animal
-> WHERE birth >= ‘1995-1-1’;

Creating User Accounts

Now that you have a simple database for zoo, you want to make sure that only 
authorized people at the zoo can muck with the data. To do this, you will want to 
create user accounts and grant the users specific rights.

Initial User Setup

As mentioned above, the “mysql” database contains the MySQL Server’s 
information and settings. The following two commands take you in for a quick 
look at some of that information:

mysql> USE mysql;
mysql> SELECT host, user, password FROM user;

In MySQL, users are always associated with a host or segment of hosts.  
According to the first line of this table, you have the user “root” who can only 
connect from the “localhost” and who currently has no password. 

Warning: If you don’t change the root password, anyone that can get to your 
server’s console can log in and do everything that you have been 
doing in this tutorial.

+--------+
| name |
+--------+
| Fluffy |
| Pokey |
| Stumpy |
+--------+

+-----------+------+----------+
| host | user | password |
+-----------+------+----------+
| localhost | root | |
| localhost | | |
+-----------+------+----------+
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You can change the “root” user password with this command:

mysql> SET PASSWORD FOR root@’localhost’ =
-> PASSWORD(‘secret’);

Now that you have a password associated with you “root” user, you will need to 
add a “-p” option to the starting of the monitor. This tells the monitor to prompt 
you for the password.

SERVER: mysql –p

The second line of the above table shows that you also have a “guest” account (a 
blank user name) that can also connect to the database. Any user name not found 
in the table is defaulted to the guest account, which only has the rights to see the 
names of the databases and poke around in the “test” database.

Your problem at this point is that you can only connect to the database from the 
localhost. To fix this, create another “root” account that can connect from 
anywhere:

mysql> GRANT ALL ON *.* TO root@’%’
-> IDENTIFIED BY ‘secret’
-> WITH GRANT OPTION;

Here you are granting all rights (ALL) on all databases and tables (*.*) to the 
user “root” coming from any host (%), with the password “secret”, and with the 
ability to grant rights to other users (GRANT OPTION).

Creating the Zookeeper Account

You can now create a new user account for the zookeeper that has full rights, but 
only inside the “zoo” database:

mysql> GRANT ALL ON zoo.* TO keeper@’%’
-> IDENTIFIED BY ‘secret’;

Here you are granting all rights (ALL) on all the tables in the zoo database 
(zoo.*) to the user “keeper” coming from any host (%).

Unfortunately, you now have an interesting side effect. This side effect occurs if 
you try to connect to the MySQL Server from the localhost with the “keeper” 
user, as follows:

SERVER: mysql –u keeper –p
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If you try to switch to the “zoo” database with the USE command, you will get a 
“permission denied” error.  To understand what is happening here, you need to 
look at your updated user table.

When MySQL searches for a user, it first finds the best match it can with host. 
Since there is a localhost with “guest” user (a blank user), MySQL will select the 
“guest” user before the “keeper@’%’” user when connecting from the localhost.

There are a couple of methods you can employ to work around this side effect.

The first is to create a “keeper@’localhost’” user that mirrors the “keeper@’%’” 
user:

mysql> GRANT ALL ON zoo.* TO keeper@’localhost’
-> IDENTIFIED BY ‘secret’;

The second is to remove the “guest” user from the database using the following 
two commands:

mysql> DELETE FROM user WHERE user=‘’;

mysql> FLUSH PRIVILEGES;

You can see the rights given to a specific user with this command:

mysql> SHOW GRANTS FOR keeper@’%’;

+-----------+--------+------------------+
| host | user | password |
+-----------+--------+------------------+
| localhost | root | 428567f408994404 |
| localhost | | |
| % | root | 428567f408994404 |
| % | keeper | 428567f408994404 |
+-----------+--------+------------------+
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Conclusion

In this tutorial you have explored some of the basics of MySQL and created a 
simple database with MySQL on NetWare. The next AppNote in this series will 
talk about backup and recovery, and logging.

For Additional Information

For additional information about MySQL, refer to the following resources:

• For general information about MySQL, see http://www.mysql.com.

• For documentation on MySQL, see http://www.mysql.com/doc. 

• For information on LibC, see http://developer.novell.com/ndk/libc.htm.

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.

http://www.mysql.com
http://www.mysql.com/doc
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/libc.htm
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One of the useful tools in troubleshooting DirXML implementations is the trace 
file. This AppNote walks you through an actual DirXML trace file to show what a 
normal trace looks like. By understanding this, you will be better able to identify 
issues that don’t seem to be normal when you encounter them in your own 
DirXML trace files.

Contents:

• Introduction
• Trace File Key Concept Review
• Reading a Sample Trace File
• Conclusion

Topics DSTRACE, iMonitor, Java trace file, NXSL Processor

Products DirXML 1.x

Audience developers

Level intermediate

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with architecture and use of DirXML

Operating System n/a

Tools DSTRACE, iMonitor, Java Trace File, NXSL Processor

Sample Code no
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Introduction

In a previous AppNote (see “An Methodology for Troubleshooting DirXML” in 
the September 2002 issue of Novell AppNotes, available online at 
http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2002/septembe/04/a020904.htm), 
we introduced a recommended methodology for troubleshooting DirXML issues. 
As part of that discussion, we explained how to capture DirXML trace files to 
assist you in determining where the problem may lie.

This AppNote walks you through an actual DirXML trace file and explains what 
is occurring. Hopefully, by going through this trace file, you will see what a 
normal trace looks like and thus be better able to identify issues that don’t seem to 
be normal when you encounter them in your own DirXML trace files.

Trace File Key Concept Review

Before we start looking at the sample trace file, let’s review some of the key 
concepts you need to understand.

Understand each section of the trace file before proceeding to the next. You will 
learn with experience what each line means, but until then you must review the 
trace thoroughly. Going through a DirXML trace file is an excellent way to learn 
how the DirXML engine works and in what order the engine performs it 
responsibilities.

Never assume that what is in the trace file is okay just because the error occurs 
later on in the trace file. Errors often occur because some set of criteria is not 
being met earlier in the chain of order. Be sure to investigate every error and 
understand it.

Have a list of the driver exports at hand. This is an absolute must--having the 
driver exports means that you have all information about the filters, rules, and 
stylesheets of both the subscriber and publisher channels. As you review the trace 
file, the best practice is to follow along and go through the filters, rules, and 
stylesheets as they are being executed.

A good reference to have on hand is the DirXML Engine and Architecture 
diagram (see Figure 1). Having such a diagram can simplify the complexities of a 
trace by helping you see what is going to happen next in the order of DirXML 
engine execution. It also clarifies filter, rule, and stylesheet execution for both 
subscriber and publisher channels.
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Figure 1: DirXML engine and architecture diagram.

Another good reference to keep handy is the DirXML Rule Execution Order 
diagram in Figure 2.

Figure 2: DirXML rule execution order.
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Reading a Sample Trace File

This example scenario involves an eDirectory-to-eDirectory driver. It is a simple 
creation of a user in TREE-ONE being synchronized to TREE-TWO. The trace 
contains no errors, but serves as an example of normal DirXML behavior. In this 
section we will go through the trace file and explain its contents.

In this particular example, the DirXML event goes out through the subscriber 
channel on TREE-ONE and in the publisher channel on TREE-TWO, as shown in 
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Diagram of the eDirectory-to-eDirectory driver setup.

The Trace from TREE-ONE

In our example scenario, a user is initially created in eDirectory on TREE-ONE. 
Since we are looking at the trace file from a TREE-ONE perspective, keep in 
mind that we are currently on the subscriber channel of TREE-ONE.

The messages below represent DirXML detecting the changes to the eDirectory 
database for which a DirXML event must be generated. Once these changes to 
eDirectory are complete, DirXML will trigger an event to send down the 
Subscriber channel.

[01/07/02 12:13:17.912]: TRACE:  Commit transaction requested
[01/07/02 12:21:36.196]: TRACE:  Start transaction
[01/07/02 12:21:36.196]: TRACE:  submitEvent requested
[01/07/02 12:21:36.196]: TRACE:  event for attr: null
[01/07/02 12:21:36.196]: TRACE:  created a DOM node for event
[01/07/02 12:21:36.196]: TRACE:  submitEvent requested
[01/07/02 12:21:36.196]: TRACE:  event for attr: ACL
[01/07/02 12:21:36.196]: TRACE:  created a DOM node for event
………
[01/07/02 12:21:36.416]: TRACE:  Processing events for transaction
[01/07/02 12:21:36.416]: TRACE:  Converting \TREE-ONE\novell\Users\James Dean from 
Unknown to real base class

A user named James Dean is now created in the eDirectory database. DirXML 
will detect this and issue an event for the Add operation, as represented in the 
following XML document. (We are still on the subscriber channel of 
TREE-ONE.)

Join Engine

Subscriber

NDSToNDS.
jar

eDirectory
datastore

Publisher

Publisher

Subscriber

Join Engine
NDSToNDS.

jar

eDirectory
datastore
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<nds dtdversion="1.1" ndsversion="8.5">
<source>

<product version="1.1">DirXML</product>
<contact>Novell, Inc.</contact>

</source>
<input>

<add class-name="User" src-dn="\TREE-ONE\novell\Users\James
Dean" src-entry-id="33151“>

<add-attr attr-name="Surname" timestamp="1010424096#15">
<value timestamp="1010424096#15"

type="string">Dean</value>
</add-attr>
<add-attr attr-name="Given Name"

timestamp="1010424096#17">
<value timestamp="1010424096#17"

type="string">Jimmy</value>
</add-attr>
<add-attr attr-name="CN" timestamp="1010424096#28">

<value timestamp="1010424096#28" type="string">James
Dean</value>

</add-attr>
</add>

</input>
</nds>

Next, DirXML sends the Add XML document down the subscriber channel, 
processing each rule and stylesheet (if any exist) in the order in which the 
DirXML engine executes them (refer to the diagram in Figure 1). You can also 
see that the DirXML engine attempts to execute the Event Transformation 
stylesheet, but it is skipped since there isn’t one in place. (We are still on the 
subscriber channel of TREE-ONE.)

[01/07/02 12:21:36.416]: TRACE:  No event transformation rule, skipping
[01/07/02 12:21:36.416]: TRACE:  Subscriber processing add for 
\TREE-ONE\novell\Users\James Dean

The Association Processor checks to see whether the event has changed. In this 
example, it hasn’t. (We are still on the subscriber channel of TREE-ONE.)

[01/07/02 12:21:36.416]: TRACE:  Re-reading associations in case they changed since this 
event was queued

In the above line, the DirXML engine performs a double-check to see that the 
object is not associated.

Note: There is a situation when a Modify event on a User object can occur and the User 
object does not have an association. If this occurs, the DirXML engine will take 
this Modify event and change it to an Add event. This type of Add event is known 
as a Synthesized Add Event.

The DirXML engine executes the Matching rule, the Create rule, and the 
Placement rule, in that order. You can see this happening in the few lines below. 
However, none of these rules exists on the subscriber channel; hence you see the 
messages indicating that these rules are being skipped. (We are still on the 
subscriber channel of TREE-ONE.)
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[01/07/02 12:21:36.416]: TRACE: No matching rule, skipping
[01/07/02 12:21:36.416]: TRACE: No create rule, skipping
[01/07/02 12:21:36.416]: TRACE: No placement rule, skipping
[01/07/02 12:21:36.470]: TRACE: Submitting add to subscriber shim

The DirXML engine has completed the channel specific transformation (rules and 
stylesheets). Now DirXML applies the Schema and Output Transformation rules. 
Notice the “No mapping rule skipping”. This is normal when using the 
eDirectory- to-eDirectory driver, as the schemas will generally be identical--with 
the exception of any custom extensions made to either tree. (We are still on the 
subscriber channel of TREE-ONE.)

[01/07/02 12:21:36.470]: TRACE:  Applying output transformations
[01/07/02 12:21:36.470]: TRACE:  Fixing up associations references
[01/07/02 12:21:36.470]: TRACE:  No mapping rule, skipping
[01/07/02 12:21:36.470]: TRACE:  No output stylesheet, skipping
[01/07/02 12:21:36.470]: TRACE:  Submitting document to subscriber shim

Once all transformations are complete on the Add event on this subscriber 
channel, DirXML sends the transformed document to the Driver Shim to be sent 
to the remote database. Below you can see the subscriber channel sending the Add 
event as an XML document to the DirXML Driver Shim. (We are still on the 
subscriber channel of TREE-ONE.)

[01/07/02 12:21:36.470]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Subscriber - NDSToNDS - Flat: Reusing
connection.
[01/07/02 12:21:36.470]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Subscriber - NDSToNDS - Flat: Sending...
[01/07/02 12:21:36.470]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Subscriber - NDSToNDS - Flat: XML
Document:
[01/07/02 12:21:36.470]: TRACE:  

The following XML document shows what the DirXML Driver Shim sends to the 
destination tree. (We are still on the subscriber channel of TREE-ONE.)

<nds dtdversion="1.1" ndsversion="8.5">
<source>

<product version="1.1">DirXML</product>
<contact>Novell, Inc.</contact>

</source>
<input>

<add class-name="User" event-id="0"
src-dn="\TREE-ONE\novell\Users\James Dean"
src-entry-id="33151">

<add-attr attr-name="Surname" timestamp="1010424096#15">
<value timestamp="1010424096#15"
type="string">Dean</value>
</add-attr>
<add-attr attr-name="Given Name" timestamp="1010424096#17">

<value timestamp="1010424096#17"
type="string">Jimmy</value>

</add-attr>
<add-attr attr-name="CN" timestamp="1010424096#28">

<value timestamp="1010424096#28" type="string">James
Dean</value>

</add-attr>
</add>

</input>
</nds>
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This is the Add Event XML document after all the transformations completed, 
and as it will appear to the remote eDirectory database in TREE-TWO.

At this time the DirXML driver shim has sent the document and is waiting for a 
response. 

[01/07/02 12:21:36.470]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Subscriber - NDSToNDS - Flat: Document
sent.
[01/07/02 12:21:36.470]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Subscriber - NDSToNDS - Flat: Waiting for
receive...

Since we are discussing the eDirectory-to-eDirectory driver, we can now switch 
over the trace file that has been captured from TREE-TWO. Depending on the 
filters, rules, and stylesheets used, there may be some transformations done on the 
Add XML document in that tree.

The Trace from TREE-TWO

You see below the publisher channel on TREE-TWO stating that is has just 
received a XML document. The document is then displayed.

[01/07/02 12:15:11.981]: TRACE:  Commit transaction requested
[01/07/02 12:20:37.920]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Publisher - NDSToNDS -
Flat: Receiving...
[01/07/02 12:20:37.930]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Publisher - NDSToNDS -
Flat: Received.
[01/07/02 12:20:37.930]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Publisher - NDSToNDS -
Flat: XML Document:
[01/07/02 12:20:37.950]: TRACE:  
<nds dtdversion="1.1" ndsversion="8.5">

<source>
<product version="1.1">DirXML</product>
<contact>Novell, Inc.</contact>

</source>
<input>

<add class-name="User" event-id="0"
src-dn="\TREE-ONE\novell\Users\James Dean" 
src-entry-id="33151">

<add-attr attr-name="Surname" timestamp="1010424096#15">
<value timestamp="1010424096#15" type="string">Dean</value>

</add-attr>
<add-attr attr-name="Given Name" timestamp="1010424096#17">

<value timestamp="1010424096#17" type="string">Jimmy</value>
</add-attr>
<add-attr attr-name="CN" timestamp="1010424096#28">

<value timestamp="1010424096#28" type="string">James
Dean</value>

</add-attr>
</add>

</input>
</nds>

The DirXML engine starts applying the Input Transformation and Schema 
Mapping rules, which are not present, and therefore states that they are being 
skipped. (We are still on the publisher channel of TREE-TWO.)
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[01/07/02 12:20:37.960]: TRACE:Applying input transformations
[01/07/02 12:20:37.970]: TRACE:No input stylesheet, skipping
[01/07/02 12:20:37.970]: TRACE:No mapping rule, skipping
[01/07/02 12:20:37.970]: TRACE:Resolving association references
[01/07/02 12:20:37.980]: TRACE:No event transformation rule, skipping

The DirXML engine checks to see if this object is already associated. It then 
applies the publisher filter and proceeds with the Add event on the publisher 
channel. (We are still on the publisher channel of TREE-TWO.)

[01/07/02 12:20:37.990]: TRACE:No associated objects
[01/07/02 12:20:37.990]: TRACE:Applying publisher filter
[01/07/02 12:20:37.990]: TRACE:Publisher processing add for 
\TREE-ONE\novell\Users\James Dean

The DirXML engine tries to apply the Matching rule. It then queries eDirectory 
based on the match criteria in the Matching rule. (We are still on the publisher 
channel of TREE-TWO.)

[01/07/02 12:20:37.990]: TRACE:Applying matching rule
[01/07/02 12:20:38.00]: TRACE: Pumping XDS to NDS
[01/07/02 12:20:38.10]: TRACE: Performing operation, op: query for: novell\Users
[01/07/02 12:20:38.10]: TRACE: 

No results are returned. Due to the lack of a response to the query, DirXML 
assumes that no match was found and proceeds with the Create rule. (We are still 
on the publisher channel of TREE-TWO.)

[01/07/02 12:20:38.10]: TRACE:  No match found

The Create rule is checked. Notice there is a hit in the Create rule on rule number 
1. This means that the criteria in rule number 1 in the Create rule is met. This rule 
is selected and the Add is not vetoed but is allowed to continue through. (We are 
still on the publisher channel of TREE-TWO.)

[01/07/02 12:20:38.10]: TRACE: Applying create rule
[01/07/02 12:20:38.10]: TRACE: Trying create rule 1
[01/07/02 12:20:38.10]: TRACE: Rule selected

The DirXML engine applies the next rule in order, which is the Placement rule. 
From applying this rule, the DirXML engine will select the Destination Container 
in which the User object is to be created. Notice that placement rule number 1 is 
selected from the placement rule. Then the User object is created in that container. 
(We are still on the publisher channel of TREE-TWO.)

[01/07/02 12:20:38.10]: TRACE:  Applying placement rule
[01/07/02 12:20:38.10]: TRACE:  Trying placement rule 1
[01/07/02 12:20:38.10]: TRACE:    Rule selected
[01/07/02 12:20:38.10]: TRACE:    Placing object at: novell\Users\James Dean
[01/07/02 12:20:38.10]: TRACE:  Pumping XDS to NDS
[01/07/02 12:20:38.10]: TRACE:  Performing operation, op: add for: novell\Users\James 
Dean
[01/07/02 12:20:38.20]: TRACE:  Adding entry: novell\Users\James Dean
[01/07/02 12:20:38.20]: TRACE:  Creating RDN: James Dean in context: novell\Users
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Notice the user James Dean being created in the Novell\Users container. Since the 
user was created without errors, DirXML logs a “success” status message on the 
publisher channel, as indicated in the lines below. (We are still on the publisher 
channel of TREE-TWO.)

DirXML Log Event -------------------
Driver = \TREE-TWO\novell\servers\driver-set\NDSToNDS - Flat
Channel = publisher
Object = \TREE-ONE\novell\Users\James Dean (novell\Users\James Dean)
Status = success

In addition to sending a success document to TREE-ONE (source tree), DirXML 
adds the <add-association> element so that TREE-ONE updates its Association 
value. (We are still on the publisher channel of TREE-TWO.)

[01/07/02 12:20:38.281]: TRACE:  Applying output transformations
[01/07/02 12:20:38.281]: TRACE:    Fixing up associations references

Since the Success document is being transmitted back to TREE-ONE, it must go 
through the Output Transformation and Schema Mapping rule. This is done on the 
same channel on which the original Add event document was received--in this 
case, the publisher channel on TREE-TWO. You will then see the document that 
is being sent. (We are still on the publisher channel of TREE-TWO.)

[01/07/02 12:20:38.281]: TRACE:    No mapping rule, skipping
[01/07/02 12:20:38.281]: TRACE:    No output stylesheet, skipping
[01/07/02 12:20:38.281]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Publisher - NDSToNDS - Flat: Sending...
[01/07/02 12:20:38.281]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Publisher - NDSToNDS - Flat: XML Document:
<nds dtdversion="1.1" ndsversion="8.5">

<source>
<product version="1.1">DirXML</product>

<contact>Novell, Inc.</contact>
</source>
<output>

<status event-id="0" level="success"></status>
<add-association dest-dn="\TREE-ONE\novell\Users\James Dean"

dest-entry-id="33151">
{0090A600-9303-d611-A4CF-00C04F803492}

</add-association>
</output>

</nds>
[01/07/02 12:20:38.321]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Publisher - NDSToNDS - Flat: Document sent.
[01/07/02 12:20:38.321]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Publisher - NDSToNDS - Flat: Reusing 
connection
[01/07/02 12:20:38.321]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Publisher - NDSToNDS - Flat: Waiting for 
receive...

To summarize what has happened thus far, the user creation event came across 
from TREE-ONE, the user was then created in TREE-TWO, associated, and a 
success message was back along with the association value to TREE-ONE.

From the publishers channel’s perspective on TREE-TWO, this event is now 
complete.
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Back to the Subscriber Channel on TREE-ONE

The subscriber channel in TREE-ONE receives the success message and the 
<add-association> document from TREE-TWO. It then shows the document that 
is being received.

[01/07/02 12:21:36.910]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Subscriber - NDSToNDS - Flat: Receiving...
[01/07/02 12:21:36.910]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Subscriber - NDSToNDS - Flat: Received.
[01/07/02 12:21:36.910]: TRACE:  NdsToNds Subscriber - NDSToNDS - Flat: XML 
Document:
[01/07/02 12:21:36.910]: TRACE:  SubscriptionShim.execute() returned:
[01/07/02 12:21:36.910]: TRACE:  
<nds dtdversion="1.1" ndsversion="8.5">

<source>
<product version="1.1">DirXML</product>
<contact>Novell, Inc.</contact>

</source>
<output>

<status event-id="0" level="success"/>
<add-association dest-dn="\TREE-ONE\novell\Users\James Dean"

dest-entry-id="33151">
{0090A600-9303-d611-A4CF-00C04F803492}

</add-association>
</output>

</nds>

Since this is an incoming document, it must be processed by the Input 
Transformation and Schema Mapping rule, which occurs in the lines below. (We 
are on the subscriber channel of TREE-ONE.)

[01/07/02 12:21:36.910]: TRACE:    Applying input transformations
[01/07/02 12:21:36.910]: TRACE:    No input stylesheet, skipping
[01/07/02 12:21:36.910]: TRACE:    No mapping rule, skipping
[01/07/02 12:21:36.910]: TRACE:    Resolving association references

DirXML receives the success document, processes the <add-association>, and 
updates the association in TREE-ONE, which is the source tree. (We are still on 
the subscriber channel of TREE-ONE.)

[01/07/02 12:21:36.910]: TRACE:  Handling returned document
[01/07/02 12:21:36.910]: TRACE:  Handling operation, op: status for: 
DirXML Log Event -------------------

Driver = \TREE-ONE\novell\servers\driver-set\NDSToNDS - Flat
Channel = subscriber
Object = \TREE-ONE\novell\Users\James Dean
Status = success

[01/07/02 12:21:36.910]: TRACE:  Handling operation, op: add-association for: 
\TREE-ONE\novell\Users\James Dean

The DirXML engine acknowledges the success document being received from the 
TREE-TWO and updates the User object’s association value with what came 
through in the XML document. This event is now complete from the subscriber 
channel’s perspective on TREE-ONE as well.
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Conclusion

This AppNote has reviewed the key concepts you need to know when looking at a 
DirXML trace file and walked you through what is happening in an actual trace. 
This information should help you effectively read your own DirXML trace files in 
a troubleshooting situation.

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.
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If the set dialog box
appears and you cancel it,
an eDirectory password
(object-key pair) won’t be
created for the user
account and the user will
not be able to log in
unless you set up some
other means of authenti-
cation, such as a NMAS
password. 
Managing User Accounts in 
ConsoleOne

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes
kburnett@novell.com

In previous months, we have discussed the administra-
tion basics of the ConsoleOne management utility. 
This month we will start a discussion on how to 
manage user accounts with ConsoleOne.

Creating a Novell eDirectory user account involves 
creating a User object and setting properties to control 
the user’s login and network environment. You have 
the flexibility of using a Template object to make 
completion of these tasks easier.

You can create login scripts to allow users to be 
connected automatically to the files, printers, and other 
network resources they need when they log in. If 
several users use the same resources, you can put the 
login script commands in container and profile login 
scripts.

Creating User Accounts
A user account is a User object in the eDirectory tree. 
A User object specifies a user’s login name and 
supplies other information used by eDirectory and the 
NetWare operating system to control the user’s access 
to network resources. You can define user properties 
ahead of time in a template, before actually creating 
the User object.

Creating a User Object
Perform the following steps to create a User object in 
an eDirectory container:

1. Right-click the container in which you want to 
create the User object. Select New and then User.

2. Under Class, select User.

3. Fill in the New User dialog box (see Figure 1). 
You have the option here of clicking Help for 
details.

4. To apply a template during creation of the user 
object, select Use Template.

5. To set additional user properties during creation of 
the user’s object, check Define Additional 
Properties.

Figure 1: Creating a User object.

6. Click OK.

7. If the Set Password dialog box appears, set the 
user’s login password and click OK.

Note: If you cancel the Set Dialog box when it appears, 
an eDirectory password (object-key pair) won’t be 
created for the user account and the user will not be 
able to log in unless you set up some other means of 
authentication, such as an NMAS password.

You can set an eDirectory password later on using the 
Password Restrictions property page of the User 
object. If you leave the password blank and click OK, 
the User object is created with a blank (null) password 
and the user can login in without entering a password.

Creating a User Template
User templates can be very useful when creating a 
large numbers of User objects. For example, an IS 
professional at a college or university would want to 
consider using templates. Perform the following steps 
to create a template:

1. Right-click the container that you want to create 
the Template object in. Select New and then 
Object.

2. Under Class, select Template. Click OK.

3. Fill in the New Template dialog box. You can 
click Help for details.

4. To clone and existing Template or User object, 
select User Template or User.
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After creating a User
object, you can optionally
set up the user’s network
computing environment,
implement extra login
security features, and set
up an accounting of the
user’s NetWare server
usage.
5. To set template properties immediately after 
creating the Template object, select Define 
Additional Properties.

6. Click OK. After clicking OK, you will see 
property pages that look similar to those of a User 
object (see Figure 2). Help is available on all the 
property pages.

Setting Up Optional Account Features
After creating a User object, you can optionally set up 
the user’s network computing environment, implement 
extra login security features, and set up an 
accounting of the user’s NetWare server 
usage.

Setting Up a User’s Network Computing 
Environment. Complete the following steps 
to set up a User’s computing environment:

1. Right-click the User or Template object 
for which you want to set up the network 
computing environment. Click 
Properties.

2. Use a Template object if you haven’t 
created the User object yet.

3. On the General tab, select the 
Environment page (see Figure 3).

4. Fill in the property page. You can click 
the Help tab for help.

5. Click OK.

Setting Up Extra Security for a User. 
Perform the following steps to set up 
extra security for a user:

1. Right-click the User or Template 
object for which you want to set up 
login security. Click Properties.

2. On the Restrictions tab, fill in the 
property pages you want. You can 
click Help for details on any page. 

Note: The page Password Restrictions is 
used to set up a login password, while the 
page Address Restrictions is used to 
restrict the locations from which the user 
can login.

The Time Restrictions page is used to 
restrict the times when the user can be 
logged in. The Login Restrictions pages is 
used to limit the number of concurrent 
login sessions and to set a login expira-

tion and lockout date.

3. Click OK.

To set up intruder detection for all of the User objects 
in a container, complete the following steps.

4. Right-click the applicable container, then click 
Properties.

5. On the General tab, select the Intruder Detection 
page.

6. Fill in the Property page. Remember, you can 
click Help for assistance.

7. Click OK.

Figure 2: Properties of a User Template.

Figure 3: Environment Properties Page.
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A login script is a list of
commands that executes
when a user logs in. 
Setting Up an Accounting of a User’s NetWare 
Server Usage. To track the time a user spends on a 
NetWare server, perform the following steps:

1. Right-click the User or Template object for which 
you want to set up the accounting. Click the 
Properties tab.

2. On the Restrictions tab, select the Account 
Balance page (see Figure 4).

3. Fill in the Property page. The Account Balance 
specifies the amount of “credit” this object has to 
“buy” network services. As the object uses 
network services, the account balance is 
decremented by the system. To set an account 
balance, enter a number from -99,999,999 to 
999,999,999. The number is relative to the 
particular services being charged for, the rates 
being charged, and the number of NetWare 
servers that are charging. You can click the Help 
button for context-specific help.

4. Click OK.

Setting Up Login Scripts
A login script is a list of commands that executes when 
a user logs in. It is typically used to connect the user to 
network resources like drive mappings and printers. 
Login scripts execute on the user’s workstation in the 
following order:

• Container login script

• Profile login script

• User login script

During login, if the login process doesn’t find a 
container login script, it skips to the next script on the 

list (profile, then user). If none of these login scripts is 
found, the system executes a default script that maps a 
search drive to the SYS:PUBLIC folder on the user’s 
default server. The default server is set on the Environ-
ment property page of the User object.

Creating a Login Script
Follow these steps to create a login script:

1. Right-click the object for which you want to 
create the login script. Click the Properties tab.

2. On the Login Script page, enter the login script 
commands you want. (Due to the sheer number of 
commands, we won’t cover these here but may do 
so in a future column.)

3. Click OK.

4. If you have created the login script on a Profile 
object, assign the profile to the users you want, as 
explained next.

Assigning a Profile to a User
Complete the following steps to assign a 
profile to a user:

1. Right-click the User or Template 
object to which you want to assign 
the profile. Then click Properties.

2. Use a Template object if you 
haven’t created the User object yet.

3. On the Login Script page, click the 
browse button next to the Profile 
field. Select the profile object then 
click OK.

4. Click OK.

5. Ensure that the user effectively has 
the Browse right to the Profile 
object and the Read right to the 
Login Script property of the profile 
object.

To Have the Login 
Script Apply To Create It On

One user only The User object

One or more users 
that haven’t been 
created yet

A Template object

All the users in a 
container

The Container object

A set of users in one 
or more containers

A Profile object

Figure 4: Account Balance Page.
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On the Time Restrictions
property page of a User
object, you can restrict the
times when the user can
be logged in to eDirec-
tory.
Login Time Restrictions for Remote Users
On the Time Restrictions property page of a User 
object (see Figure 5), you can restrict the times when 
the user can be logged in to eDirectory. (By default, 
there are no login time restrictions.) If you set a login 
time restriction and the user is logged in when the 
restricted time arrives, the system issues a warning to 
that user to log out within five minutes. If the user is 
still logged in after five minutes, the user is logged out 
automatically and loses any unsaved work.

If a user logs in remotely from a different time zone 
than the server that is processing the login request, any 
login time restrictions that have been set for the user 
are adjusted for the time difference. For example, if 
you restrict a user from logging in Mondays from 1:00 
am to 6:00 am, and the user logs in remotely from a 
time zone that is one hour later than the time zone set 
on the server, the restriction effectively becomes 2:00 
am to 7:00 am for that user.

eDirectory Naming 
Conventions

Kevin Bunett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes
kburnett@novell.com

Each object in the eDirectory tree has a name, which is 
determined by the value of the eDirectory schema 
attribute and which the object’s base object class defi-

nition specifies. Currently, eDirectory has 
four name types that identify objects in the 
eDirectory tree:

 • Relative Distinguished Name
 • Name Context
 • Fully Qualified Distinguished Name
 • Partially Qualified Distinguished Name

Let’s look at each of these name types in 
greater detail.

Relative Distinguished Name
In an eDirectory tree, each object’s name is 
referred to as its Relative Distinguished 
Name or RDN. The value of the RDN is 
equivalent to the value of the object’s 
naming attribute, which is determined by the 
object’s expanded object class definition.

An object cannot be located based solely on its RDN. 
The object’s name context is also required. (For more 
information about name context, see “Name Context” 
below.)

Figure 1 shows that the object Bert has a base object 
class of User. The expanded object class definition for 
the object class User specifies that the schema attribute 
CN (Common Name) is to be used as the naming 
attribute.

For this particular object, the value for the CN is Bert; 
therefore the RDN for this object is Bert.

Figure 5: User Time Restrictions Property Page.
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The name context is
obtained by combining the
names of the object’s par-
ent objects (superior
objects) into one refer-
ence. 
Name Context
Each object in the eDirectory tree exists in a specific 
name context. The name context is determined by the 
object’s location in the hierarchical tree structure and is 
composed of container object names.

The name context is obtained by combining the names 
of the object’s parent objects (superior objects) into 
one reference. The ordering of the object names in the 
name context is determined by the naming syntax 
chosen. The name context does not include the name of 
the eDirectory tree, the RDN of the [Root] object, or 
the RDNs of noncontainer objects.

For example, Figure 2 shows the following:

• The User object Bert is subordinate to the 
Container object GroupWise.

• The Container object GroupWise is subordinate to 
the Container object Support.

• The Container object Support is subordinate to the 
Container object San Diego.

• The Container object San Diego is subordinate to 
the Container object of ACME_CORP.

By combining the container names in the order 
described above, you can form the context for Bert, 
which is GroupWise.Testing.San Diego.ACME_ 
CORP.

Fully Qualified Distinguished Name
The Fully Qualified Distinguished Name (FqDN) is the 
only naming type that can fully identify an object 

Figure 1: Objects in the eDirectory tree.

Figure 2: Subordination in eDirectory.
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anywhere in the eDirectory tree. An object’s 
FqDN is determined by combining the object’s 
RDN with the object’s name context. The dot naming 
syntax requires a period to precede an FqDN. When a 
user enters an FqDN, the eDirectory client is instructed 
to disregard the object’s current name context. 

Note: FqDN is the naming type most commonly used by 
eDirectory clients.

Figure 3 and 4 shows two leaf objects with Relative 
Distinguished Names of Bert. While these objects have 
the same RDN, they exist in different name contexts. 
One object exists in the name context of 
Client.Support.San Diego.ACME_CORP, while the 
other exists in the name context of Group-
Wise.Testing.San Diego. ACME_CORP.

Each object in the eDirectory tree must have a unique 
FqDN, regardless of its base object class. Objects in 
different name contexts may have the same RDN; 
however, objects in the same name context must have 
unique RDNs.

Conclusion
This month we have discussed some of the naming 
conventions available in eDirectory. Next month we 
will continue with the naming conventions discussion.

Figure 4: Leaf object with Relative Distinguished Names of Bert.

Figure 3: Leaf object with Relative Distinguished Names of Bert.
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BorderManager SSL
Proxy Authentication lis-
tens on port 443 by
default, which unfortu-
nately is also the default
port for iFolder.
Redirecting the NetWare 5 
GUI for Remote Installation of 
BorderManager

Paul Thompson
Novell, Inc. 

BorderManager (plus several other Novell products) 
requires the Java-based GUI installation method. 
Because of this, the GUI screen cannot be viewed via 
RCONSOLE or RCONJ, and thus the BorderManager 
installation requires you to either be physically along-
side the server or redirect the GUI output through 
TCP/IP.

Below is the procedure to redirect that GUI screen to 
an X-Windows server (such as a Linux host).

1. Append the following line to the 
SYS:\ETC\JAVA.CFG file:

DISPLAY=xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx:1 

where “xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx” is the address of the 
X-Windows server, and “:1” identifies the X
display.

2. Edit the SYS:\JAVA\NWGFX\STARTX.NCF 
file as follows. First, reflect the change in 
X-Windows server address (by default, this would 
have pointed to the localhost at 127.0.0.1):

load AIO
load AIOPS2
load sys:/java/nwgfx/xlib xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx:1

Second, don’t start the XFree86 server (xfvga16) 
on the NetWare console because it’s not needed:

#load sys:/java/nwgfx/xfvga16 -xf86config
sys:/java/nwgfx/xf86conf -s 32767

Third, run fvmw2 explicitly:

load sys:/java/nwgfx/fvwm2 -f
sys:/java/nwgfx/fvwm2/fvwm2rc

#load xinit

3. Make sure the X-Windows server supports 
incoming connections from NetWare. Typically 
this involves creating the file /etc/X1.hosts, with 
the host name of your NetWare server, such as:

server1.ukb.novell.com

4. Run STARTX on the NetWare console. You’ll 
see the GUI output redirected to your X-server.

Tips for Running iFolder and 
BorderManager Together

Paul Thompson
Novell, Inc.

Running iFolder and BorderManager
on the Same Server
BorderManager SSL Proxy Authentication listens on 
port 443 by default, which unfortunately is also the 
default port for iFolder. The easiest way around this is 
to reconfigure BorderManager.

To do this, go into the NWAdmin utility and select the 
BorderManager Setup. There, specify a different port 
number, such as 444, and click OK to save the 
changes.  

If that doesn’t change the SSL listening port, you can 
unload/reload PROXY.NLM. Apache should now start 
without giving you port 443 errors.

Accessing iFolder through BorderManager 
Reverse Proxy
Customers have asked how to access iFolder 1.0 files 
through a BorderManager reverse proxy configuration. 
It seems the iFolder client works fine, but they can’t 
log in with the Web-based client.

The problem is in the HTML coding of the main 
iFolder page for the login link. This coding points to 
the internal IP address of the server instead of to the 
public IP address of the reverse proxy.

Short of modifying the iFolder main web page (see 
below), you can use a simple workaround by manually 
typing in the URL with the public IP address 
substituted for the private IP address. If you hold your 
cursor over the Login link, you should see the URL 
that is to be used by the browser, such as:

http://<private IP address>/applet/java.htm
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Simply type in

https://<public IP address>/applet/java.htm

and you should be able to log in and access your files.

You will need to set up two reverse proxies: one for 
port 80 and another for port 443. The same technique 
should work for static NAT. For static NAT as well as 
for the reverse proxy on a secondary IP address, you 
will need to allow TCP destination ports 80 and 443 
for incoming requests and their responses.

If you want to modify the login link, you can do that 
quite easily as well. All you need to do is edit the 
ifolder_nav.html file that is found in the \Apache\ 
iFolder\DocumentRoot\html directory to correct 
the internal and external IP addresses, then type 
STOPIFOLDER / STARTIFOLDER <Enter> at the 
server console prompt.

Novell Event Bus (NEB) 
Activity and NSS Block 
Information

Mark Ristella

Novell Event Bus (NEB) Activity
To monitor services registering and de-registering with 
the Novell Event Bus (NEB), such as NSS volume 
mounts/dismounts, enter the following command at the 
server console prompt:

set enable event report screen = on

Novell Storage Services: Blocks Used and 
Blocks Available
Here are two ways that you can use to check blocks 
used / blocks available on a volume:

1. Load MONITOR > Volumes > Select volume.

2. Enter the following command at the server 
console:

volume <volume name>

Novell Storage Services: Examining Media 
Manager Database Objects
Here are two ways to examine the Storage Device 
objects that are registered in the Media Manager 
database:

1. Load MONITOR > Storage Devices. This lists the 
devices in hierarchical order to reflect their 
dependencies.

2. From the internal debugger, perform the 
following:

:dc <class id>//Lists all objects in the class
:d <object id>//Dumps <object ID>

Changing the Image/Logo 
Used in the NetWare Client

Paul Thompson
Novell, Inc.

To replace the NetWare Client banner or logo, use the 
following registry settings in key Path 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ 
Novell\Login\Banner:

-  String value: Image

This is the path to a .BMP file which will be used for 
the banner. The true width of the banner is determined 
by the font that is being used. Larger fonts will allow 
wider bitmaps. It is suggested that the width of the 
image not exceed 400 pixels. The height of banner is 
dynamically determined at run-time, so any reasonable 
size may be used. If the Image value is not set, no 
banner will be shown.

-  String value: Brush

This is the path to a .BMP file containing an 8x8 pixel 
bitmap. This pattern will be used to paint the back-
ground of the banner. If the Brush value is not set, the 
background will be drawn the same color as buttons.

-  String value: Color Scheme

This is the path to a .BMP file containing a 3x1 pixel 
bitmap. The pixel at 1,1 will be used for the “trans-
parent” color. That is, any pixel in the image file that is 
this color will be painted as transparent.

The pixel at 2,1 will be used as the highlight color and 
the pixel at 3,1 will be used as the shadow color when 
drawing the 3D bevel effect on the banner.

If Color Scheme is not set, there will be no transpar-
ency and the 3D effect will be drawn using the system 
defined colors for 3D highlight and shadow.

-  DWORD value: Stretch

For the Stretch value, 0 leaves the bitmap “as is” when 
painting it. 1 causes the bitmap to be stretch horizon-
tally to fit across the window. If Stretch is not set, there 
will be no stretching.
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There are many reasons
why you would need a
second server to run busi-
ness more effectively, and
Novell Small Business
Suite 6 is the only small-
business solution you can
get that gives you licens-
ing for a second server
right in the box.
Replacing Multiple Attributes 
with LDIF

Paul Thompson
Novell, Inc.

To replace multiple attributes, you need a separating 
line with a hyphen:

dn: cn=harry, OU=gryffindor, O=hogwarts
changetype: modify
replace: givenName
givenName: Harrytest

-
replace: description
description: Test description

This will modify both attributes for the DN that you 
specify.

Why NWAdmn32 Won’t Work 
for Some Print Functions on 
Windows 2000

Mike Spong
Novell, Inc.

NWAdmn32 has the capability to add printer drivers to 
a resource directory (ResDir) so that clients on a 
network can download those printer drivers. When you 
open the NWAdmn32 utility, look at the details of the 
Broker, then check the RMS button, Add Resources, 
Add button, and the Browse button.

The Browse button may not work with client version 
4.83 for Windows 2000 unless you add a command 
line parameter to open NWAdmn32.exe. You should 
start NWAdmin with the following command line:

NWAdmn32.exe /DisableTlsMgr

Installing a Second Server on 
Novell Small Business Suite 6

There are many reasons why you would need a second 
server to run business more effectively, and Novell 
Small Business Suite 6 (NSBS 6) is the only small- 
business solution you can get that gives you licensing 
for a second server right in the box.

To install a second server, simply insert the Novell 
Small Business Suite 6 install CD into the second 
server. It runs just like the install you did on the first 
server, with a few exceptions.

Select the Advanced Install option and install the 
second server into the existing tree but into a different 
context. You will have to install the baseline NetWare 
6 OS, but it’s your choice about everything else.

Browse for the license diskette in the LICENSE subdi-
rectory to reuse the server license previously installed. 
The Server Base license is reusable, but not in the same 
context. You may see an error about finding the User 
licenses already installed. This is okay, as they were 
previously installed during the first server install.

NSBS 6 is based on Concurrent User licensing. Each 
connected user comsumes one User license, no matter 
how many workstations that user has logged in from. 
When the connected user logs out of his last worksta-
tion, the User license is immediately returned to the 
pool to be reused by the next login request.
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Load Testing a NetWare 5.1 
Server

Steve Ulinski
Sr. Program Systems Analyst
Rush Presbyterian St. Luke’s Medical Center
sulinski@rush.edu

We needed to run a load test on a NetWare 5.1 server, 
simulating a large number of users connected to the 
server. The requirements set by the engineers were to 
have as many users logged in as possible, using files 
and leaving them open. There also needed to be at least 
30% utilization, good traffic, and use of the dirty cache 
buffers. 

After researching several Load Testing software pack-
ages, we discovered that there was no software 
package available to provide us with the type of load 
testing we desired. Because of this, we began to look 
into alternative options in order to perform a reason-
able load test of the server.

Since we were new to NetWare programming, the 
discovery of NetBasic was an epiphany to the project. 
After looking at the documentation, we concluded that 
it would be possible to write a script in NetBasic that 
would simulate as many users as needed. The final 
code allowed us to simulate 1,000 users logged in, and 
we were able to actually provide a heavier load than 
what is currently on our production systems.

The NetBasic program we wrote consisted of two 
parts. The first part was a loader program that created 
users and spawned a second program. Once the second 
program was spawned, it would simulate the users 
logging into the tree, processing files, and generating 
network traffic. Here is the code for our first NetBasic 
program.

SRVLOAD.BAS
To Run: SRVLOAD <#of USERS> <#of Days to Run>

Sub Main
' Number of user to create
RunCount = Data:INTEGER (SYS:Param(2))

' Number of Hours to run each spawned user
RunTime = Data:String (SYS:Param(3))

' Login as an admin
NDS:Session:Login("admin", "pasword"); ' Change this line for your Tree

' Change CX to CX for user creation
NDS:CONTEXT:PATH:CHANGE("Users.rpslmc"); ' Change this line for your Tree

' Sets X to 0
x=0

' Do creates user and spawns additional programs to run as user
Do While (true)

' Exits the program on demand by creating an END.NOW file in the directory
EHandle = FIO:OPEN("Vol1:\File\END.NOW", "r")
If (ERR = 0);
Quit;

EndIf
' sets the amount of users to create, once the amount is reached the program quits
If (x = RunCount)
Out = NDS:Session:Logout;
Exit;

EndIf

' Generates a random number for user creation
' Random number creates minor security since no password will associated with user
UserN = Data:String(Math:Random * 10)
O c t o b e r  2 0 0 2
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' Creates the user ID
Success=NDS:ADD:User(UserN,UserN)
If (Success)
x = x + 1

' Copies the NetBasic Program runuser.bas to random(USER) number
‘ And runs the program as the user.
If Dir:File:Copy ("SYS:\Program\runuser.bas","SYS:\Program\Users\" + UserN +

".bas")
RunP = "SYS:\Program\Users\" + UserN + ".bas"
Spawn = SYS:Call ("Run.nlm "+ RunP + " " + UserN + " " + RunTime + " " +

Data:String(x));
Else
Quit:

EndIf
EndIf

EndDo

End Sub
________________________________________________________________________________

The second program goes as follows:

RUNUSER.BAS
Runuser.bas is auto loaded by the srvload.bas.

Sub Main
' Sets user name passed from SRVLOAD.BAS
CUser= Data:String (SYS:Param(2))

' Sets the length of days the program is to run passed from SRVLOAD.BAS
LTime= Data:Integer (SYS:Param(3))

' Sets the current spawned number passed from SRVLOAD.BAS
Spawn = Data:String (SYS:Param(4))

' Sets fOpen counter
Count = 0

' Sets FTPCount counter for naming FTP'd file
FTPCount = 0

' Login as user
NDS:Session:Login (".CN=" + cuser + ".OU=USERS.O=RPSLMC", ""); ‘Change this for your
TREE

' Sets the length of time to run in days
SecondsInWeek = ltime*24*60*60
ServerDateObj = NET:Server:Date:Get
Date = ServerDateObj.Date
Time = ServerDateObj.Time
NextWeek = DATE:UTF (Date, Time) + SecondsInWeek
DateObj = DATE:Object(NextWeek)

'Changes Dir to VOL1:\Files makes new Dir as User and switches to it, If fails, Quits
app
If (Dir:Change ("VOL1:\File"))
Dir:Make (cuser)
Dir:Change (Cuser)
UserDir = DIR:Current

Else
Quit
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EndIf

x=0

' Runs until the amount of time passes that is passed from the command line
Do While (True)
' Checks time and compares to start time.
' If suffcient time passes exits the loop
ServerDateObj2 = NET:Server:Date:Get
' Looks for a file called END.NOW in the VOL1:File dir.
' If the file exsists program exits the loop
EHandle = FIO:OPEN("Vol1:\File\END.NOW", "r")

If ((ServerDateObj2.date >= DateObj.date) & (ServerDateObj2.Time >=
DateObj.Time)|(ERR = 0));

' Closes any open files
Count = Count - 1
Do While (True)
If (Count <= 0)
Quit

EndIf
FIO:Close(fOpen(Count))
Count = Count - 1

EndDo
Out = NDS:Session:Logout
Quit;

EndIf

' Random generatated number to run new process as the user
DoIt = 0
DoIt = ((Math:Random * 10 ) / 32767)

' Writes user’s current status on screen

WIN:AT (1,1);
WIN:SAY ("Current User: " + CUser + " Spawn Number:" + Spawn);

' Makes Files
‘ Will open the total amount you specify, will allow for 26 files for each user.
If (((DoIt = 4) | (DoIt = 5) | (DoIt = 6) | (DoIt = 7) | (DoIt = 8)) & (Count <= 26))

WIN:AT (2,1);
WIN:SAY ("Opening File " + Data:String(DoIT) + " " +

Data:String(ServerDateObj2.Time) + " " + Data:String(Count) +" ")
Mode = "w+"+"t"
Handle = FIO:Open (Data:String(Math:Random * 10) + ".tst", Mode)

If (ERR = 0)
fOpen(Count) = Handle
FIO:Write (Handle, "TestString1", "TestString2")
Count = Count + 1

EndIf
EndIf

' Close File
If (((DoIt = 2) | (DoIt = 3)) & (Count > 0))
WIN:AT (2,1);
WIN:SAY ("Closing File " + Data:String(DoIT) + " " +

Data:String(ServerDateObj2.Time) + " ")

If (Count > 0)
cCount = Count - 1
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If (FIO:Close (fOpen(cCount)))
Count = Count - 1
WIN:AT (2,1);
WIN:SAY ("Closing File " + Data:String(DoIT) + " " +

Data:String(ServerDateObj2.Time) + " Success")
EndIf

EndIf
EndIf

' Copy a file
If (DoIt = 1)
WIN:AT (2,1);
WIN:SAY ("Copy File " + Data:String(DoIT) + " " +

Data:String(ServerDateObj2.Time))
DIR:FILE:COPY ("sys:\Program\copy.pdf", UserDir + "\" + Data:String(FTPCount) +

Cuser + ".pdf")
EndIf

' Deletes Files
If (DoIt = 0)
WIN:AT (2,1);
WIN:SAY ("Deleting File " + Data:String(DoIT) + " " +

Data:String(ServerDateObj2.Time) + " ")
fobj = Dir:First ("*.*", 0 )
fCount = 1

Do while (fobj.error = 0)
fCount = fCount + 1
fobj = Dir:Next (fobj)

EndDo

CFile = 1
fobj = Dir:First ("*.*", 0 )
KFile = ((Math:Random * fcount) /32767 )

Do While (CFile < fCount)
If (kFile = cFile)
Dir:File:Delete (fobj.name + "." + fobj.extension)

EndIf
fobj = Dir:Next (fobj)
CFile = CFile + 1

EndDo

EndIf

FTPCount = FTPCount + 1

' Generates light traffic
FTP:Verbose (0)
FTP:Login ("ftp.Novell.Com","anonymous", "me@email.com"); ' This line needs to be

modified
FTP:CD ("pub"); ‘You may need to modify this line
FTP:Logout

WIN:AT (3,1);
WIN:SAY ("Open File Count :" + Data:String(Count) + " ")

EndDo
End sub
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Do you know how to
install the Novell Account
Management 2.1 for Win-
dows 2000 server that is
running eDirectory 8.6.2?
Note: When we used this program to run our simula-
tions, we needed to modify several set commands in 
order to keep the system from crashing, such as:

Set Maximum File Locks = 75000
Set Minimum Directory Cache Buffers = 2000
Set Maximum Directory Cache Buffers = 4000
Set Maximum Concurrent Directory Cache Writes = 500

Conclusion
It is critical to take into account that each simulated 
user is running an instance of RUN.NLM. Because of 
the amount of activity generated on the server during 
the debugging and testing of these programs, we often 
crashed the server while performing things like using 
the Remote Console. The FILESYS.NLM constantly 
ran out of memory and certain screens in Monitor also 
crashed the server. We determined that these crashes 
were not due to faults in our two programs, however. 
The programs are solid; you just need to experiment 
with the number of users and open files for your 
particular test system to achieve a workable test 
environment.

The Technical Information Documents (TIDs) are 
brought to you by Novell’s Support Connection site, 
which you can find at http://support.novell.com. We’ll 
be looking at a selection of TIDs from several 
categories, giving you a brief summary of the issue the 
TID addresses, along with its TID number and 
corresponding URL for your quick perusal.

The categories for this month include Novell Directory 
Services (NDS) or eDirectory, Novell Small Business 
Suite 6, NetWare 5, NetWare 6, Novell iChain, 
ZENworks for Servers, Novell Client for Windows 
2000/XP, GroupWise 6, Novell BorderManager 3.x, 
and Novell Distributed Print Services (NDPS).

Novell Directory Services (NDS) or 
eDirectory
You have Novell eDirectory 8.6.2 and the Novell 
Account Management 2.1 for Windows 2000. Do you 
know how to install the Novell Account Management 
2.1 for Windows 2000 server that is running eDirec-
tory 8.6.2?

If you don’t, you might want to take a look at TID 
#10069401. This TID was especially designed to help 
you install Novell Account Management 2.1 on a 
Windows 2000 server running eDirectory 8.6.2 by 
following a step by step procedure. See TID 
#10069401 for eDirectory 8.6.2, at 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10069401.htm

Novell Small Business Suite 6
You just installed the Novell Small Business Suite 6 
and you are trying to get SLP up and running, but all 
you see are a couple of error messages that say:

Error: "The selected tree cannot be found" VPN login 

Error: "Access has been denied" VPN login 

These are not the messages you wanted to see on your 
newly installed server. So what do you do about them? 
Well, to help you along in your pursuit of SLP perfec-
tion, try TID #10070881. Entitled “Setting Up SLP at a 
Single Server Novell Small Business Suite 6.0 Site,” 
this TID gives you the concise steps necessary to get 
O c t o b e r  2 0 0 2
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rid of such nefarious error messages. This TID applies 
to the following Small Business products:

• Novell Small Business Suite 6.0 

• Novell SLP Directory Agent (SLPDA.NLM) 

• Novell Service Location Protocol (SLP) v2 

• Novell BorderManager 3.6 

• Novell VPN Client 

See TID #10070881, at http://support.novell.com/
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10070881.htm.

NetWare 5
If your NetWare 5.1 servers are running eDirectory 
85.x, there is a new update for eDirectory that will 
bring the version number to 85.28. According to TID 
#2963178, this contains an “eDirectory update for 
NetWare 5.1 servers running with the eDirectory 85.x 
database.” However, it goes on to say, “Your server 
must already be running eDirectory 85.x in order to use 
this update.”

So if you need the latest and greatest eDirectory 
version for NetWare 5.1, go grab TID # 2963178 at 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/2963178.htm.

NetWare 6
If you are finding that your Novell FTP server is 
causing rather high utilization, look up TID 
#10071036. Entitled “Novell FTP Server 
(NWFTPD.NLM) Causes High Server Utilization,” 
this TID looks into the problems when certain invalid 
commands are being sent to the FTP server. This TID 
also applies to servers running the following products:

• Novell NetWare 5.1 Support Pack 4 
(NW51SP4.EXE) 

• Novell NetWare 6.0 Support Pack 1 
(NW6SP1.EXE) 

• Novell NWFTPD.NLM 

• Novell FTP Services 

The TID also gives access to a downloadable file that 
you can find at http://support.novell.com/servlet/ 
filedownload/pub/nwftpd6.exe/.

To go directly to TID #10071036, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10071036.htm.

Novell iChain
For those running iChain 2.0 or 2.1, there’s an Object 
Level Access Control (OLAC) Quick Start TID avail-
able to you. TID #10070124 is called OLAC Quick 
Start, and gives the following table of contents:

• Add Guest Users: (iChain 1.5 Only)

• Enable Forward Authentication information to 
Web Server

• Troubleshooting, which consists of four sections

To quickly access TID #10070124 and get to the 
OLAC Quick Start information, go to 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10070124.htm.

ZENworks for Desktops
TID #10057371 is entitled “Troubleshooting the 
ZENworks for Desktops 3 Inventory Process.” It is 
designed to help you with the following products:

• Novell ZENworks for Desktops 3.0 

• Novell ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 

• Novell Workstation Inventory 

You may want to look at this TID if you are receiving 
the following problems:

• Getting Java errors on the server after ZFDStart is 
loaded

• Inventory data is not getting to the database server 

• Inventory data is being rolled up to the Root 
server by the wrong Rollup server

• The inventory policy isn’t appearing in the 
scheduler, and therefore isn’t running

• Inventory from a leaf or intermediate server is not 
being rolled up

• Server is in a constant state of high utilization

• ZENINVSCANFILENAME is the same file name 
for all workstation objects in the tree that used the 
same image

• STRFILENAME is the same name in the 
workstation registry for all workstation objects in 
the tree that used the same image

The TID covers three areas: proper setup and installa-
tion procedures, what to do after the installation 
process, checking the server for specific problems, 
checking the server for specific problems, and scan-
ning inventory log files and status reports.
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You have just installed
GroupWise 6 on your
server and now you want
to enable Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP) authentication
capabilities. Do you know
the steps to make that
happen?
To go directly to TID #10057371, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi
?/10057371.htm.

Novell Client for Windows 2000/XP
You are running the Novell Client for Windows 
2000/XP and you end up with the following types of 
Novell Distributed Print Services Manager (NDPSM) 
problems:

• NDPSM cannot load due to manager corruption

• NDPSM complains of NDPS Manager Database 
corruption

• NDPSM hangs when attempting to resynchronize 
the database

• All Printer Agents on one manager give an error 
when trying to load the Manager

TID #10060060 can help you. Entitled “How to 
Address NDPS Manager Database Corruption,” this 
TID gives the following explanation for the problems 
you are seeing: 

“When the server abends or is not shut down in a clean 
fashion the possibility of NDPS Manager database 
corruption arises. The NDPSM.NLM uses the TTS 
system to protect the NDPS Manager database from 
corruption, but this does not protect against all forms 
of database corruption.”

The TID then goes on to give a number of steps, which 
should be followed in the order in which they are 
presented. The TID applies to the following Novell 
products:

• Novell Distributed Print Services (NDPS) 2.1.1 

• Novell Distributed Print Services (NDPS) 2.0 

• Novell NetWare 5.1 

• Novell NetWare 5.0 

So if you are experiencing such problems with your 
NDPS, check out TID #10060060 at 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi
?/10060060.htm.

GroupWise 6
You have just installed GroupWise 6 on your server 
and now you want to enable Lightweight Directory 
Access Protocol (LDAP) authentication capabilities. 
Do you know the steps to make that happen?

If you don’t, why not check out TID #10067375. This 
TID will show you how to configure the GW Post 
Office for LDAP using SSL, as well as how to generate 

the SSL key file (trusted root certificate). This infor-
mation can be very important in making LDAP authen-
tication possible.

To read up on TID #10067375, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10067375.htm.

Novell BorderManager 3.7
You have Novell BorderManager 3.5 through 3.7 and 
you are experiencing the following problems:

• Single Sign on not communicating 

• Problems with BorderManager working with 
Windows XP 

• Can’t access http://www.palm.com 

• SOCKS listening on all interfaces 

Fortunately the fix is pretty painless and TID 
#10072020 can get you there. Entitled “BorderMan-
ager PROXY and CLNTRUST Update (pxy031.exe),” 
this TID tells you to grab the post BM35SP3.EXE file 
(for BorderManager 3.5) or new install of BorderMan-
ager 3.7 PROXY.NLM and CLNTRUST.EXE files. It 
would also have you grab the BorderManager 3.7 
FILTSRV.NLM update for a BM 3.7 installation.

For a BorderManager 3.6 installation, the TID points 
out that “This PROXY.NLM and CLNTRUST.EXE 
can be placed on a BorderManager 3.6 server, but both 
of these files are included in BM36C02.EXE for 
BorderManager 3.6. BM36C02.EXE is the recom-
mended update for BorderManager 3.6 as additional 
fixes for 3.6 are included.”

To get your hands on TID #10072020, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi
?/10072020.htm.

Novell Distributed Print Services (NDPS) 
There’s a new Novell NDPS Printer Agent conversion 
utility that is available to you. The new conversion 
utility is version 2.0.0 and was released April 24, 2002. 
And TID #2963451 has the information about the 
utility, as well as the pacvrt2.exe extractable file.

According to the TID, the “pacvrt.exe is a windows 
utility that enables the migration of all NDPS printer 
agents on the selected NDPS Manager using the 
selected target gateway(s) to the selected Novell 
gateway. In addition this tool can be used to enable 
iPrint on all Printer agents on the selected NDPS 
Manager and to configure the iPrint security options.
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How do I purge files on a
NetWare 6 volume?
The TID also states that “this is an NDPS Printer 
Agent utility used to convert your printer agents from 
running the Novell Port Handler Gateway to the new 
Novell Gateway (SNMP). See the TID titled “How 
Can I Convert from the Old Novell Gateway to the 
New Novell Gateway?” 

The requirements for using the Novell NDPS Printer 
Agent conversion utility is that your Netware 5.1 
server is running the NetWare 5.1 Support Pack 5 or 
for NetWare 6, with the NetWare 6 Support Pack 2 
being highly recommended. The Novell client must 
also be installed on the workstation running the utility. 
You must also have Admin rights to the file server.

To read up on TID #2963451 and download the Novell 
NDPS Printer Agent conversion utility, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/2963451.htm.

You Want Some More?
If you want to find more TIDs in these several 
categories or on any other Novell products, perform 
the following steps from your browser at 
http://support.novell.com.

In the list of Support Links that appear either along the 
left-hand side or in the middle of the screen, click on 
the “Product-Specific Support” link. 

From the resulting list of Novell products, select the 
product of your choice.

Under the “What’s New” category, click on “Last 7 
days” to see the technical documents that were created 
or have been updated in the last 7 days for the product 
you selected. You can also look at documents that have 
been created in the last 14 or 30 days (14 days may be 
the new default—only time will tell).

Choose the TIDs that apply to your circumstances.

NetWare 6 Support Packs and Apache 
.conf Files
Dear Ab-end: I installed a NetWare 6 Support Pack on 
my server, and it overwrote my Apache .conf files. 
How do I keep this from happening?
—Configuring in Canton

Dear Configuring: Copy the Apache files to another 
directory (such as Apache2, for example) and work 
from there. Sometimes you may have changes to the 
options in the configuration files that you want to use, 
and the Support Pack blindly overwrites them without 
backing them up.

Purging Files on a NetWare 6 Volume
Dear Ab-end: How do I purge files on a NetWare 6 
volume?
—Cleaning Up in Camden

Dear Cleaning Up: You can purge files on a NetWare 
6 volume in the following ways:

• Load TOOLBOX.NLM and purge the volume 
from the console prompt.

• From the Desktop Explorer utility on a Windows 
workstation, right-click on a drive mapped to the 
volume and choose the Purge Files option.

• You may also use the NetWare Remote Manager 
utility by going to: http://<server IP address> 
:8008. Log in as Admin and click on the Volumes 
icon to bring up the list of volumes on the server. 
Click on the “i” (Volume Information) to the left 
of the volume in question, and then click on 
“Purge Deleted Files” button.

Unable to Authenticate to NetWare
FTP Services
Dear Ab-end: I installed NetWare FTP services and 
added my users to the FTPREST.TXT file. So why 
can’t they authenticate to the FTP services?
—Struggling in San Gabriel
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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What patches need to be
applied to NetWare 5.1
after I have applied Sup-
port Pack 4?
Dear Struggling: Even though the FTP services run 
on NetWare 5.1 and NetWare 6.0, it is necessary to set 
a Bindery Context before the users can authenticate.

Putting DNS/DHCP Changes into Effect
Dear Ab-end: I have made additions/deletions to the 
records in my DNS and DHCP setup, but they did not 
take effect. What do I need to do?
—Domaining Sites in Dover

Dear Domaining: It is necessary to unload and then 
reload NAMED.NLM and DHCPSRVR.NLM in order 
for some changes to take effect. At the server console 
prompt, type:

UNLOAD NAMED (for DNS changes)
UNLOAD DHCPSRVR (for DHCP changes) 

then 

LOAD NAMED 
LOAD DHCPSRVR <Enter>

It is mostly changes such as additions and deletions 
you make to a zone/address record that require this. 
Simple changes, such as changing an Address record, 
do not necessarily require a restart.

Getting Internet Explorer to Accept 
Novell’s Certificate Authority as Valid
Dear Ab-end: How do I tell Microsoft’s Internet 
Explorer program to accept Novell’s Certificate 
Authority as valid?
—Stumped in Redmond

Dear Stumped: E-mail the SYS:\PUBLIC\ROOT-
CERT.DER file to the users with the following instruc-
tions:

• Right-click on the ROOTCERT.DER attachment.

• Choose Open.

• Select “Install Certificate”. This will start the 
Certificate Import Wizard.

• Click Next.

• Accept the default of “Automatically select the 
certificate store based on the type of certificate.”

• Click Next.

• Click Finish.

Creating a Certificate for a Web Server
Dear Ab-end: How do I create a certificate for my 
Web server so I don’t get error messages about the cer-
tificate not matching the site name?
—Winging It in Wellington

Dear Winging It: Take a look at TID #10072424 at 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10072424.htm.

Entitled “How to Create a Web Site Certificate using 
Novell’s CA,” this TID gives you answers to the most 
obvious problem with the certificate containing the IP 
address of the server rather than the domain name.

Patch List for NetWare 5.1 After SP4
Dear Ab-end: What patches need to be applied to Net-
Ware 5.1 after I have applied Support Pack 4?
—Patching Things Up in Paramount

Dear Patching: Here are the things you should know 
about:

1. NWASPI.CDM v3.22 has a memory leak. You 
should use the Support Pack 2a version (3.21a) if 
you are using NWASPI.

2. Security-related post-Support Pack 4 patches that 
everyone should install are:

 • httpstk1.exe
 • snmpfix.exe

3. Post-Support Pack 4 patches that everyone should 
install are:

 • flsysft7.exe
 • nss5n.exe
 • nw56up1.exe
 • nw5mon1.exe
 • tcp590s.exe
 • tsa5up10.exe
 • wsock4g.exe

4. Post-SP4 patches that should be considered and 
evaluated for installing are:

 • nwlib2.exe
 • strmft1.exe

5. Patches that should be used when the affected 
service is deployed are:

 • dns510b2.exe
 • nat600d.exe
 • ndp21p4.exe
 • nwpmfix.exe
 • nwftpd6.exe
O c t o b e r  2 0 0 2
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What do I have to do to
prepare my NetWare 4.11
servers before I add a new
NetWare 6 server to my
tree?
SLP UA DA Discovery Error
Dear Ab-end: I installed a NetWare 5.1 server with IP 
and IPX on my network. Now I get the error message:

ERROR: SLP UA warning unable to contact Directory 
Agent. Verify DA availability, IP connectivity, DA 
discovery options and configuration

What can I do about it?
—Bad Messages from Manado

Dear Bad Messages: Set the following parameter and 
you should be good to go:

SET SLP DA Discovery Options = 0

Preparing NetWare 4.11 Servers to 
Coexist with NetWare 6
Dear Ab-end: What do I have to do to prepare my 
NetWare 4.11 servers before I add a new NetWare 6 
server to my tree?
—Upping the Ante in Ulm

Dear Upping: Make sure that all of the NetWare 4.11 
servers have applied NW4SP9.EXE and DS616.EXE 
and then perform an NDS health check. You can also 
follow the steps outlined in TID #10066060 entitled 
“Upgrade Options for Upgrading a Server to NetWare 
6.” You can find this TID at http://support.novell.com/ 
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10066060.htm.

Nonmatching Local and UTC Time in 
NetWare 5.1 SP4 and NetWare 6 SP1
Dear Ab-end: On my NetWare 5.1 Support Pack 4 or 
NetWare 6 Support Pack 1 server, the local and UTC 
time don’t match. How come, and what can I do 
about it?
—Untimely in Utica

Dear Untimely: In both of the NetWare versions you 
describe above, there’s a bug which allows the local 
and UTC times to run out of sync. For instance, this 
happens when you use “set time” on the console, or 
when a third-party application sets the time the same 
way (TimeLan! and Rdate both show this behavior). 
To get the two clocks back in sync, unload and then 
reload TIMESYNC.NLM. We suggest disabling any 
third-party applications that set the time, and instead 
using NTP via TIMESYNC. 

This bug is fixed in the next release of the NetWare 
support packs.

NetWare 5.1 SP4 and NetWare 6 SP1 Run 
Out of Server Memory
Dear Ab-end: My NetWare 5.1 Support Pack 4 and 
NetWare 6 Support Pack 1 servers run out of memory 
within a few days. They eventually slow down to a 
crawl, hang, or abend. What’s the problem here?
—Running Out in Regensburg

Dear Running Out: Both the NW51SP4 and 
NW6SP1 files contain the NWASPI.CDM v3.22, 
which causes a memory leak. Downgrade the 
NWASPI.CDM file to the previous Support Pack 
version, which should be in your C:\NWSERVER\ 
BACKSP4 or BACKSP1 directory, respectively.

Additionally, make sure you even need the NWASPI. 
CDM module at all. It’s usually only needed for 
backup software, and most backup applications have 
replacement modules which should be used instead. 
For instance, ArcServe has a CANWPA.CDM module 
and Backup Exec has BECDM.CDM.

Mystery Abend
Dear Ab-end: I have an IBM 5600 server with a 
gigabyte of memory running NetWare 5.2 Support 
Pack 3. Once or twice a week the server abends. The 
abend log does not seem to show anything other than 
an abend in SERVER.NLM. I thought that the problem 
might be related to high usage, but the server crashed 
on the weekend with almost no users on the server. 

I have stripped everything off the server, including a 
replica that sat on it, but to no avail. I get a menu that 
allows me to write a core dump or simply continue. If I 
continue the server works fine for another few days 
with an abend number next to the server name prompt. 
There does not seem to be any pattern to this mystery 
abend. Any ideas would be appreciated
—Alcuin the Abender

Dear Abender: Unless you have applied the myriad of 
updates that came out after Support Pack 3, your best 
bet at this point is to go to Support Pack 4 and see if 
that helps. Also, make sure you have a FILES=40 
statement in your server’s CONFIG.SYS file in order 
for Support Pack 4 to function properly.

Licensing Issues
Dear Ab-end: I have a NetWare 6 server and used 
iManager to add 10 new client licenses. However, 
when I type VERSION at the server console, I don’t 
see the new licenses. The users don’t seem to be able to 
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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use the new licenses either. I’ve searched all the TIDs 
and come up with nothing. Is there some kind of magic 
incantation that I have missed? By the way, the new 
licenses are Academic type licenses, if that makes a 
difference.

—Larry in Licensing Hell

Dear Larry: The Academic User license has to have a 
corresponding Academic Server license to go with it. 
License types cannot be mixed. I found this out when I 
worked a call with someone who had actually been 
shipped some corrupt licenses: his server license was 
good, but his user licenses were bad. I gave him a 
temporary (red box) user license to use while he re- 
ordered the academic user license. We still couldn’t get 
it working, and a license trace showed that the server 
was still looking for the academic user license 
container.

Once we removed the academic server license and 
replaced it with a regular server license, everything 
started to work. When he received his replacement 
licenses, we did the same thing in reverse. We put the 
new user licenses in, and removed the temporary user 
licenses. Nothing would work until we put the 
academic server license back in place.

Macintosh Native File Access
Dear Ab-end: We are having a problems with our 
setup in the Macintosh part of Native File Access in 
NetWare 6. Some users are now experiencing a prob-
lem where if someone has a file open, no other Mac 
user can open that file. Mac users get a message that 
says the file is in use and it won’t let them open a 
read-only copy. Windows users, on the other hand, get 
a message that says the file is in use, but they are 
allowed to open a read-only version of the file.

Do you have any ideas as to what is going on? The 
server is running NetWare 6 with Support Pack 1 
applied, which includes the NFAP SP1.
—Macintoshing with Magellan

Dear Macintoshing: If memory serves me correctly, 
the version of AFPTCP.NLM that is installed with the 
NFAP Service Pack 1 is 1.00i. There is a beta version 
of the module (1.01b) that deals with this file locking 
issue. Check the TID at http://support.novell.com/ 
servlet/filefinder?name=afptcp.nlm. 

I have this beta version installed on a server or two, 
and I have yet to experience any problems. I’d suggest 
you check this out to see if it solves your problem.

Storing User ID Numbers in eDirectory
Dear Ab-end: Do you know of a way to store a uni-
versity ID number of an individual in eDirectory? If 
you do, did you expand the Schema to do it or did you 
hide it away somewhere within an existing field? 

We are looking to hold the University ID number for 
each person in their account so it be traced back to a 
real entity (dead or alive). Any hints will help. We 
looked at the Description Field, but that shows up in 
the GroupWise address book.
—IDing with Iturbi

Dear IDing: There are several ways of doing this. One 
is to store the ID number in a custom schema. I created 
an auxiliary class called ugaPerson. I then created an 
attribute called ugaID and made it part of ugaPerson. 
No one (except designated Admin accounts, of course) 
has rights to that attribute except Read for the user 
itself.

You could also store the ID in the workforceID 
attribute. If you are a real workaholic, you could use 
Schemax to extend your tree’s schema to include 
students’ University IDs and birth dates. Schemax 
assisted in creating a NWAdmin snap-in for the admin-
istration of the new attributes.

The attributes can be created through Schema Manager 
if so desired. They can be accessed via the Others tab 
in ConsoleOne.

Backup Woes
Dear Ab-end: I am having problems running Veritas’ 
Backup Executive (BE) 9 on NetWare 6. These could 
simply be isolated problems that only show up with 
certain hardware configurations, but I always seem to 
run into problems nobody has ever heard of.

I have been using BE 8.x in production for a long time 
with no problems. Recently, in preparation for a migra-
tion to NetWare 6, I installed a new backup server run-
ning BE 9. The backup server simply crashes, but it 
doesn’t do it on any regular basis, and it does not 
appear to be specific to any particular server it is back-
ing up. The BE job log file shows a lot of gobblety- 
gook ASCII characters at the time of crash.

I have made support calls to Veritas for this and 
various other incidents in my attempts to stabilize the 
system. Veritas tells me this is a problem with either 
the server hardware or the SCSI adapter. 

As an additional note, I run an autochanger and have 
found that when a job requires more than one tape, 
operator intervention is often required, even though I 
have tried to automate this. Veritas has given me some 
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patches that seem to help to overwrite existing tapes, 
but these problems have been errati.c.

Given all the software and patches problems I’ve had, I 
am not so quick to focus on the server or the SCSI 
adapter, but I do agree the hardware needs investiga-
tion. Can you give me any other ideas on this?

—Backing Up with Beethoven

Dear Backing Up: I am using BE 9 on a Netfinity 
5500 server with an Adaptec SCSI card running 
NetWare 5. I also have an DLT autochanger. After 
some initial experimentation, I have gotten it to work 
pretty nicely. I still receive some errors occasionally 
but, for the most part, it takes care of itself.

Most of the problems I had after initialization were 
caused by SCSI bus errors. These were corrected by 
making some changes in the SCSI BIOS. There is 
documentation on Veritas’ Web site that lists some 
modifications you can make if you are getting SCSI 
bus timeouts and the like. (The main thing that helped 
me was changing the synchronization rate to its lowest 
setting [5 mb/s].)

The garbage characters in your logs makes me suspect 
either corrupted software or flaky hardware. I would 
lean toward the latter, given you probably have already 
re-installed the software—not to mention the patches 
they have given you.

I initially had problems with BE 9 connecting to the 
server until I realized that BE 9 uses different configu-
ration files and different configuration programs than 
BE 8. If you upgrade your backup server and don’t 
remove the BE 8 files first, they will remain there and 
will continue to work. You can happily run the old 
configuration program and it will write to the old 
configuration files, which, of course, won’t do 
anything. If you are working off of an upgraded copy, 
you might want to try removing BE 8 entirely and then 
re-installing BE 9.

SLP Discrepancies
Dear Ab-end: As I’ve been looking over the services 
that are showing up under Service Location Protocol 
(SLP), I’ve been confused by some of the entries. In 
particular, I’m looking at services that are showing up 
when I do a DISPLAY SLP SERVICES on the server 
console, compared to what is showing up within the 
SCOPE unit in eDirectory. Is there some time differ-
ence between what is stored in eDirectory and what is 
actually out there? What got me thinking about this 
was some objects that I had (until I unloaded SCMD) 
on the console displayed as service:sapsrv.novell:ipx 
and in NWAdmin and ConsoleOne as sapserv_novell_ 
<internal IPX number of whatever server has this par-
ticular service>:<tons of 0s and a 1>:<whatever ser-
vice in hex notation>.

I have multiple questions related to these entries. How-
ever, the one I’m currently focusing on is this. Since I 
unloaded SCMD from all the servers, the console dis-
play SLP services no longer shows them; however, 
within eDirectory they are still there and have been for 
several hours now.

My initial understanding was that the eDirectory 
entries and the information on the Directory Agent 
(DA) were the same and were dynamically created and 
deleted as the services came and went. That does not 
appear to be the case. Right now the servers (all of 
them) think that there are 59 services, while eDirectory 
thinks there are 72. Is this normal or should I be trying 
to track down some other configuration errors?
—Sandy the SLPer

Dear Sandy: SLP DAs maintain a cache which is 
flushed only once per day, so give it some time. If 
you’re really that anxious, you can just delete what’s in 
the SLP container, but that’s likely to upset something.
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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DirXML solves data
inconsistencies between
systems by allowing data
to flow freely and auto-
matically, yet securely,
between disparate data
stores. 
Why Have More Than One 
Password?

Do you have to use multiple passwords to access 
resources on your company’s network? Don’t fret! 
Solutions to solve the “passwords written on sticky 
notes syndrome” are within easy reach. With Novell 
Secure Login, you only need to remember one pass-
word and log in one time to access all of your applica-
tions, Web pages, and servers. After all, with Novell 
it’s one Net!

Out of the box, Secure Login supports Windows appli-
cations, Citrix and Telnet, e-mail clients, terminal 
emulators, and more. If you’re an Enterprise/Corporate 
developer and have some “home grown” client/server 
applications, you can easily enable them to leverage 
Secure Login with the Novell SecretStore Developer 
Kit for C at http://developer.novell.com/ndk 
/ssocomp.htm or with the Novell SecretStore Devel-
oper Kit for Java at http://developer.novell.com/ 
ndk/nssoj.htm.

By leveraging Secure Login, you can enable easier 
access to your application and stop all those calls to 
the help desk concerning password issues, as well as 
minimize security threats associated with multiple 
passwords.

To view a multimedia overview on solutions for Iden-
tity Management, Authentication and Authorization, 
and Single Sign-on, see http://www.novell.com/prod-
ucts/secureaccess/e_security_demo.swf (the Shock-
wave plug-in is required). You’ll also find out and how 
to provide fluid access to information without compro-
mising security both inside and outside the firewall.

Read about a real world implementation of these solu-
tions at Mount Sinai NYU Health at http://www.novell.
com/news/press/archive/2002/08/pr02055.html.

Visit the Novell Secure Login web page at 
http://www.novell.com/products/securelogin/.

Advanced Features of DirXML: 
Inconsistent Data? Forget 
About It!

DirXML solves data inconsistencies between systems 
by allowing data to flow freely and automatically, yet 
securely, between disparate data stores. The replication 
and synchronization abilities of DirXML are impres-
sive. With DirXML you can keep your databases, 
directories, and critical applications (as well as the data 
that they hold) in perfect synchronization.

Here’s a quick example: Your e-mail system should 
“own” a user’s e-mail address and other systems 
should not be able to change it. Not only is it easy to 
prevent another system connected to DirXML from 
modifying that e-mail address, but with advanced 
features like the query and channel-write back mecha-
nisms, you can also cause the correct e-mail address to 
overwrite an incorrect one entered into a connected 
system!

The following series of Developer Notes explains and 
explores these advanced features of DirXML:

• “Advanced Features of DirXML, Part 1:Queries” 
can be found at http://developer.novell.com/ 
research/appnotes/2002/july/04/a020704.htm.

• “Advanced Features of DirXML, Part 2: Channel 
Write-Back” can be found at http://developer. 
novell.com/research/appnotes/2002/august/04/ 
a020804.htm.

• “A Methodology for Troubleshooting DirXML” 
can be found at http://developer.novell.com/ 
research/appnotes/2002/septembe/04/ 
a020904.htm.

For your data stores that don’t have a DirXML driver, 
you can always “roll your own” driver using the 
DirXML driver kit. By creating a driver you can enable 
your data store to connect to DirXML and participate 
in data synchronization and replication processes. See 
the driver kit for your target deployment platform:

• DirXML Driver Kit for Linux 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/dirxmllin.htm. 

• DirXML Driver Kit for NetWare and Windows 
NT http://developer.novell.com/ndk/dirxml.htm.

• DirXML Driver Kit for Solaris 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/dirxmlsol.htm.
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Still trying to understand
all the fuss about Web ser-
vices? 
Watch the DirXML Demo (Flash) to find out about 
more ways that DirXML can solve data inconsisten-
cies, enable provisioning solutions, ease system admin-
istration. The demo is available at http://www.novell. 
com/products/edirectory/dirxml/demo/novell_dir 
xml.html or http://www.novell.com/products/
edirectory/dirxml/.

Provision This! Novell Comes 
to You with Mercury

Novell is looking for a few good companies where we 
can send some of our best eProvisioning engineers to 
install the next generation of Novell’s eProvisioning 
solution—code named Mercury. Mercury is a 
cross-platform solution designed to keep identity infor-
mation in your HR system, your Messaging system, 
and your network directory synchronized and 
up-to-date.

If you use PeopleSoft or SAP for your HR system, 
Exchange, GroupWise, or Notes for messaging, and 
eDirectory and Active Directory for your network 
directory, you could be just the type of site we are 
looking for. You could say that the Mercury is rising, 
so jump on this opportunity and get the details about 
applying for this on site engagement here: 
http://www.novell.com/coolsolutions/nds/
features/a_mercury_edir.html.

Be a Beta Tester for the Next 
Release of NetWare (Nakoma)

Novell is just about ready to release a beta of the next 
version of NetWare—code named Nakoma. The new 
technologies being delivered in Nakoma will allow 
developers to leverage and build upon the NetWare 
platform like never before.

The Novell eXtend Application Server (formerly 
SilverStream eXtend) debuts in this beta, which also 
touts a high-performance Java Virtual Machine, 
Apache Web server, Tomcat servlet engine, PHP and 
Perl scripting support, and MySQL.

As part of this exciting beta rollout, we’re looking for 
testers interested in enjoying the benefits of being an 
Authorized Beta Tester, along with the benefits of 
membership in Novell’s new Early Adopter Program. 
To learn more about becoming a Nakoma Beta Site, 
submit your application here: http://www.novell.com/
products/netware/abtester.html.

How Web Services Will and 
Won’t Change the Software 
Development Landscape

Still trying to understand all the fuss about Web 
services? Need to understand how and where Web 
services will be applied and what it means to your 
plans for implementing systems and services?

Learn about Web services trends, Service Oriented 
Application Architectures, Integrated Services Envi-
ronments, and our vision of where Web services are 
going by viewing this one-hour “Webinar” (audio with 
slides) which will provide you with answers to your 
Web services questions.

View the WebEx-based presentation in your browser at 
http://silverstream-events.webex.com/webex/playback.
php?FileName=http%3A//www.silverstream.com/
WOT/SilverStream/Objectstore/General/benfield
_ws_0523.WRF.

Extending Your Reach with 
Novell eXtend

Novell eXtend provides world-class solutions for 
creating Web services-based XML integration between 
business computing systems and business process 
management. eXtend also delivers advanced, 
Web-based application capabilities. We call it a 
“Visual Integrated Services Environment for Enter-
prise Information Systems.” So what does that mean?

eXtend makes it easy to create integration points 
between mainframes, midrange, client/server, data-
bases, EDI transactions, ERP and Web applications via 
the screen, logic or data. You can quickly provide your 
organization, customers, and partners functionality 
from existing systems like mainframes, packaged 
applications like SAP, databases, and EDI transactions 
through Web-based applications and interfaces. 
eXtend can do all that without any modifications to 
these existing systems.

Web services, J2EE, and Novell eXtend make it easy 
for developers to exploit their power. To learn more, 
visit the Novell eXtend web page at http://www.silver-
stream.com/Website/app/en_US/ProductsLanding.

You can download evaluation versions of eXtend 
Application Server, eXtend Director, and eXtend 
Workbench at http://www.silverstream.com/
Website/app/en_US/DownloadsLanding.
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With Novell Portal Ser-
vices, you can give the
portal the look and feel
you want by creating a
custom “skin.” 
New LDAP Java Bean

Brewing up applications that leverage LDAP? If so, 
check out our latest LDAP Java Bean—the Novell 
Internet Directory Schema Bean. This Bean simplifies 
the management of schema in LDAP-based directories.   
It retrieves the schema supported by the LDAP server 
and allows you to add/delete object classes (layouts) 
and fields. You can download this Bean from the 
“Leading Edge” section of the Novell Developer Kit at 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/leadedge.htm (look 
for “Leading Edge 174”).

Show Some Skins!

With Novell Portal Services, you can give the portal 
the look and feel you want by creating a custom “skin.” 
Stylus Studio makes an excellent environment for 
doing NPS skins. Check out this tip about getting 
Stylus Studio up and running on a project to create a 
new skin for your portal: http://www.novell.com/cool
solutions/psmag/features/a_eval_available_
nps15.html.

OASIS Members Form 
Technical Committee to 
Advance UDDI for Web 
Services

The OASIS standards consortium has organized a new 
technical committee to advance the Universal Descrip-
tion, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) specification 
for Web services. UDDI enables companies and appli-
cations to dynamically find and use Web services using 
preferred applications. The OASIS UDDI Specifica-
tion Technical Committee is the first committee 
created within the OASIS UDDI Member Section, a 
group formed as a result of the recent UDDI.org transi-
tion to OASIS. 

Simon Yates, Director of Web Services Research for 
the Hurwitz Group, commented, “The formation of the 
OASIS UDDI technical committee ensures that 
vendors and users alike will benefit from a consistent 
and unified approach to the development and imple-
mentation of UDDI. Under the umbrella of OASIS, 
UDDI and other foundation web service standards like 
WS-Security and ebXML are assured of an indepen-
dent and reliable treatment.”

“UDDI provides a foundation for the infrastructure 
needed to drive the success of Web services,” said 

Tom Bellwood of IBM, co-chair of the OASIS UDDI 
Specification Technical Committee. “We are excited to 
begin work on standardizing the UDDI specification at 
OASIS, as well as developing and organizing the best 
practices that relate to its use.”

Members of the OASIS UDDI Specification Technical 
Committee include BEA Systems, Cincom, Computer 
Associates, E2open, Entrust, Fujitsu, Hewlett-Packard, 
IBM, Intel, IONA, Microsoft, MSI Business Solutions, 
NerveWire, Novell, Oracle, Perficient, SAP, SeeBe-
yond, Sun Microsystems, TIBCO, Verisign, 
webMethods, XML Global, and others. 

“Advancing UDDI within OASIS will help accelerate 
adoption and benefit the entire industry,” added Luc 
Clement of Microsoft, also serving as co-chair of the 
OASIS UDDI Specification Technical Committee. 
“Interest from OASIS member organizations in 
moving UDDI forward is high, and we look forward to 
input from a wide variety of companies.”

UDDI joins several Web services standards currently 
being developed within OASIS. Other specifications 
include ebXML for electronic business commerce, 
WS-Security for secure Web services, WSIA for inter-
active Web applications, WSRP for remote portals, and 
others.

Participation in the OASIS UDDI Specification Tech-
nical Committee remains open to all organizations and 
individuals. OASIS will host an open mail list for 
public comment, and completed work will be freely 
available to the public without licensing or other fees. 
Information on joining OASIS can be found at 
http://www.oasis-open.org/join. 

Industry Support for UDDI at OASIS
“BEA has been a strong supporter of open standards 
since our founding, and we are pleased that the work of 
the UDDI consortium is continuing within OASIS,” 
said Ed Cobb, VP of Architecture and Standards, 
BEA Systems, and member of the OASIS Board of 
Directors. “BEA believes that the benefits of open 
standards will further the widespread acceptance of 
Web services.”

“UDDI is a critical standard for ensuring the easy 
accessibility and full interoperability of Web Services 
inside and outside of the enterprise,” said Toby Weiss, 
senior vice president of eTrust Development at 
Computer Associates. “As the provider of a secure and 
scalable UDDI compliant eTrust Directory to enter-
prises around the globe, CA is excited to participate in 
the OASIS UDDI Specification Technical Committee 
to refine and guide this standard forward.”

“We believe security for Web services will provide 
dramatic benefits for governments and enterprises 
O c t o b e r  2 0 0 2
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The CRN Test Center
found that SilverStream,
recently acquired by Nov-
ell, has one of the most
comprehensive leg-
acy-host integration suites
in the market today.
extending their business processes over the Internet,” 
said Al DeLorenzi, vice-president, New Product Port-
folio, Entrust, Inc. “Fully unlocking the power of the 
Web to enable new business models will require mech-
anisms to establish trust within the Web services 
context. UDDI within OASIS is an important initiative 
in defining a solution and we intend to continue to 
support its efforts.”

“Intel sees UDDI as a key piece in enabling Web 
services, and we are committed to help ensure the 
evolution of UDDI as a key standard,” said Sandip 
Mandera, Intel Staff Technical Marketing Engineer.

“Bringing UDDI under the OASIS umbrella is a 
natural fit,” says Andy Sweet, CTO at Perficient. 
“With the improved security, subscription capability, 
and Web Services Description Language (WSDL) 
support in Version 3 of UDDI, it is now critical to 
focus on the widespread adoption of this core compo-
nent of Web services. Perficient looks forward to 
contributing to this important effort.”

“OASIS is the right body to promote UDDI because of 
its continuously growing confidence and strong 
membership from various industry sectors such as 
vendors, solution providers, end-users, individuals, and 
research groups,” said Ram Kumar, Chief Technolo-
gist and Architect of MSI Business Solutions. “As the 
chair of the OASIS CIQ Technical Committee and 
with my experience working with OASIS for the past 
three years, I am confident that UDDI will evolve into 
a true open standard and will become successful 
because of the sound open technical process of OASIS. 
By overseeing UDDI, along with other Web services 
standards, OASIS is now the central body for Web 
services standards, and this is great news.”

“The standardization of UDDI will be one of the most 
important steps to reaching the Web services world we 
all envision, where businesses collaborate dynamically 
over the Internet and enterprise systems seamlessly 
integrate,” said Winston Bumpus, director of standards 
for Novell. “Novell has always been outspoken about 
the need to develop industry protocols within the 
forum of an open standards body; so we were 
extremely supportive of the decision to move the 
UDDI specification to OASIS. 

“Now, as a member of the OASIS UDDI Specification 
Technical Committee, Novell will add a unique 
perspective to the development and adoption of UDDI. 
A UDDI registry is simply a directory of Web services, 
and no one understands directories better than Novell, 
having spent more than a decade developing and 
deploying them.”

“Today’s collaborative processes build on reliable and 
seamless publication and discovery of Web services. 
UDDI provides necessary building blocks to deploy 

Web services in a standardized manner,” said 
Franz-Josef Fritz, VP of Technology Product Manage-
ment and Architecture, SAP AG. “To facilitate rapid 
adoption at the business side, SAP will continue to 
contribute its customers’ requirements and long 
standing industry experience to further drive and 
enhance UDDI as an OASIS standard.”

“TIBCO is proud to lend its expertise and experience 
to the UDDI Specification Technical Committee’s goal 
of refining and changing specifications for Web 
services,” said Ramin Sayar, director of products and 
solutions at TIBCO Software. “Searching, aggregating, 
and managing Web services will become critical as 
these services are deployed. UDDI is well positioned 
to address these vital issues.”

About OASIS
OASIS (http://www.oasis-open.org) is a not-for-profit, 
global consortium that drives the development, conver-
gence and adoption of e-business standards. Members 
themselves set the OASIS technical agenda, using a 
lightweight, open process expressly designed to 
promote industry consensus and unite disparate efforts. 
OASIS produces worldwide standards for security, 
Web services, XML conformance, business transac-
tions, electronic publishing, topic maps and interopera-
bility within and between marketplaces. OASIS has 
more than 500 corporate and individual members in 
100 countries around the world.

For more information, contact:
Carol Geyer
Director of Communications, OASIS
carol.geyer@oasis-open.org
+1.978.667.5115 x209

SilverStream eXtend 
Composer 4.0 Beta

Mario Morejon

The CRN Test Center found that SilverStream, 
recently acquired by Novell, has one of the most 
comprehensive legacy-host integration suites in the 
market today. Beyond EAI work, the Composer can 
also be used for B2B and portal integration. 

SilverStream eXtend Composer is essentially an XML 
integration broker that resides on top of a J2EE appli-
cation server. eXtend contains connectors to a number 
of systems through terminal-based user interfaces, 
HTML front ends and objects, including procedural 
code in mainframe applications. 

The product includes connection to data-centric 
systems such as databases. The tool can also convert 
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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tional CA says the Certifi-
cates feature is not
available, so how can I
check where the public
certificates are located?
EDI, X12 and SAP IDocs files into XML document 
metadata, and can create Web services from a variety 
of legacy systems by providing host connectivity for 
IBM mainframes, AS/400, VAX and Unix servers. 

Composer provides several component wizards to 
develop connections to host systems. Thus, any 
terminal components linked to XML templates are 
used to generate the code. Among the products in this 
roundup, SilverStream’s was the easiest process the 
CRN Test Center engineers found for developing code 
and exposing applications as Web services. 

The eXtend Composer’s GUI was easy to use. All the 
available components were clearly displayed in the 
main pane. Composer contains a terminal emulator 
editor in the same interface as the code and process 
editors, making it easy to extract code and process it 
without having to exit the IDE. 

Analysts first create XML schemas that bind to sepa-
rate systems, and then merge all of the components 
through XML to develop a new application. XML 
metadata is then used by the runtime engine to execute 
applications. In fact, XML is used to define all applica-
tion components and all services provided by the 
runtime engine. All host screens are mapped into the 
XML document by either dragging elements from the 
screen to the DOM document or by using text refer-
ences. The process can be reversed as well. 

For mainframe batch systems, Composer connects 
using MQSeries. At this point the product doesn’t 
provide socket-level connections to mainframe 
systems, although a Java SDK has been used by some 
SilverStream solution providers to build socket-level 
connectivity. For package applications such as SAP, 
Composer uses standard adapters that manage connec-
tivity and data transfer. 

Composer contains an event manager and excep-
tion-handling capabilities for both synchronous and 
asynchronous components. The state of an application 
can be controlled at any point in its execution. 

Novell’s future plans include becoming a player in the 
B2B and EAI spaces by combining the SilverStream 
eXtend Composer with its eDirectory product to allow 
bi-directional capture of XML content and seamless 
connectivity between multiple systems.

Q. I have just installed a Certificate Authority (CA) 
on my NetWare 6 server. The properties of the 
Organizational CA says the Certificates feature is not 
available. How can I check where the public 
certificates are located?

A. The installation program asks you where you 
would like to store the certificates, but by default it is 
stored in J:\PUBLIC\RootCert.der. Also, it is possible 
that the ConsoleOne plug-in is not available on the 
platform you are using.

Make sure you are running ConsoleOne from a 
workstation rather than on the server itself. Also make 
sure you have NICI installed on the workstation that 
you are using to run ConsoleOne.

Look for “Novell International Cryptographic 
Infrastructure 2.4” at http://download.novell.com/.

Q. I am using the WAN NDK on NetWare 5.x. How 
do I declare Share-aware interrupts and SMP-aware 
interrupts before BusInterruptSetup() function call 
within a NetWare 5.x WAN (or LAN) driver? I think 
there are two bits in the “flags” parameter that will do 
this for me, but unfortunately this parameter is 
undocumented.

A. The flags are listed in the following table.

Bit Value

0 0= Do not share
1= This interrupt may be shared

1-28 reserved, set to zero

29 0= The ISR is not MP aware
1= The ISR is MP aware

30 0= Do not save the floating point state 
before servicing the interrupt
1= Do save (implies ISR may change 
floating point state)

31 reserved, set to zero
O c t o b e r  2 0 0 2
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The Novell Storage Ser-
vices (NSS) uses a B+ tree
for storing names. 
Bear in mind that there are other requirements, such 
as interrupt sharing (for example, sharing flag in 
IOConfigStruc) and Multi-Processor (MP) awareness 
(for example, build process) that you need to be aware 
of as well. You also need to know that WAN drivers 
are not MP-aware.

Q. Could you explain to me the following change in 
the behavior I’ve observed in NetWare 6, as opposed 
to previous versions of NetWare? It is related to 
loading NLMs.

In versions of NetWare prior to version 6, if I create an 
NLM with name FILENAME.NLM but put in the 
appropriate field in the NLM header as a name, say 
HEADER.NLM, the following happens: When I enter 
the command LOAD FILENAME, the OS loads the 
NLM and displays this warning on the console screen:

Module name is HEADER.NLM not FILENAME.NLM

After that, if you look at the loaded NLMs using 
MODULES command, it appears as HEADER.NLM. 
Also, if I want to unload the module, I need to enter 
“UNLOAD HEADER.NLM”. So it seems that the name 
from the NLM header has priority if they are different.

In NetWare 6, if I load the same NLM, the OS doesn’t 
issue any warnings. If I check the NLM with the 
MODULES command, it appears as FILENAME.NLM. 
I unload it by entering UNLOAD FILENAME.NLM. So 
it seems to me that in NetWare 6, the name from the 
NLM header is ignored completely.

What has been changed in NetWare 6 and was it 
intentionally or just by accident?

A. I reproduced this issue, although in my case the 
OS issues this warning:

SERVER-5.60-1956: Module name is VERY_LON.NLM 
not VERY_LONG_NAME.NLM 

Any attempts to unload VERY_LON.NLM fail. To 
unload it, I must unload it by the long name, UNLOAD 
VERY_LONG_NAME.NLM. How does this apply to 
your question? I recommend you try to unload the 
NLM using the short name. If that fails, use the long 
name.

Q. I thought I had found an excellent way to hide 
the input of a password in my server application that 
runs on a NetWare server, as seen in the examples at 
http://java.sun.com/features/2002/09/pword_mask.
html. The third example in this feature shows how to 
hide input from a console/text-based application (a 
sorely missed feature from Java), so I implemented the 
classes in my server to see if it would work.

Alas, the password is still echoed to the screen, 
appearing on the following line. I have NetWare 6 with 
Support Pack 1 running JVM 1.3.1_01. Is this a bug in 
the Novell JVM or just a “feature” of the NetWare 
environment?

A. If you’re using the system console for screen I/O, 
you’ll need to use a different screen. To do this, start 
your Java application with the “-ns” parameter so that 
it will have its own screen.

Q. We are redesigning an application that currently 
stores a large number of files. We have a choice to 
group the files into a number of subdirectories, or to 
place the files in a single directory. As an example, if 
you have 65536 files, you could have 256 subdirecto- 
ries with 256 files each, or a single subdirectory with 
65536 files. I am interested in the differences between 
the legacy file system and the NSS file system.

My questions are:

1. What is the difference in create, find, delete times 
between the two methods? Does the legacy file 
system use a sequential search of the directory, or 
does it use a more efficient hash scheme? 

2. What is the difference in memory usage between 
the two methods? 

3. What is the overhead of having an extra 
subdirectory level?

A. Novell Storage Services (NSS) uses a B+ tree for 
storing names. As long as the names of the files are 
well distributed, it should be faster to find a file using 
I/O with NSS because NSS doesn’t scan the whole 
directory for a name, and the directory is implicitly 
sorted by name. 

The traditional file system requires a linear search 
which, for normal distribution of access, would result 
in a mean find time proportional to n/2, where n is the 
number of files in the directory. However, the reality is 
that the traditional file system loads the whole file 
system state into memory and hashes all the directory 
entries, which means that file lookup is not actually 
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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SSL_OPTIONS on the
sockets, do I have to make
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and has a Certificate
Authority (CA), or can I
do this later? 
n/2. The traditional file system will probably search 
slightly faster, except for specific cases (which may 
actually be your normal cases).

Deleted entries occupy no space in NSS. In the 
traditional file system, the directory is represented as 
an array and deleted entries are flagged entries 
occupying space. This would imply that, for NSS, you 
can put all the files in the same directory (assuming the 
names are well distributed). For the traditional file 
system, it might be faster with subdirectories 
(assuming you could select the correct one quickly).

On the other hand, for the traditional file system, the 
search is more likely to happen entirely in memory, 
whereas in NSS it is more likely to happen on disk 
(depending on the working set size). Because of this, 
it’s hard to make concrete comments on create and 
delete performance, but I think NSS will be every so 
slightly slower.

For either file system, the name-to-object parsing costs 
for names containing multiple elements would 
guarantee that create and delete time are faster for a 
single directory than for multiple directories. Indeed, 
the open time for a\b should be approximately twice 
that of \b. You would be unlikely to be able to measure 
that because I’m talking about the cost internally to the 
file system. This is the direct cost of having an extra 
subdirectory level.

Memory usage probably favors NSS since the 
traditional file system has the entire file system 
structure in memory at all times. NSS only has a 
working set, although NSS entries are likely to be 
larger. On balance, it is probable that the total memory 
loading of NSS will be lower for a given activity, 
which amounts to significantly fewer than the total 
files on the volume.

However, you should ensure that the ClosedFileCache 
size is larger than the working set for your application. 
For example, for a 65536 byte file working set owned 
by the application, you should use something like NSS 
/ClosedFileCacheSize=100000. If I were doing this, I 

would test all four methods (single/multiple 
subdirectories on NSS and traditional) and pick the one 
that worked best.

It only requires two applications to test all four cases 
(although you could use the NSS-specific APIs, which 
would then require four test APIs). Assuming I wasn’t 
allowed this luxury, I would choose NSS. Although the 
open, find and delete operations are likely to be slower, 
these are both easily mitigated and the cache read 
performance of NSS is better.

Q. Before I set my SSL_OPTIONS on the sockets, do 
I have to make sure that the server has NICI properly 
installed and has a Certificate Authority (CA), or can I 
do this later?

A. You need to make sure that NICI is set up 
correctly on the server. Additionally, you need to make 
sure that WSPSSL.NLM and NILE.NLM are loaded 
on the server. If not, the ioctl (Input Output Control) 
will fail. Additionally, a good tool to ensure that NICI 
and the CA are set up correctly on your server is 
PKIDIAG.NLM, which is available at 
http://support.novell.com/servlet/filefinder?
name=pkidiag.nlm.

Q. I have just installed ODBC (Open Database 
Connectivity) on a Windows XP workstation (querying 
against a v4.12 eDirectory tree). I can run basic 
reports out of Crystal Reports (such as get group 
member lists), but I can’t figure out how to get a listing 
of group or user file permissions. Help! 

A. Only rights to directory objects are available in 
the ACL rights listings; file access rights aren’t 
available via the ODBC driver. You would need to use 
the C NDAP APIs. 
O c t o b e r  2 0 0 2
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Novell’s Best Is Yet to Come!

Gamal B. Herbon
Editor-in-Chief
Novell AppNotes
gherbon@novell.com

My sincere thanks go to all who have written to me 
lately regarding my past several Ramblings columns. 
I’m encouraged that so many of you are reading my 
monthly column and responding. It has shown me that 
there are strong feelings about the issues I’ve raised 
and that most of you still hold out hope for Novell’s 
success.

As most of you know, I am a long-time believer in 
Novell—not just as my employer, but also as a tech-
nology leader. I know some of you think I am nothing 
more than a “rah-rah” guy for Novell., but those who 
have come to know me can assure you that’s not so.

It’s true that I am excited and encouraged by Novell’s 
recent acquisition of SilverStream Software. I believe 
this is a major piece Novell needed to play in the Web 
services space. I know much more remains to be done, 
but progress is being made.

I continually get letters that state, “We know that 
Novell has the best technologies in the world, but when 
are you going to start marketing these wonderful 
services and technologies?” Chris Stone has stated that 
our Marketing department is now on his radar screen. 
If things stay true to form (which I believe they will), 
you should be seeing some serious messages from 
Novell Marketing very soon! Chris has been quite 
methodical in his approach to improving things at 
Novell, and I have every reason to believe that he’ll get 
results from the marketing folks. Realize that these 
things take time, but there will be new marketing infor-
mation from Novell in the very near future!

Many Software Gems
As many of you are aware, Novell has many gems in 
the software arena. In addition to NetWare and Group-
Wise, there is also our line of ZENworks products, 
eDirectory, iChain, iFolder, DirXML, SecureLogin, 
and on and on. Already these technologies are being 
brought together in real-world environments to provide 
the business solutions companies need. The rate of 
deployment is increasing on a regular basis, especially 

with the help of our Cambridge Technology Partners 
and Novell Consulting arms. What’s more, the focus 
on channel partners has increased dramatically with the 
recent announcement and implementation of Novell’s 
Clear Channel initiative.

Novell has refocused its attention on the very impor-
tant developer audience as well. We have recently 
stepped up our developer focus in the AppNotes, we 
are working on producing more useful material for 
DeveloperNet University, and the Developer Services 
team is rolling out a better-than-ever Developer 
Seminar tour this fall. I strongly encourage you to 
attend a seminar if you have the opportunity!

Why do I keep pointing out the positive things I see 
happening at Novell? I’m hoping that, after the tough 
times we’ve all been through over the past couple of 
years, you’ll start to see as I do the signs that the tide is 
turning in favor of Novell, our customers, and the high 
tech industry as a whole.

Encouraging Signs
For starters, I believe there will be a marked increase in 
IT spending over the next few years. As a result, soft-
ware and services vendors will need to work harder to 
get their share of the pie. Customers will be looking to 
do business with vendors who can solve their problems 
without gouging them with excessive costs.

The recent announcement that Corel’s Office Suite will 
be pre-loaded on big-name brands of computers is 
encouraging. People will now be able to get usable, 
efficient software for a reasonable price, and actually 
own the products without having to pay extra fees! In 
light of Microsoft’s recently-announced new licensing 
scheme, this could open the door to a much more level 
competitive field with less strong-arming of customers 
via monopolistic business practices.

Another interesting note is from an article I read 
recently, in which the head of the Windows develop-
ment team at Microsoft stated, “We really haven’t 
done everything we could to protect our customers... 
Our products just aren’t engineered for security.” 
Wow! With security becoming much more important 
in our changing world, this comment should get IT 
managers’ attention and send them scrambling for 
products that actually are engineered for security!

Yes, there are still challenges ahead for Novell and for 
the IT industry. Not all the problems in the IT arena 
will be solved overnight. But with the changes I’m 
currently seeing at Novell and throughout the industry, 
I truly believe the best is yet to come.

I anxiously await your feedback and comments on this 
and other columns. Until next time, I’ll just keep 
rambling. . . .
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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More than a third of all
adults hit their alarm
clock’s “snooze” button
each morning—an aver-
age of three times—before
they finally get up.
Gorillas Purr and Other 
Completely Useless Facts

Have you ever learned something new and then 
thought to yourself, why would I ever need to know 
that? Well here’s a whole slew of useless factoids, just 
to keep you wondering.

• Gorillas purr.

• One out of every three people can’t snap their 
fingers.

• Mel Blanc, the voice of Bugs Bunny, was allergic 
to carrots.

• “Stewardesses” is the longest word that can be 
typed with only the left hand.

• The names of all the continents on Earth end with 
the same letter that they start with.

• Two-thirds of the world’s eggplants are grown in 
New Jersey.

• Time magazine named the personal computer as 
its “Man of the Year” in 1982.

• The first novel to sell more than one million 
copies was Uncle Tom’s Cabin by Harriet Beecher 
Stowe.

• The strongest muscle in the human body is the 
tongue.

• In Minnesota it is illegal to cross state lines with a 
duck on your head.

• William Shakespeare invented the words “bump” 
and “assassination,” as well as the expression, 
“Laugh it off.”

• On a standard Bingo card (with 90 numbers), 
there are approximately 44 million ways to 
make Bingo.

• About 50% of the world’s scientists are working 
on military projects.

• The electric chair was invented by a dentist.

• Banging your head against a wall uses up 150 
calories an hour.

• Klingons don’t have tear ducts.

• It takes a week to make a jelly bean.

• The Titanic was never christened.

• Women blink nearly twice as much as men.

• “Teen” is a Scottish word meaning “grief.”

• Because steel expands when it gets hot, the Eiffel 
Tower is six inches taller in the summer than in 
the winter.

• It is possible to lead a cow up stairs, but not down.

• In the 1926 movie Don Juan, John Barrymore 
plants a total of 191 kisses on various females, an 
average of one every 53 seconds.

• Wheaties was the first product to use a jingle in its 
radio ads.

• Dueling is legal in Paraguay as long as both 
parties are registered blood donors.

• All major league baseball umpires must wear 
black underwear while on the job (in case their 
pants split).

• The blood pressure of a healthy human is about 
the same as a spider’s.

• Paper was invented early in the second century by 
a Chinese eunuch.

• A giraffe can go without water longer than a 
camel.

• More than a third of all adults hit their alarm 
clock’s “snooze” button each morning—an 
average of three times—before they finally get up.

• The word “lethologica” describes the state of not 
being able to remember the word you want.

• The ancient Mayan calender lists the end of time 
precisely at December 12, 2012.

Error Message of the Month

Disclaimer: Lightweight Access brings you humorous 
observations and refreshing diversions to give you a 
break from the daily grind. Opinions expressed here 
do not reflect Novell’s official position on anything.
O c t o b e r  2 0 0 2
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Recent issues only are available for order. For information on how to order these publications, refer to the 
Order Form. All articles can be viewed in HTML format and downloaded in Adobe Acrobat (PDF), eBook, 
Palm, or Windows CE formats at http://www.novell.com/appnotes. To obtain a complete, updated list, 
call the AppNotes Order Desk at 800-395-7135. Outside the U.S. and Canada, call 925-463-7391.

Novell AppNotes    (formerly Novell / NetWare Application Notes)

Date Part Number Titles

Oct 02 464-000063-010 Getting the Most Out of the NetWare Server Consolidation Utility
Troubleshooting Novell iChain 2.1 Authorization Issues
How to Configure NIC Teacming Drivers Using INETCFG
How to Configure and Customize the Discovery System in ZENworks for Servers 3
An Introduction to MySQL for NetWare
Effectively Reading a DirXML Trace File

Sep 02 464-000063-009 Troubleshooting Novell iChain 2.1 Authentication Issues
Managing Windows 2000 Group Policies with ZENworks for Desktops 3
How to Use the Alarm Managmeent System of ZENworks for Servers 3
A Methodology for Troubleshooting DirXML
Implementing a Utility for Searching Windows Executable Files on NetWare
How to Build J2EE Applications Using Novell Technologies: Part 5

Aug 02 464-000063-008 DirXML and the Reporting & Notification Service (RNS)
How to Perform a Health Check of Novell Account Managment 2.1 for Windows NT
Monitoring Proxy Information on Novell BorderManager
Advanced Features of DirXML, Part 2: Channel Write-Back
How to Build J2EE Applications Using Novell Technologies: Part 4
How to Write Start-up Code for NLMs

Jul 02 464-000063-007 Novell Storage Services (NSS) Performance Monitoring and Tuning
Tuning the NetWare 6 TCP/IP Stack via SET Parameters
How to Build J2EE Applications Using Novell Technologies: Part 2
Advanced Features of DirXML, Part 1: Queries
Leveraging the System Management BIOS Information in NetWare-Based 
Applications

Jun 02 464-000063-006 Technical Considerations for Choosing the Best Directory
Authenticating Users to UNIX Systems with Novell eDirectory and LDAP
Accessing Data on Multiple eDirectory Trees with a Single Login Using Novell 
NetStorage
Novell BorderManager Filter Configuration through iManager
Update on the Centralis AXE Utility: What’s New in Feature Release 1?
How to Build J2EE Applications Using Novell Technologies: Part 2

May 02 464-000063-005 Understanding and Troubleshooting Novell's Security Infrastructure
Using Novell SecureLogin to Enable Web Applications for Single Sign-on
Interoperability of Novell BorderManager with Other Novell Services
How to Build a Personalized, Secure Web Portal Using eDirectory, iChain, and Cor-
porate Yahoo! Enterprise Portal
How to Build J2EE Applications Using Novell Technologies: Part 1

Apr 02 464-000063-004 A Technical Overview of Novell TCP/IP in NetWare 6
Managing Browser Configuration for Novell BorderManager Proxy Clients 
Upgrading from iChain 1.5 to 2.0
One eGovernment: Bringing Governments to the Net
How to Manage and Use Dynamic Groups in Novell eDirectory
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Mar 02 464-000063-003 Novell iChain 2.0 Installation and Configuration Quick Start
What's New in Novell BorderManager 3.7?
Link Level Load Balancing and Fault Tolerance in NetWare 6
Creating Applets for Novell GroupWise with Advansys Formativ
How to Uninstall Novell Account Management 2.1 for Windows NT
How to Extend the NetWare Scripting Environment by Creating UCX Components

Feb 02 464-000063-002 ZENworks for Desktops Preboot Services: A Technical Overview
Blocking Virus Requests in Novell BorderManager’s HTTP Accelerator
Building eDirectory-Enabled Applications Using Delphi: Low-Level
How to Use the Security Features in Novell Portal Services
How to Audit DirXML Events Using Stylesheets, Java, and JDBC

Jan 02 464-000063-001 Cluster-Enabling a ZENworks for Servers 2 Development
Understanding Novell BorderManager’s HTTP Proxy Logs
How to Implement Complex Business Rules Using DirXML Stylesheets and Java
How to Write a ConsoleOne NDS Management Snap-In Using the eCommerce Bean 
for LDAP
How to Manage Internet Directories Using Beans for Novell Services

Dec 01 464-000062-012 Ensuring High Performance and Availability from NetWare 4.x and 5.x Servers
Building eDirectory-Enabled Applications Using Delphi: ActiveX
How to Use the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment and Standard 
Run-Time Library: NetWare 6 Update
How to Access Remote ActiveX Controls from NetWare
How to Define a Corporate Naming Policy Using DirXML Stylesheets
How to Certify an NLM Application on NetWare 6

Nov 01 464-000062-011 Should I Use a Directory, a Database, or Both?
Preparing a Disaster Recovery Plan for NetWare and eDirectory
Building eDirectory-Enabled Applications using Delphi: Overview
How to Use the eCommerce Beans for LDAP in Servlets, Java Server Pages, and 
Enterprise JavaBeans
How to Install and Configure NetWare Enterprise Web Server or Apache Web Server 
with Tomcat

Oct 01 464-000062-010 What’s New in NetWare 6? A Features Overview
Upgrading or Migrating to NetWare 6
iFolder: Data Accessibility, Where and When You Need It
Novell iPrint: A Best-of-Breed Print Solution for Business
High Availability Networking with NetWare 6: NSS 3.0 and Cluster Services 1.6
Multiprocessing Support in NetWare 6

Sep 01 464-000062-009 Troubleshooting the Novell BorderManager 3.6 VPN Client
Moving Novell’s Legacy Print Services Between Volumes and Servers 
Implementing SecuGen’s Fingerprint Recognition Technology with NMAS 2.0
Ten Guidelines for Designing Effective Schema Extensions
How to Install ZENworks for Desktops 3
How to Use eDirectory-Based Home Directories with the Apache Web Server
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 6 (online article)

Aug 01 464-000062-008 Getting to Know LDAP and Directories: What to Consider
Enhancing ZENworks for Desktops 3 Imaging with ENGL Zim
How to Showcase Your Web Content Using Novell Portal Services
How to Use Novell Directory Control (NWDir), Part 3
How to Use Perl, Python, and PHP to Access NDS eDirectory 8.5 via LDAP
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 5 (online article)
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Jul 01 464-000062-007 An Overview of Biometrics Support in NetWare Through NMAS
Quick Guide to Installing and Configuring Novell iChain 1.5 Community 
Services
Printing from a Macintosh on an IP-Only NetWare Network with NDPS
How to Integrate NDS eDirectory with Your Web Application Using the 
eCommerce Bean for LDAP
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 4 (online article)

Jun 01 464-000062-006 Configuring a Fault-Tolerant Messaging System Using GroupWise 5.5 and Novell 
Cluster Services
Quick Guide to Installing and Configuring Novell iChain 1.5 Authorization Services
How to Use the ODBC Driver with XML
How to Clear a User’s Connection Using a Perl Script
Centralis Contex: The ConsoleOne Extensions for Thin Client Server Solutions 
(online article)

May 01 464-000062-005 Performing an Unattended Installation of ZENworks for Desktops 3 on Remote Serv-
ers
Centralis AXE: The Power Utility for ZENworks for Desktops
Health Check Procedures for NDS eDirectory on Supported Platforms
Quick Guide to Installing and Configuring Novell ICS and iChain 1.5
How to Use Novell Directory Control (NWDir), Part 2
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 3
How to Integrate NDS eDirectory, JDBC, and EJB (online article)

Apr 01 464-000062-004 How to Maintain Caching in eDirectory 8 and eDirectory 8.5
Creating the “Digital Airlines” Novell Technology Demo
Custom Development with Novell iChain 1.5
Process Foundations for Successful Solution Deployment
How to Use the ODBC Driver with NDS, Part 3: Understanding XML
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 2

Mar 01 464-000062-003 How to Monitor NetWare Servers Using a Wireless Device
Policy-Based Management of Mobile Phones
How to Use Novell Directory Controls (NWDir), Part 1
How to Write a Simple DirXML Stylesheet
How to Access NDS from HTML or ASP, Part 1 (online article)
How to Analyze NDS.DTD to Construct XDS Documents for DirXML
How to Build an NDS-Enabled Application Using Visual Basic and the Novell Con-
trols for ActiveX, Part 2

Feb 01 464-000062-002 Understanding Novell’s iChain: A Technical Overview
How to Use NDS eDirectory to Secure Apache Web Server for NetWare
How to Program to NDS eDirectory on NetWare Using Perl
How to Analyze NDS.DTD to Construct XDS Documents for DirXML
How to Build an NDS-Enabled Application Using Visual Basic and the Novell Con-
trols for ActiveX, Part 2

Jan 01 464-000062-001 Novell OnDemand Services: Architecture and Customization
How to Optimize Novell Licensing Services
How to Use a Perl Script to Reboot a NetWare Server Using a UPS
How to Write a Simple NLM Using Novell Script for NetWare
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Dec 00 464-000060-012 How to Manage Active Directory with Novell’s eDirectory
How to Use MVC Beans for eBusiness to Administer eDirectory Using Your Browser
How to Use the ODBC Driver with NDS, Part 2
How to Use the GroupWise Filter and Query
How to Use GroupWise Tokens
New Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for NetWare 
6 Programming

Nov 00 464-000060-011 NDS eDirectory 8.5: A Detailed Overview
Personalizing and Customizing Web Content Using NDS eDirectory at CNN
How to Configure WebSphere, Oracle, NetWare Enterprise Web Server, and eGuide 
on a NetWare Server
How to Use the ODBC Driver with NDS: Part 1
Overview of the Universal Component System (UCS)

Oct 00 464-000060-010 Using NDS Corporate Edition to Manage Windows NT and Windows 2000
Using the Novell Import Convert Export Utility
NDS Tree Walking Issues and Recommendations
How to Update Applications, ZENworks Application Objects, and snAppShots Resid-
ing on Multiple Servers
KLib: A Kernel Runtime Library
GroupWise Object API in Visual Basic and C++
Accessing Novell Services from Perl on NetWare

Sep 00 464-000060-009 Using Novell Net Publisher to Publish, Share, and Store Files on the Web
Protecting Your Network from Hackers with Advanced BorderManger Packet Filter-
ing
Migrating from NT to NetWare with the NetWare Migrating Wizard
How to Configure and Optimize eDirectory LDAP Servers
Time Functionality in the Standard C Library
How to Add C3PO Custom Buttons with GroupWise Object APIs in Visual Basic

Aug 00 464-000060-008 Multimedia Streaming with NetWare 5.1
Implementing Strong Passwords in an NDS Environment
Troubleshooting BorderManager Licensing Issues
Choosing a Scripting Language on NetWare
How to Develop Web Applications for WebSphere Using MVC Beans
NetWare Installation Guide for Non-NetWare Users
Novell Controls for ActiveX and Microsoft Excel

Jul 00 464-000060-007 An Introduction to Novell’s DirXML
What It Really Means to be Integrated with NDS eDirectory
System Requirements for NDS eDirectory
Novell eGuide: One-Click Connection to Directory-Based Information
How to Supercharge LDAP Searches with NDS eDirectory Indexes
How to Use Metrowerks CodeWarrior
Building an NDS-Enabled Application Using Visual Basic and Novell Controls for 
Active X, Part 1

June 00 464-000060-006 Implementing an Enterprise-Wide White Pages/Yellow Pages Lookup Service with 
NDS eDirectory
Troubleshooting TCP/IP Communication Issues in the NetWare 5 Environment
NetWare Security: Closing the Doors to Hackers

May 00 464-000060-005 Standardizing Network Server Configurations with Server Policies in ZENworks for 
Servers
NDS eDirectory Design, Implementation, and Maintenance Guidelines
Enabling Roaming Lotus Notes Users with ZENworks for Desktops
Configuring BorderManager Authentication Services for Use with ActivCard Tokens
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Apr 00 464-000060-004 An Introduction to NDS Corporate Edition
Understanding and Configuring SLP Directory Agents (DAs) and Scopes
Troubleshooting and Diagnosing NetWare 5.1 Server Problems Through the Net-
Ware Portal Utility
Implementing Software Metering with ZENworks

Mar 00 464-000060-003 Providing Web Services on the Internet: Why I Chose NetWare 5 Over Windows NT 
and Linux
An Introduction to ZENworks for Servers
Novell Internet Messaging Service (NIMS) Configuration Tips
What’s New in ManageWise 2.7
Protecting NDS from Malicious Internal Attacks with NetVision’s DirectoryAlert

Feb 00 464-000060-002 Novell’s Support for Windows NT, Windows 2000, and Active Directory
Understanding Novell’s Single Sign-On
How to Set Up and Use Remote Control with ZENworks 1.1 and 2.0
A Strategy for Migrating to Novell Distributed Print Services in a Pure IP Environ-
ment

Jan 00 464-000060-001 What’s New in NetWare 5.1: The Complete Solution for Web-Based Networking
Rolling Out NetWare 5.1 with the NetWare Deployment Manager
Upgrading Novell Client Software Across the Network Using ACU.EXE
An Overview of NetWare 5.1’s Management Portal Utility
Taking Advantage of NetWare’s Public Key Infrastructure with Novell Certificate 
Server 2.0
An Introduction to WebSphere: The Next-Generation Web Application Server

Dec 99 464-000057-012 The Novell Controls for ActiveX and Visual Basic: Writing NDS Field Values
Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for NLMs: Part 
Four
WebSphere Components
Introduction to NetWare 5 Memory Enhancements
Novell, Java, and Voyager
Novell to Ship NetWare 5.1 Beta
Novell Year 2000 Testing

Nov 99 464-000057-011 Configuring Your Client Application for LDAP Secure Binds
ASN.1, OIDs, and NDS—The Common Fit
Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for NLMs: Part 
Three
Novell SSL for Java
SecretStore Single Sign-on
Programming on NetWare Made Easy with Perl Scripting
Developer Tools: Contest Winners Use NDS and NetWare to Create Prize-
Winning Apps

Oct 99 464-000057-010 The Novell Controls for ActiveX and Visual Basic: Searching NDS Field Values
Using JNDI and Novell’s NJCL to Access NDS
Using the NetWare Deployment Kit to Upgrade to NetWare 5 
Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for NLMs: Part 
Two
Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for NLMs: Part 
Two
Overview of New Features in BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5
Novell Developer Workshop Tour ‘99
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Sep 99 464-000057-009 The Novell Controls for ActiveX and Visual Basic: Reading Field Values
NDS Glossary
The Future of Application Development on NetWare with NLMs
SCHMAP: NDS Schema Extension and LDAP-to-NDS Mapping Utility
Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for NLMs: Part 
One
SCHMIG: Schema Migration Utility
Developer Tools: Credentia ViaNet/NDS

Aug 99 464-000057-008 White Pages Application NDS Programming Tutorial: Directory Concepts
White Pages Application NDS Programming Tutorial: The Demo Application
Building Web Database Applications Using Novell Script for NetWare
The Business Case for Directory-Enabling Your Application with NDS
Benefits of NDS 

July 99 464-000057-007 Designing NDS Schema Extensions 
The Novell Controls for ActiveX and Visual Basic: Logging In 
Extending the NDS Schema with DSAPIs
NDS 8 Update 
Novell Delivers High-Availability Solution for NetWare 5 

June 99 464-000057-006 Programming with the Novell Controls for Active X and Visual Basic: Getting 
Started
Configuring JavaBeans for Novell Services
Schema Enhancements for NDS 8
Runtime Programming in Java; A Technology Primer
Using BulletProof’s JDesignerPro 3.0 to Build Java Applications on NetWare 5

May 99 464-000057-005 Introduction to NDS for Developers 
Applications for NetWare 5, Part 4 
Overview of NDS for NT 2.0 
BorderManager Authentication Services 3 
EPC C/C++ Enterprise Edition for Novell NetWare 
Novell SuperLab 
NDS for Solaris: An Overview 
Active Server Pages (ASP) on NetWare 

Apr 99 464-000057-004 Understanding and Using Novell’s Universal Component System
The Novell Developer Kit
NDS for NT Q & A
Applications for NetWare 5, Part 3
Using Novell’s Year 2000 Information Ferret to Determine Your Y2K Status
Developer News
Minimum Patch List

Mar 99 464-000057-003 Introduction to NDS v8
DeveloperNet University’s NDS 102 Using C and LDAP
Stick a Fork in it: 1998 Novell Developer Workshop Tour Series Well Done
Applications for NetWare 5, Part 2
The Winners’ Circle
Novell Java Q & A 

Feb 99 464-000057-002 The Winners’ Circle
NDS102: Authenticating to NDS Using C (NDAP) APIs
Why Develop to NetWare 5? Part 2
Whats New in NetWare 4.2?
NetWare 5 Tested and Approved Applications
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Jan 99 464-000057-001 Developing NLMs with Metrowerks CodeWarrior
NetWare 5 Overview, Part 2
Writing Java Applications on NetWare Using Legacy NLMs
Why Develop to NetWare 5?
Cisco and Novell to Provide NDS with Interoperability with Cisco Routers and 
Switches 

Dec 98 464-000055-012 CodeWarrior’s Architectural Advantage 
DeveloperNet University’s NDS101 Using C and LDAP
Novell’s Controlled Cryptographic Services
Developing Target Service Agents Using CCSCL 
AnyInfo Example 7: Using JDBC to Access an Oracle8 Database

Nov 98 464-000055-011 Configuring LDAP Services for NDS
DeveloperNet University’s NDS101 Using C
Using Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) to Develop NDS-Enabled Applica-
tions

Oct 98 464-000054-010 Enhancements to Novell Directory Services in NetWare 5
Using Z.E.N.works to Distribute and Manage Applications on a Network
A Z.E.N.works-Friendly Location Independence Strategy for NetWare Networks
Assessing the Business and Technical Aspects of Public Key Infrastructure Deploy-
ment
ManageWise 2.6: New Features and Enhancements

Sep 98 464-000054-009 What’s New in the NetWare 5 Operating System?
Installing NetWare 5: Tips and Tricks
Migrating to Pure IP with NetWare 5
Compatibility Mode Installation and Configuration
Printing in NetWare 5 with NDPS 2.0
New Security Features in NetWare 5

Aug 98 464-000054-008 Quoi de Neuf: What’s New in NetWare 5?
Troubleshooting Synchronization with NDS Manager
Implementing NDS-Enabled Solutions at Clemson University, Part 2
GroupWise 5.2 Performance Tuning and Capacity Planning
Collecting and Interpreting NetWare 3.x and 4.x Server Statistics with STAT.NLM
Break the Web Server Speed Limit with a Web Server Accelerator
Using BorderManager to Improve the Quality of Service for International Access to 
WWW.NOVELL.COM

Jul 98 464-000054-007 Implementing NDS-Enabled Solutions at Clemson University
Using NDS Manager’s Graphical Schema Manager Tool in NetWare 4.11
ManageWise 2.5 Configuration and Usage Tips
Charlotte: An Automated Tool for Measuring Internet Response Time

Jun 98 464-000054-006 An Introduction to NetWare for Small Business 4.11
Using NDS Manager for Partition and Replica Administration
Using Z.E.N.works to Manage Users’ Desktops
Novell GroupWise Performance Management on Compaq Servers

May 98 464-000054-005 Novonyx Product Overview: Netscape Enterprise, FastTrack, and Messaging Servers 
for NetWare
An Introduction to Z.E.N.works: Zero Effort Networking for Users
Using DSREPAIR to Maintain the Novell Directory Services Database
SQL Integrator: A Data Request Broker for Heterogeneous Data Access
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Apr 98 464-000054-004 An Introduction to Novell Distributed Print Services (NDPS)
Easing TCP/IP Network Management with Novell’s DNS/DHCP Services
Using the Graphical SYSCON Utility in NetWare 3.2
Using the Novell Internet Access Server (NIAS) and a Modem to Connect Your Net-
Ware Server to an ISP

Mar 98 464-000054-003 Managing Mixed intraNetWare and Windows NT Networks with NDS for NT
Maintaining IPX Compatibility During a Migration to TCP/IP on a NetWare Network
Using the Novell Upgrade Wizard
Network Address Translator (NAT) Theory and Troubleshooting
Supporting PCI Hot Plug Technology in the Novell Architecture
DeveloperNet: The Source of Opportunity for Application Developers

Feb 98 464-000054-002 What’s New in NetWare 3.2
Accessing the Novell Support Connection Web Forums on the Internet
Using the SAPMON Utility to Monitor SAP Traffic and Troubleshoot Network Prob-
lems
Novell SuperLab Hosts the SuperLab Challenge
Networking Case Study: The Novell Connecting Points Network at COMDEX/Fall ‘97
BorderManager FastCache: Single Proxy Server Supports 67,000-Seat Network for 
Utah Schools

Jan 98 464-000054-001 The New Face of Networking
Consumer Gas Company, Ltd. Migration to IntranetWare from NetWare 3.12: A 
Case Study
A Practical Guide to Using Novell Application Launcher (NAL) 2.01
Improving Novell BorderManager Scalability with Intelligent Server Adapters
Improving Sun Web Server Performance and Scalability with BorderManager Web 
Server Acceleration

Nov/
Dec 97

464-000052-011 Achieving Class C2 Security in a Network EnvironmentNetwork Security for the 21st 
Century: Concepts and Issues
Devising an Information Security Policy: Environment, Risk, and Assurance
Overview of the NetWare Enhanced Security Architecture and Configuration
Implementing Class C2 Security with NetWare 4.11
Protecting Your Network Against Known Security Threats
Security Issues for International Commerce

Oct 97 464-000052-010 A Quick Guide to Web Server Acceleration
Maintaining a Healthy NDS Tree: Part 2
Troubleshooting Server Problems Using the ABEND.LOG File and Memory Images 
(Core Dumps)
Electronic Commerce: The Quest for a Global, Secure Infrastructure

Sep 97 464-000052-009 Three Ways to Deliver Cached Performance to Your Intranet and Internet Users
Novell Storage Services (NSS): Pushing IntranetWare to New Heights
Setting Up a “Change Password Administrator” in NetWare 4
Accessing the Internet with Eicon’s SCOM for IntranetWare Kit

Aug 97 464-000052-008 Web Server Acceleration with Novell’s BorderManager: A Case Study of WWW.NOV-
ELL.COM

Learning and Applying the Rules of NDS Security
Maintaining a Healthy NDS Tree: Part 1
Using Novell Application Launcher 2.0 and snAppShot for Application DeliveryJul 
97
Novell’s Project 2000: Meeting the Challenge of Century Compliance
Installing the “First” NetWare/IP Server
An Overview of Novell’s GroupWise Document Management Strategy
Novell’s Class C2 Level Security Evaluation “For a Network”
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Jun 97 464-000052-006 Controlling Access to Open Systems with IntranetWare BorderManager
An Introduction to Novell Replication Services
Implementing Novell’s NT Workstation Manager
Migrating to GroupWise from Message Handling Services
From Paper to Electrons: Initiating Safer Electronic Commerce

May 97 464-000052-005 Overview of Novell’s IntranetWare Client for Windows NT
Installing the IntranetWare Client for Windows NT
Configuring the IntranetWare Client for Windows NT
Accessing IntranetWare Resources Using the NWGINA Logon Interface and the Net-
Ware Provider
Setting Up Network Printing with IntranetWare Client for Windows NT Workstation

Apr 97 464-000052-004 Overview of Novell / Windows NT Integration Products
Installing the NWAdmin Plug-Ins for Windows NT Workstations and Servers
Integrating Windows NT Users and Groups into IntranetWare Using Novell Adminis-
trator for Windows NT
Managing NT and NDS Account Information Using the Novell Workstation Manager
Using the Novell Application Launcher with Windows NT
Migrating to IntranetWare from LAN Server, LAN Manager, or NT Server

Mar 97 464-000052-003 Optimizing IntranetWare 1 and 2 Server Memory
IntranetWare Server Automated Abend Recovery
NetWare Over TCP/IP: Integrating NetWare Services into the TCP/IP Environment
GroupWise 5 Architecture Overview

Feb 97 464-000052-002 Effectively Networking Windows NT with Novell’s IntranetWare
Using the Directory Services Trace (DSTRACE) Screen
Disconnecting NetWare Clients that Have Automatic Reconnection Enabled
The Role of the Physical Network in Network Installation and Optimization

Jan 97 464-000052-001 Design Rules for NDS Replica Placement
ManageWise 2.1 Configuration and Optimization Tips
Branch Office Deployment, Part 2: An Imaginary Branch Installation Project
Managing the Physical Network: A Beginner’s Guide

Dec 96 164-000050-012 Architecting a Full-Service Intranet with Novell’s IntranetWare
Connecting to the Internet from a Novell NetworkNovell AppNotes (cont.)
How to Select WAN Hardware for Your Novell Product
Capacity Planning for the IntranetWare IPX/IP Gateway

Nov 96 164-000050-011 Overview of NetWare Client 32 for Windows 95
Installing NetWare Client 32 for Windows 95
Upgrading Windows 95 Workstations with Automatic Client Update (ACU)
Configuring NetWare Client 32 for Windows 95
Accessing Network Resources with the GUI Login Utility and the NetWare Provider
Using the Novell Application Launcher (NAL) with Client 32 for Windows 95
Setting Up Network Printing with Client 32 for Windows 95
Troubleshooting and Optimizing NetWare Client 32 for Windows 95

Oct 96 164-000050-010 What’s New in NetWare 4.11
Migrating to NetWare 4.11 Using the Across-the-Wire Method
Backing Up and Restoring Novell Directory Services in NetWare 4.11
Server Maintenance: Maintaining NDS Information for a NetWare 4.11 Server During 
a Brief Shutdown

Sep 96 164-000050-009 Exploring the NetWare Web Server, Part 3: A Complete Innerweb Solution
An Introduction to Novell’s IntranetWare IPX/IP Gateway
Branch Office Deployment, Part 1: A Product Development Approach
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Aug 96 164-000050-008 NetWare/IP 2.2 Implementation and Troubleshooting Guidelines
Network Security: Determining Your Risk Index
Choosing a LAN-based Imaging System for the Small Office Environment
Lessons Learned While Upgrading to NetWare 4.1

Jul 96 164-000050-007 Extending ManageWise for the Challenges of the Enterprise
Licensing and Serialization in NetWare 4.1
A Study of Novell Directory Services Performance and Benefits
Shaping the Infrastructure for Information Security in the 21st Century

Jun 96 164-000050-006 NetWare on One CPU Outperforms Windows NT Server on Four CPUs
Managing Novell Directory Services Traffic Across a WAN: Part 1
NetWare Connect Services: Your Pathway to the Global Business Village
Business Process Re-engineering: A Turning Point in Novell’s Imaging Studies

May 96 164-000050-005 NetWare Client 32 for DOS/Windows: Overview of Architecture and Features
Installing NetWare Client 32 for DOS/Windows
Upgrading Network Client Software with Automatic Client Update (ACU)
Using the Client 32 GUI Login Utility and the NetWare Application Manager (NAM)
Using Novell’s NetWare User Tools (NWUSER.EXE) for Client 32 Workstations
Setting NET.CFG Parameters with the NWSETUP Utility and Accessing Online Help

Apr 96 164-000050-004 Ten Proven Techniques to Increase NDS Performance and Reliability
Universal Guidelines for NDS Tree Design
Overview of NetWare Link/ATM Technology
GroupWise Remote for the Road Warrior
Auditing NDS Objects with AuditWare for NDS
NDS Expert: Using NDS Checksumming to Eliminate Packet Corruption Problems

Mar 96 164-000050-003 Roaming a NetWare Network with NetWare Mobile IPX
Interconnecting NetWare Networks with ISDN
Exploring the NetWare Web Server: Part 2
New Bottlenecks in LAN-based Imaging Systems
Large NetWare Networks: Results of Compaq’s 1000-User Server Benchmark Tests
Understanding SCANTREE.EXE’s Statistics
Net2000: Enhancing the NetWare Platform

Feb 96 164-000050-002 Exploring the NetWare Web Server
Inside the NetWare Server’s Packet Burst Statistics Screen
Installing and Configuring GroupWise Remote 
Using DS Standard to Migrate Networks to NetWare 4.1Novell AppNotes (cont.)

Jan 96 164-000050-001 Applying X.500 Naming Conventions to NDS
Basic GroupWise Concepts for Support Professionals
Using Packet Size Distributions to Uncover Hidden Network Utilization Bottlenecks 
Performance Analysis: Isolating the Real Bottleneck in a System
Net2000: Interface and Implementation

Dec 95 164-000047-012 Global Network Services: Novell’s Strategy for Enabling a Smart Global Network
A Look into the Future: Distributed Services and Novell’s Advanced File System
An Inside Look at SPX Communications between RPRINTER/NPRINTER and the Net-
Ware Print Server
LAN-based Imaging Revisited
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Nov 95 164-000047-011 NetWare Link Services Protocol: An Advanced Theory of Operations
Guidelines for Implementing NetWare/IP
Tuning the Server Memory Calculation WorksheetOct 95
Using TRACK and Other Console Utilities in a Mixed NetWare Environment
MHS Services’ Role in Novell’s Messaging Strategy
Using AppWare to Automate PerfectOffice Applications

Sep 95 164-000047-009 An Introduction to Novell’s NetWare Client32 for Windows 95
Overview and Benefits of Novell Embedded Systems Technology (NEST)
Using UnixWare 2 to Set Up a Web Server: A Case Study
Comparing Novell’s IPX-to-IP Connectivity Solutions: IP Tunneling, NetWare/IP, and 
IP Relay

Aug 95 164-000047-008 Backing Up and Restoring NetWare Directory Services in NetWare 4
SBACKUP Configuration and Usage Notes
Troubleshooting Tips for NetWare Directory Services

Jul 95 164-000047-007 Installing and Configuring UnixWare 2.0
Understanding the NetWare UNIX Client (NUC) NLM 2.0
Configuring Asynchronous Connections with the NetWare MultiProtocol Router 3.0 
Software

Jun 95 164-000047-006 Centralized Multiserver Backup over 100VG-AnyLAN Networks
Using Novell’s NetWare User Tools (NWUSER.EXE) for MS Windows Clients
Anatomy of a Voice Processing NLM
ABEND Recovery Techniques for NetWare 3 and 4

May 95 164-000047-005 The Benefits of Using Intelligent LAN Adapters in NetWare Servers
Using the NTSWD Utility to Diagnose MS Windows Workstation Problems
Upgrading to NetWare 4.1 Across a LAN/WAN Using RCONSOLE
Using NDS User Object Properties in NetWare 4.1 Login Scripts

Apr 95 164-000047-004 Integrating the NetWare DOS Requester (VLMs) with Windows for Workgroups
Importing User Information into NetWare Directory Services Using UIMPORT
Unified Messaging: Paving the Road to Pervasive Computing
Using NetWare/IP Over Satellite Networks
Understanding NetWare HostPrint 1.1x
The NetWare 4 Memory Architecture / Understanding Memory Fragmentation in 
NetWare Servers
Using MONITOR to Track NetWare 4 Memory Allocation

Mar 95 164-000047-003 Using the DSMERGE Utility in NetWare 4.1
Support Issues for the NetWare DOS Requester (VLM) 1.2
Black Screen of Death Explained
NetWare Workstation Security Architecture
What’s New in UnixWare 2
NetWare for SAA 2.0: An Overview of Novell’s Next Generation SNA Connectivity 
Product
Tuning Cache with the NetWare 4 LRU Sitting Time Statistic

Feb 95 164-000047-002 Inside Novell’s High Capacity Storage System (HCSS)
Resolving Critical Server Issues
Computer Telephone Integration: Call Control vs. Voice Processing
Wide Area Networking with Frame Relay and NetWare MultiProtocol RouterNovell 
AppNotes (cont.)
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Jan 95 164-000047-001 What’s New in NetWare 4.1
NetWare 4.1 CIT Interoperability Testing Overview
NetWare 4.1 Interoperability Test Configurations and Troubleshooting
Planning an NDS Tree
Understanding and Using NDS Objects

Dec 94 164-000036-012 NetWare IPX Routing Enhancements
Customizing Your NetWare Link Services Protocol Routing Configuration
Managing Basic MHS 
Printing to Network Printers in Windows 3.1
Configuring UnixWare’s Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)

Nov 94 164-000036-011 Characteristics of TCP/IP, IPX/SPX, and NCP Protocols Over VSAT
NetWare Management System (NMS) Components and Functionality
Upgrading to NetWare 4.01: A Case Study of Canadian Tire Corporation, Ltd.

Oct 94 164-000036-010 Migrating from NetWare Name Services to NetWare Directory Services
Understanding the Role of Identification and Authentication in NetWare 4
Managing and Using FirstMail
Configuring NetWare Connect with TCP/IP Remote Clients
Installing and Configuring UnixWare 1.1

Sep 94 164-000036-009 Using Novell’s CDROM.NLM to Run CD-ROM Drives as NetWare Volumes
What’s New in NetWare 4.02
Effectively Managing RIP and SAP Traffic with Filtering
UnixWare 1.1 as a NetWare Client
Troubleshooting Printing in a NetWare for Macintosh Environment

Aug 94 164-000036-008 An Introduction to Novell’s Open Security Architecture
Using DOS Batch Files with NetWare 4 to Ease the Transition from NetWare 3
Installing Basic MHS and FirstMail
TUXEDO System Release 4.2.2: The Path to Reliable Client/Server Computing
Unattended OS/2 CID Installation Using NetWare Navigator

Jul 94 164-000036-007 Configuring NetWare 4 for the Mobile User
Key Issues Surrounding Enterprise E-Mail
Testing Performance of NetWare SNA Remote Host Connectivity Products
Customizing Autodiscovery Using NMS
Records Management: Document Storage and Retrieval Challenges in an Enterprise 
Network
Application of Networked Multimedia in Business and Education

Jun 94 164-000036-006 NET.CFG Parameters for the NetWare DOS Requester 1.1
Using Network-Direct Print Devices in NetWare 4
Compression and Suballocation in NetWare 4
Managing the Branch Office: Part 2
Implementing NetWare MultiProtocol Router Products in an IBM Source-Route 
Bridged Environment

May 94 164-000036-005 The Functions and Operations of the NetWare DOS Requester v1.1
Managing the Branch Office: Part 1
Performance Tuning NetWare Connect 1.0
Optimizing NetWare Wide Area Networks
NetWare Link Services Protocol: Link-State Routing in a NetWare Environment

Apr 94 164-000036-004 SPECIAL EDITION: Building and Auditing a Trusted Network Environment with 
NetWare 4

Date Part Number Titles
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Novell Research Publications

Mar 94 164-000036-003 An Introduction to AppWare and Visual AppBuilder
Management Procedures for Directory Services in NetWare 4.01
Optimizing NetWare as a Database Platform
Providing DOS and MS Windows User Access to UNIX/NFS Files
Ghardenstone: A Novell Methodology for Network Performance Evaluation
A Review of Bridging and Routing Techniques

Feb 94 164-000036-002 Implementing Naming Standards for NetWare Directory Services
Implementing and Configuring Novell/AT&T Telephony Services
NetWare Distributed Management Services: An Integrated Approach for Managing 
Network Computing Environments
Certification Programs for Networking Professionals

Jan 94 164-000036-001 Novell’s Corporate-Wide Upgrade to NetWare 4
Upgrading to NetWare 4: The Chase Manhattan Bank’s CC and FMI Groups
Time in the NetWare Environment
Computer-Telephone Integration with Novell’s Telephony Services
An Overview of Multimedia Technologies

Dec 93 164-000032-012 Installing NetWare 3.12 from CD-ROM
Wide Area Networking with VSAT: A Customer Installation
Workstation Memory Management: Using QEMM386 7.01, 386 To THe Max 7.0, and 
MS-DOS 6
IBM AS/400 Connectivity Using NetWare for SAA 1.3 in an Ethernet Environment

Nov 93 164-000032-011 Time Synchronization in NetWare 4.x
Designing NetWare 4.x Security
Packet Burst Update: BNETX vs. VLM Implementations
Multi-Segment LAN Imaging: Departmental Configuration Guidelines

Oct 93 164-000032-010 NetWare 4.x Performance Tuning and Optimization: Part 3
What’s New in NetWare 4.01
NetWare 3.12 Enhancements
Using NetWare HostPrint for AS/400 Host Printing
Managing Memory in a DOS Workstation: Using Novell DOS 7

Sep 93 164-000032-009 Optimizing Printing with NetWare 4.x and 3.1x
Understanding and Using NDS Alias Objects
NetWare Migration Utilities Part 2: The Across-the-Wire Migration Utility
An Introduction to Network Workflow
Migrating Ethernet Frame Types from 802.3 Raw to IEEE 802.2
Multilingual PC Setup with DR DOS

Aug 93 164-000032-008 NetWare for Macintosh 3.xx Print Services: A Configuration Tutorial
Exploring Hard Disk Compression
NACS 3.0 and NetWare Access Server 1.3 Integration

Jul 93 164-000032-007 Using NETADMIN to Create and Administer NDS Objects
A Test Workload Analysis of LANQuest Lab’s Application Benchmark (LAB) Test 
Suite
Multi-Segment LAN Imaging Implementations: Four Segment Ethernet
A NetWare Interface for Visual Basic
Understanding Relational Theory

Date Part Number Titles
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Novell Research Publications

Jun 93 164-000032-006 NetWare 4.0 Performance Tuning and Optimization: Part 2
NetWare 4.0 Bindery Emulation: An Overview
Bindery Emulation and NetWare for Macintosh
NetWare Migration Utilities Part 1: The In-Place Upgrade NLM
Administering DOS Paradox and Paradox for Windows on NetWare
Virtual Server Technology and DataClub File Sharing

May 93 164-000032-005 NetWare 4.0 Performance Tuning and Optimization: Part 1
Tips and Techniques for Troubleshooting Drive Deactivation in NetWare 3.1x
Imaging Test Results: Retrieval Rates on Single- and Multiple-Segment LANs
An Introduction to Videomedia and NetWare

Apr 93 164-000032-004 NetWare 4.0 Special Edition
Overview of NetWare 4.0 New Features
An Introduciton to NetWare Directory Services
Planning a NetWare 4.0 Directory Tree
Understanding NetWare Directory Services Rights
Planning for NetWare 4.0 Installation, Server Migration, and Coexistence
Using the DOS Requester with NetWare 4.0
Migrating to NetWare 4.0: An Example

Mar 93 164-000032-003 An Introduction to Developing Cross-Platform Client/Server GUI Applications
Installing and Configuring NetWare TCP/IP on a NetWare 3.11 Server
NetView LAN Management: RUNCMDs Made Easy
NetWare and Windows for Workgroups Integration
Using Production Workload Characteristics to Validate Performance Evaluation 
Studies

Feb 93 164-000032-002 Mapping Between UNIX Permissions and NetWare Rights in NetWare NFS
ODINSUP Interoperability Configurations for DOS Workstations
Imaging Configuration Performance Test Results

Jan 93 164-000032-001 The State of the Infrastructure for Distributed Computing
IBM AS/400 Connectivity Using NetWare for SAA v1.3
Imaging Configurations and Process Testing

Date Part Number Titles
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Education Update
Novell’s Education Department offers a wide variety of courses, covering a variety of Novell Tech-
nology subjects. Regardless of whether you want to get your CNE, MCNE, CNI or CNA. Novell’s 
Education Courses are either instructor led, hands-on training or online training. The following lists 
some of the available courses. Visit http://www.novell.com/education/certinfo/ for more informa-
tion.

DirXML Training 

Advanced DirXML - Advanced Technical Training
This is a hands-on Advanced Technical Training course on DirXML tips and tricks, implementation, 
troubleshooting techniques, and debugging rules and stylesheets. Additional focus includes the fol-
lowing technologies: XML, XDS, Rules, XSLT stylesheets, and custom driver configurations. 

Directory and Database Integration Using DirXML (Course 992 version 1.0)
This 5-day course is based on Novell's DirXML technology. Students learn about the DirXML 
architecture, how it works, and how to import several application drivers, including 
Netscape/LDAP, Exchange, PeopleSoft, eDirectory to eDirectory, and NT Domain. Students will 
also be taught implementation strategies, ways to customized the product to fit company's needs, and 
deployment strategies. 

GroupWise 6 Training 

GroupWise 6 Administration (Course 370)
This course is designed for system administrators to learn how to effectively implement and admin-
ister GroupWise 6. It takes students through the process of implementing and administering a basic 
system to a more complex system, incorporating GWIA and WebAccess.

GroupWise 5.x Training 

GroupWise 5.5 System Administration (Course 350 v 1.01)
This 3-day course is designed to teach students the fundamentals of administering a GroupWise sys-
tem. It includes system architecture, installation and configuration, messaging within the system, 
managing documents and client features. 

GroupWise 5.5 Advanced Administration (Course 352 v 1.01)
This 2-day course is designed to teach students the fundamentals of administering a GroupWise sys-
tem. It includes expanding the GroupWise system, configuring agents, linking, advanced adminis-
tration, coexistence with multiple GroupWise systems. 

GroupWise Net Access and Connectivity (Course 354 version 2.0)
This 3-day course is designed to teach students about the various ways to connect GroupWise Inter-
net/Intranet Access and users to other users both within an organization and via the Internet. This 
course is critical to the successful installation of GroupWise Internet/Intranet Access and systems 
that go beyond a company's walls. 

iChain Training 

Novell iChain 2.0 - Advanced Technical Training
This Advanced Technical Training course is designed to provide comprehensive hands-on training 
for Novell's iChain 2.0. This two-day course will discuss deploying, administering, and optimizing 
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iChain. Each section will cover tips, troubleshooting, pitfalls, and integration into diverse environ-
ments. 

NetWare 6 Training

FREE NetWare 6 Workshop
This class gives students a high-level view of the remote management tools that ship with NetWare 
6. These include NetWare Remote Manager, iMonitor, and Novell iManager. The class also demon-
strates the functionality of Native File Access for Windows, iFolder, and iPrint. Students will per-
form hands-on exercises with each of these tools and products. 

Upgrading to NetWare 6 (Course 3000)
This course is focused on teaching the new features unique to NetWare 6. It is designed to provide a 
comprehensive experience and education on the value propositions of NetWare 6. 

NetWare 4 to NetWare 6 CNE Upgrade Prerequisite (Course 3002)
NetWare 4 to NetWare 6 CNE Upgrade Prerequisite (Course 3002) is designed to prepare NetWare 
4 and IntranetWare CNEs to upgrade their certification to NetWare 6. The material introduces the 
concepts and tasks that are fundamental to understanding NetWare 6. 

NetWare 5.x Training 

NetWare 4.11 to NetWare 5.1 Update (Course 529)
Students focus on learning the significant changes, updates and new features found in NetWare 5.1. 
Literacy and the ability to anticipate, design and use the new feature set of NetWare 5.1 are central 
goals to the course.

NetWare 5.1 Administration (Course 560 version 2)
Learn to accomplish fundamentals of network management tasks on a NetWare 5.1 network. This 
course teaches you to administer a network and prepares you for the Certified Novell Administrator 
(CNA) certification. 

Networking Technologies (Course 565)
Provides students with an excellent foundation upon which to build their network training. It covers 
the basics of computer networking, including terms and concepts. 

NetWare 5.1 Advanced Administration (Course 570 version 2.0)
This course is designed to provide students with the knowledge and skills needed to design, config-
ure and administer a complex network. Upon completion students will have an advanced skill set 
and the ability to handle more challenging network situations than were presented in the NetWare 
5.1 Administration course. 

Novell eDirectory™ Design and Implementation (Course 575 version 3.0)
Students will learn to design and implement Novell eDirectory trees and related components in any 
type of organization to achieve for various types of organizational goals. Tree merges and changes 
will also be part of this instruction. 

NDS® Design and Implementation (Course 575 version 2.0)
This course teaches network administrators, network designers and networking consultants the skills 
needed to create an NDS design and implementation strategy. 
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NDS Design and Implementation (Course 575 version 1.0)
The NDS Design and Implementation (Course 575) teaches designing and implementing Novell 
eDirectory trees for different types of network operating systems. 

Service and Support (Course 580 version 2.1)
This course focuses on the prevention, diagnosis, and resolution of hardware-related problems 
encountered when working with NetWare. The skills learned will have a great deal of practical value 
to network administrators as they optimize and maintain systems while using many other Novell 
products. 

Service and Support (Course 580 version 1.0)
This course focuses on the prevention, diagnosis, and resolution of hardware-related problems 
encountered when working with NetWare. The skills learned will have a great deal of practical value 
to network administrators as they optimize and maintain systems while using many other Novell 
products. 

Integrating Novell eDirectory and Windows NT (Course 555 version 2.0)
In this course students learn the basic fundamentals of Windows NT networking, how to integrate 
Windows NT with an eDirectory network, and how to manage an integrated network.

Integrating NetWare and Windows NT (Course 555 version 1.02)
In this course, students learn the fundamentals of Windows NT networking and how to integrate 
Windows NT with a NetWare network. 

NetWare 5.0 to NetWare 5.1 Update
This course teaches students the differences between NetWare 5.0 and NetWare 5.1. 

NDS/eDirectory Training 

Novell eDirectory Specialist Bootcamp
This 5-day, hands-on Bootcamp is fast-paced, comprehensive instruction on Novell eDirectory (ver-
sion 8.6.x). Course topics include advanced level eDirectory architecture, design and implementa-
tion, and troubleshooting techniques and tuning. Students will perform Novell eDirectory 
installation and upgrading tasks, healthcheck procedures, and will implement LDAP functionality. 

NetWare 5.1 Administration (Course 560 version 2)
Learn to accomplish fundamentals of network management tasks on a NetWare 5.1 network. This 
course teaches you to administer a network and prepares you for the Certified Novell Administrator 
(CNA) certification. 

Novell eDirectory Design and Implementation (Course 575 version 3.0)
Students will learn to design and implement Novell eDirectory trees and related components in any 
type of organization to achieve for various types of organizational goals. Tree merges and changes 
will also be part of this instruction. 

Advanced NDS Tools and Diagnostics (Course 991 version 1.0)
This hands-on, lab-intensive course raises the level of NDS expertise among networking profession-
als so they can maintain and troubleshoot some of the most common NDS issues. 

Integrating Novell eDirectory and Windows NT (Course 555 version 2.0)
In this course students learn the basic fundamentals of Windows NT networking, how to integrate 
Windows NT with an eDirectory network, and how to manage an integrated network. 
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Integrating Novell eDirectory and Active Directory (Course 556)
In this course students learn the fundamentals of Windows 2000 networking and how to integrate 
Active Directory with an eDirectory network. This course is available as: Instructor Led Training 
Self-Study Training   

Directory Technologies (Course 995)
The 995 course builds a foundation of knowledge for understanding Directories. The course 
explains what Directories are and why they are needed. 

ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 Training 

ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 + iFolder & OnDemand Services version 1.5 - 
Advanced Technical Training
This 5-day hands-on course covers how to use ZENworks for Desktops 3.2, Novell's iFolder 1.0 and 
OnDemand Services 1.5 to provide a complete desktop management solution for environments from 
LANs to enterprise WANs. 

Desktop Management with ZENworks for Desktops 3.x (Course 781 version 
2.0)
This course teaches the concepts and skills necessary to implement ZENworks for Desktops 3.x with 
a focus on the application management and policy management features. Supplemental materials on 
ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 are now included in the course. 

DeveloperNet University Update
DeveloperNet University is your training and education source for sharpening your skills and accel-
erating your development of Novell solutions. DeveloperNet University offers online access to 
in-depth training on the latest Novell technologies along with popular legacy Novell technologies. 
The following are the current courses offered:

Enabling Authentication in your Applications and Web Solution: This course, is one of a series 
of DeveloperNet University courses which will help you learn eDirectory programming. In addition 
to learning ways to authenticate to eDirectory, you will be introduced to other methods of authenti-
cation utilizing platforms such as Netscape Web Server, and Apache Web Server; along with pro-
gramming languages such as PERL, C, and Java. LDAP will be featured prominently.

Implementing an Interactive Web Site with NetWare 6:  This course details how to implement an 
interactive Web site with NetWare 6, using technologies such as eDirectory, Apache Web Server, 
and Java. This course is the perfect way to get a quick introduction to the many Web-enabled bene-
fits offered in NetWare 6.

eDirectory for the Beginner: This course gives a marketing perspective of Novell eDirectory, 
focused to pertain to an engineering audience. This course is the perfect way to get a quick introduc-
tion to Novell eDirectory.

DirXML Driver Installation Featuring the NT4 Domain Driver: This course gives detailed 
instructions for the installation of the NT4 Domain Driver for DirXML. When you master this 
course, you should be able to install the vast majority of DirXML drivers will little or slightly more 
effort.

Custom DirXML Driver Development Course: This course will help you learn how to build cus-
tom DirXML drivers. You will be instructed on how to create a driver, integrating it with a test 
application and eDirectory. To investigate this course, go to: http://www.developer.novell.com/
servlet/devnet/education/tutorials/dirxml2/01.htm
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ActiveX Course: This course takes you through the process of programming an application which 
accesses Novell’s NDS directory services with Novell’s Directory ActiveX control. The purpose of 
this application is to allow users to look up information about members of a community, similar to 
the white-pages in a telephone book. The application developed in this course allows users to 
browse a company, viewing such employee data as pictures, phone numbers, titles, and so on, 
obtained from Novell’s directory service, eDirectory. To investigate this course, go to: 
http://www.developer.novell.com/servlet/devnet/education/tutorials/vbactivex/index.htm

C – based LDAP Course: This course takes you through the process of programming an applica-
tion which accesses Novell’s eDirectory services with C-based LDAP. The purpose of this applica-
tion is to allow users to look up information about members of a community, similar to the 
white-pages in a telephone book. The application developed in this course allows users to browse a 
company, viewing such employee data as pictures, phone numbers, titles, and so on, obtained from 
Novell’s directory service, eDirectory. To investigate this course, go to: http://www.developer.
novell.com/servlet/devnet/education/tutorials/whitepages/index.htm

Programming NDS with NetWare Loadable Modules (NLM): This course teaches you how to 
program to the NetWare NLM interface. Starting with a basic hello world NLM followed by more 
complex NLMs which provide Internet and NDS access. To investigate this course, go to: 
http://www.developer.novell.com/servlet/devnet/education/tutorials/nlm_nds/index.html

Programming NDS with C NetWare Directory Access Protocol: This course takes you through 
the process of programming an application which accesses Novell's eDirectory services using 
Novell’s traditional client APIs. The purpose of this application is to allow users to look up informa-
tion about members of a community, similar to the white-pages in a telephone book. The application 
developed in this course allows users to browse a company, viewing such employee data as pictures, 
phone numbers, titles, and so on, obtained from Novell’s directory service, eDirectory. To investi-
gate this course, go to: http://www.developer.novell.com/servlet/devnet/education/tutorials/
whitepages_ndap/index.htm

Programming NDS with JNDI (Java Naming Directory Interface): This course takes you 
through the process of programming an application which accesses Novell’s eDirectory services 
using JNDI. The purpose of this application is to allow users to look up information about members 
of a community, similar to the white-pages in a telephone book. The application developed in this 
course allows users to browse a company, viewing such employee data as pictures, phone numbers, 
titles, and so on, obtained from Novell’s directory service, eDirectory. To investigate this course, go 
to: http://www.developer.novell.com/servlet/devnet/education/tutorials/whitepages_jndi/index.htm

Programming NDS with Novell Java Beans: This course takes you through the process of pro-
gramming a “White Pages” application which accesses Novell’s NDS directory services using 
Novell’s directory Java beans. The purpose of this application is to allow users to look up informa-
tion about members of a community, similar to the white-pages in a telephone book. The application 
developed in this course allows users to browse a company, viewing such employee data as pictures, 
phone numbers, titles, and so on, obtained from Novell’s directory service, eDirectory. To investi-
gate this course, go to: http://www.developer.novell.com/servlet/devnet/education/tutorials/
whitepages_bns/index.htm

SSL Security Course: This course takes you through the process of programming a simple client 
and server application that uses SSL as the communication medium. The purpose of SSL is to pro-
vide a secure way of sending data from a client application to a server application. An example 
would be ordering an item over the Internet. When you send your credit card number to an Internet 
merchant you do so using SSL over a secure, encrypted channel. The client and server applications 
developed in this course provide an example of developing a simple yet comprehensive SSL pro-
gram. To investigate this course, go to: http://www.developer.novell.com/servlet/devnet/education/
tutorials/ssl/index.htm

In addition to the on-line courses, DeveloperNet University also provides Coding Projects (Tasks), 
Code Samples, Developer Library, Third-Party Resources, and a schedule for the Developer Semi-
nar Tour. For more information on any of these topics, visit: http://www.developer.novell.com/
servlet/devnet/education/index.html
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Novell Education PEP/ATT Training
Novell Education’s PEP/ATT courses assume experience with the subject matter. These courses are 
delivered on an engineering level. Topics covered include support issues, in-depth architectural reviews, 
and advanced enterprise solutions. Advanced Technical Training is fast-paced, highly technical training that 
consists of both lecture and hands-on labs. For the most recent list of courses and to register for a course, 
visit the PEP/ATT registration Web site at http://www.novell.com/education/pep/register.html.

Course and Dates Location Cost

Advanced DirXML - PEP/ATT 
September 24-27, 2002 
October 1-4, 2002
October 8-11, 2002 
October 15-18, 2002 
November 5-8, 2002 
November 19-22, 2002
December 10-13, 2002

Irvine, CA 
Dallas, TX 
Washington, DC 
Vancouver, BC
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
San Francisco, CA
Detroit, MI

$3500
$3500
$3500
$3500
$3500
$3500
$3500

ZENworks for Desktops 4 - PEP/ATT 
October 1-3, 2002 
October 8-10, 2002 
October 15-17, 2002 
October 22-24, 2002
October 29-31, 2002 
October 29-31, 2002
November 5-7, 2002
November 12-14, 2002 
November 12-14, 2002
November 19-21, 2002 
November 19-21, 2002 
December 3-5, 2002 
December 3-5, 2002 
December 10-12, 2002 
December 10-12, 2003 

Chicago, IL
Las Vegas, NV 
Detroit, MI 
Houston, TX 
New York City, NY 
Provo, UT
Boston, MA
Washington, DC 
Denver, CO 
St. Louis, MO 
Minneapolis, MN
San Francisco, CA
Chicago, IL 
Atlanta, GA 
Philadelphia, PA 

$1595
$1595
$1595
$1595
$1595
$1395
$1595
$1595
$1595
$1595
$1595
$1595
$1595
$1595
$1595

ZEN for Servers - PEP/ATT
October 22-24, 2002 Austin, TX $1595 

Advanced NetWare 6 Services and Troubleshooting - PEP/ATT
October 1-3, 2002 
October 15-17, 2002 
October 22-24, 2002 
October 29-31, 2002 
November 5-7, 2002 
November 6-8, 2002 
November 19-21, 2002 
November 19-21, 2002 
December 3-5, 2002

Irvine, CA
Seattle, WA 
Phoenix, AZ 
Washington, DC 
Las Vegas, NV 
Montreal, QC, Can-
ada 
Denver, CO 
Chicago, IL
Atlanta, GA 

$1595
$1595
$1595 
$1595
$1395 
$1595
$1595
$1595
$1595

iChain - PEP/ATT
September 24-25, 2002 
October 17-18, 2002 
November 5-6, 2002 

Vancouver, BC Can-
ada
Washington, DC
San Francisco, CA

$1195
$1195
$1195
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Novell Education PEP/ATT Training

GroupWise 5- PEP/ATT
October 10-11, 2002 Vancouver, BC Canada

 
$1195

Advanced GroupWise 6 Services and Troubleshooting- PEP/ATT
October 8-10, 2002 
October 22-24, 2002 
November 5-7, 2002 
November 5-7, 2002 
November 19-21, 2002 
December 3-5, 2002 
January 7-9, 2003 

Houston, TX 
Chicago, IL
Irvine, CA 
Minneapolis, MN
Washington, DC 
Philadelphia, PA 
St. Louis, MO 

$1595 
$1595 
$1595 
$1595 
$1595 
$1595 
$1595 

BorderManager - PEP/ATT
September 26-27, 2002 
October 14-15, 2002

Vancouver, BC Can-
ada
Washington, DC

$1195
$1195

Small Business - PEP/ATT
September 26-27, 2002 Dallas, TX $1195 

eDirectory Specialist Bootcamp
September 23-27, 2002
October 7-11, 2002
October 28 - November 1, 2002

St. Louis, MO
Denver, CO
Toronto, ON, Canada

$2495
$2495
$2495

Course and Dates Location Cost
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  Novell AppNotes Feedback Form October 2002

To help us give you the kind of information you need to better design, configure, install, and maintain your network, please 
take a moment to answer a few questions about the Novell AppNotes. Fax the completed form to 801-861-4123. Thanks—we 
value your feedback.

1. How useful is each article in this issue?

2. I would like to see more articles on:

 Network design and optimization  Network management  Other____________________________
 Novell product implementation  NetWare theory and internals
 Third-party product integration  NetWare programming

3. The type of article that is most useful to me is:

 Theory/conceptual  Tutorial  Troubleshooting/support  Technical case study

4. My affiliation with Novell is:

 CNE/ECNE/MCNE  Programmer  Systems Integrator  MIS
 CNI  Reseller  Systems Engineer  Network Supervisor
 CNA  Consultant  Technical Support  Other ____________________________

5. I use the following Novell-related products:

 NetWare 6  ZENworks for Desktops  Novell eDirectory  ManageWise
 NetWare 5  ZENworks for Servers  DirXML  Novell Portal Services
 NetWare 4  GroupWise  NetWare for SAA  iChain
 NetWare 3 or 2  BorderManager  NetWare NFS  Developer Tools
 Other_______________________________________________________________________________________

6. General comments about the Novell AppNotes: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Article Title Indispensable Very useful
Somewhat 

useful Not at all useful

Getting the Most Out of the NetWare Server Consolidation Utility

Troubleshooting Novell iChain 2.1 Authorization Issues

How to Configure NIC Teacming Drivers Using INETCFG

How to Configure and Customize the Discovery System in ZENworks 
for Servers 3

An Introduction to MySQL for NetWare

Effectively Reading a DirXML Trace File

Net Management (Beyond the Basics, Network Novice, Directory 
Primer, Tips & Tricks)

Net Support (Network Troubleshooter, TIDbits, Dear Ab-end)

Code Break (Developer Scene, Developer Q&A, DeveloperNet News)

Viewpoints (Ramblings, Lightweight Access)



Quick Guide to Novell Information

 

Resource URL

Novell
For the latest news, solutions, and success stories on Novell 
net services software.

http://www.novell.com/

Novell DeveloperNet
Your direct connection to everything you need to deliver 
secure, scalable business-to-business (B2B) and e-commerce 
solutions—or any directory-enabled solution you have in 
mind—quickly and economically. 

http://developer.novell.com

Novell Support
To open an electronic incident, download the latest patches, 
and find additional technical resources.

http://support.novell.com

Novell Cool Solutions
Provides helpful articles, downloads, manuals, programs, 
demos, and answers to your questions.

http://www.novell.com/coolsolutions/

Novell Product Documentation 
For documentation about all Novell’s net services software. http://www.novell.com/documentation/

Novell Connection
Published monthly by NetWare Users International (NUI), the 
independent professional society for NetWare user groups 
worldwide.

http://www.novell.com/nwc/

Novell Consulting 
Need help putting it all together? See our Web site for more 
information on bringing in Novell experts to make your 
technology work as one net.

http://www.novell.com/programs/ncs/

Novell Solutions Search
Find Novell and "Yes, Tested and Approved" Partner product 
solutions.

http://developer.novell.com/nss/

Novell Education
Up-to-the-minute training on Novell products in whatever 
format meets your needs: Instructor-led training, computer-
based training, on-line training, Advanced Technical Training, 
and customized training.

http://www.novell.com/education/
http://www.novell.com/education/locator
http://www.novell.com/registernow

Novell PartnerNet
Programs to support Novell’s resellers, OEMs, distributors, 
and partners. Find valuable tools such as Novell 
advertisements, sales presentations, video presentations, 
and other resources.

http://www.novell.com/partners/

Novell Press
Need a little more information or don’t have time for a class? 
See all the hot new Novell Press titles on Shop Novell.

http://www.novell.com/shopnovell

Novell Advantage
This is the place to go for Novell competitive information: 
head-to-head product comparisons, reality checks, and 
positioning of Novell products against those from other 
vendors.

http://www.novell.com/advantage
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